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Foreign Language Anxiety in Heritage Students of Spanish:  

To Be (Anxious) or Not To Be (Anxious)?  That is the Question

Publication No._____________

Michael Tallon, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2006

Supervisor:  Elaine K. Horwitz

The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  investigate  if  heritage  students  of  Spanish 

experience foreign language anxiety and, if so, what levels of anxiety and what types of 

anxiety they experience.  Furthermore, the study attempted to examine how this anxiety 

is correlated with the anxiety reported in the literature for other language students as well 

as with the heritage students’ own self-assessed proficiency in Spanish.  The data were 

collected through quantitative methods (anxiety scales) and qualitative methods (open-

ended questions and telephone interviews).  A total of 413 students (209 heritage students 

and 204 non-heritage students) participated in this study.

In general, the mean anxiety scores for the heritage students were lower than the 

mean anxiety scores for the non-heritage students on all anxiety scales, although there 

were a few instances when the heritage students actually had higher anxiety scores.  In 

addition, the heritage students in this study reported lower levels of anxiety than other 

college-level  students  whose  anxiety  levels  had  also  been  measured  by  the  Foreign 

Language Classroom Anxiety Scale.
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In most cases, there was a strong, negative correlation between the students’ self-

assessed language proficiency and their reported levels of anxiety, indicating that as the 

students’ self-assessed proficiency increased their levels of anxiety decreased.  The study 

also sought to examine how the various anxieties, as measured by four different anxiety 

scales, related to each other.  Results showed a strong, positive correlation between all 

four anxiety scales, indicating that the anxiety scales are related in terms of measuring 

anxiety related to the language learning process, but that they do in fact measure different 

types of language-specific anxieties.

The qualitative portion of the study sought to investigate how heritage students of 

Spanish described their feelings of anxiety about learning Spanish in the foreign language 

classroom.  Analysis of the qualitative data revealed several sources of anxiety inside the 

classroom as well as outside the classroom.  The heritage students also mentioned areas 

where they did  not feel anxious inside the classroom, and they listed several goals for 

using Spanish in the future.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction

Statement of the Problem

It is the first day of school.  You are a teacher of Spanish.  You walk 
into your Spanish 1 class only to realize that there are students in your 
class who do not simply speak Spanish; rather, Spanish is their primary 
language.  Frustration quickly sets in as you try to deal with two vastly 
different groups of students, each with completely different needs.  Try as 
you might  to  meet  the needs  of  every student,  the native speakers are 
quickly bored by the slow pace of the class while the non-native speakers 
panic at the oral fluency of the native speakers.  You find yourself in an 
untenable situation.  (D’Ambruoso, 1993, p. 203)

In recent years, the field of foreign language education has become increasingly 

concerned with heritage language students and heritage language education.  This is due 

to the growth of the Latino/Hispanic1 population in the United States and, consequently, 

the  growth  of  this  population  in  schools  and  colleges.   The  population  of  Spanish 

speakers in the United States continues to grow and come into our classrooms.  These 

language learners bring with them a variety of linguistic experiences that do not easily 

respond to  language  instruction  presented  to  monolingual  English  speakers.   In  fact, 

respondents to the American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese’s 1999 

Survey of the Membership cited “heritage learners in our classroom” as a concern second 

1 In some parts of the United States, the term “Latino” is preferred by this population, while in other parts 
of the U.S. the term “Hispanic” is preferred.  In his book Living in Spanglish: The search for Latino 
identity in America (2002), Ed Morales states:  “For years the dispute between Latino and Hispanic as the 
proper term for those of us with Spanish surnames and varying degrees of South of the Border baggage has 
lingered like a bad hangover.  Hispanic…was designed to allow the lighter-skinned to claim a European 
heritage.  Latino…was a mid-‘70s incarnation of the term meant to allude to a separate identity from 
Spain” (p. 2).  In Texas, the term “Hispanic” is generally used to refer to Spanish-speaking people.
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only to the “graying of the profession” (Tesser, 2000, p. 14).  It is these students who are 

the focus of this dissertation.

It has been noted frequently in the literature that heritage language students are 

different from the traditional foreign language students and, therefore, the instructional 

goals of the heritage learners may clash with those of the program in which they seek 

instruction.  For the most part, foreign language courses are designed for monolingual 

speakers of English.  When heritage language students are placed in such classes, their 

needs  are  not  being met  (Campbell  and Peyton,  1998;  González-Pino,  2000;  Peyton, 

Ranard and McGinnis, 2001).  Placing a native Spanish speaker in a beginning Spanish 

class would be similar to placing a native English speaker in an English as a Second 

Language (ESL) class.

Many issues have been examined in the past 10-15 years in terms of heritage 

language education, including the following:  why there is a lack of specialized teaching 

for U.S.  Hispanics,  program goals for a heritage language program, which variety of 

Spanish  should  be  taught,  how to  get  heritage  students  to  enroll  in  heritage  classes, 

literacy issues, placement issues,  assessment issues, teacher training,  and instructional 

materials.  As several researchers have noted that the needs of heritage students are not 

currently being met in their Spanish classes, these students probably feel uncomfortable 

in such classes.  To date little research has been carried out on the affective needs of 

heritage students and, in particular, if they experience “foreign language anxiety” in the 

Spanish classroom.
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Since Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986) first proposed a definition of anxiety 

specifically associated with the language learning context, many studies have examined 

foreign language anxiety (e.g.,  what  it  is,  sources  of  anxiety,  what  its  effects  are  on 

students, how it can be reduced).  However, the research has focused primarily on the 

anxiety levels  of “traditional” foreign language students.   No such research has been 

conducted in depth to examine if heritage students are affected by anxiety.  The purpose 

of this dissertation is to fill that void.

Need for the Study

The number of heritage students in Spanish language classes across the country 

continues to grow.  It is easy for teachers to assume that just because a person has some 

background with the language that he or she will automatically do well, and feel fine, in 

the class.   However, this may not be the case.  Many studies have looked at foreign 

language  anxiety  in  language  students  in  general,  but  none  yet  has  empirically 

investigated in depth this phenomenon in heritage students of Spanish.

There is some anecdotal evidence, however.  For example, Levine (2003) looked 

at student and instructor beliefs and attitudes about target language use, first language 

use, and anxiety.  He states that his findings suggest that “students who come from bi- or 

multilingual backgrounds  may tend to feel less anxious (emphasis added) about the TL 

[target language] use than students from monolingual backgrounds” (p. 354).  

There is also some empirical evidence.  Loughrin-Sacco (1990), using the Foreign 

Language  Classroom  Anxiety  Scale  (FLCAS)  (Horwitz,  Horwitz  and  Cope,  1986), 

compared  the  anxiety  levels  of  true  beginners  and  false  beginners  in  an  elementary 
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French class.  He states:  “False beginners … experienced relatively little anxiety.  … 

The only clear-cut type of anxiety involved speaking (emphasis added).  They admitted 

never quite feeling sure of themselves when speaking French in class (items 1 and 18), 

being  nervous  speaking  French  with  native  speakers  (item  14),  and  worrying  about 

making mistakes (item 2)” (p. 102).  Mejías, Applbaum, Applbaum and Trotter (1991) 

found that the Hispanic students in their study did experience anxiety in Spanish.  They 

noted  that  communication  apprehension  increased  as  the  more  informal,  personal 

contexts moved to the more formal, less personal contexts.

In a pilot study that examined the anxiety levels of heritage students in a first-

semester Spanish class, Tallon (2003a) reported that 44 heritage students averaged 87.1 

on the FLCAS.  Although this number is considered “not anxious” (the range of the scale 

is  33 to 165; below 90 is  considered “not anxious,” 90 to 110 is considered “mildly 

anxious,” and above 110 is considered “anxious”), it is only 3 points away from being 

considered  “mildly  anxious”;  in  addition,  it  could  be  considered  a  high  number  for 

students who already have some background knowledge with the target language being 

studied (considering that the lowest score possible is 33).  

In a second pilot study, Tallon (2004) administered the FLCAS to 15 heritage 

students in a second-semester Spanish class and their average score was 97, considered 

“mildly anxious.”  In addition to the FLCAS, other anxiety scales were also administered. 

The heritage students averaged 54 on a reading anxiety scale (range is 20 to 100) (Saito, 

Horwitz and Garza, 1999), 93 on a listening comprehension scale (range is 33 to 165) 

(Kim, 2000), and 105 on a writing anxiety scale (range is 29 to 145) (Cheng, Horwitz and 
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Schallert, 1999).  It can be seen that, at least for these 15 heritage students of Spanish, the 

reading  anxiety score  was fairly  low,  the  listening  comprehension anxiety  score  was 

moderately high, and the writing anxiety score was fairly high.  It does appear, therefore, 

that  heritage  students  of  Spanish,  like  traditional  language  learners,  may  experience 

different levels of anxiety depending on the specific language skill being used.  In this 

study, the students were not too anxious about reading, whereas they were mildly anxious 

about listening and experienced even higher levels of writing anxiety.

Thus,  there is  some evidence to  suggest  that  some heritage students may feel 

anxious in the foreign language classroom while other heritage students may not.  We 

therefore need an empirical study which investigates more fully whether or not heritage 

students of Spanish experience a general type of foreign language anxiety or a more 

specific type of foreign language anxiety (e.g., reading anxiety, listening anxiety, and/or 

writing anxiety).  If this anxiety does indeed exist, we would like to know its causes.  Are 

the sources of anxiety for heritage students the same as the sources already reported in 

the anxiety literature, or are they different?  Is the experience of anxiety the same for 

these students, or is it different?

Previous research on foreign language anxiety has reported that anxious feelings 

may cause students to engage in behaviors that are harmful to their language learning and 

the grades they make in their language courses (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Price, 

1991).   Does  this  finding  apply  to  heritage  students?   In  addition,  some students  in 

language classes have reported being afraid to speak the target language because they 

cannot express themselves like adults (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Price, 1991). 
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Is  it  possible  that  heritage  students  in  beginning-level  language  classes  experience 

anxiety because they are forced to talk about “childish” topics?  Furthermore, it has also 

been  reported  that  some  language  students  may  fear  error  correction  when  they  are 

speaking (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1990; Price, 1991).  Is it possible 

that heritage students experience anxiety because they feel they speak a “bad dialect” of 

the standard dialect being taught in the classroom?  Finally, it would also be interesting to 

note – as has been done in other anxiety studies – how the levels of anxiety correlate with 

actual performance in Spanish.  That is, do anxious students produce less language while 

non-anxious students produce more?  Steinberg and Horwitz (1986) report that anxious 

students  may  actually  produce  less  interpretive  speech.   Does  this  apply  to  heritage 

students of Spanish?

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to examine if heritage students of Spanish experience 

foreign language anxiety and, if so, what levels of anxiety and what types of anxiety they 

experience, and how this is correlated with the anxiety found in other language students 

as well as with their self-reported proficiency in Spanish.  Although the study will mainly 

be quantitative in nature, it will also employ some qualitative methods (e.g. open-ended 

questions and interviews) to examine reasons heritage students give for feeling anxious 

about learning Spanish.  These interviews will be able to add human voice and emotion 

from the heritage students themselves to the issue of foreign language anxiety.
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Significance of the Study

The findings from this study have both theoretical and pedagogical significance. 

On the  theoretical  side,  this  study will  add  a  component  to  the  existing literature  in 

foreign language anxiety by studying its effects on a new group of students (i.e., heritage 

students of Spanish) as well as to the existing literature in the field of heritage language 

education.  Many studies have examined the curriculum needs of these students (which is 

different from the curriculum needs of more “traditional” foreign language students), but 

few  have  yet  examined  affective  factors  related  to  heritage  students  of  Spanish. 

Moreover, the results of this study would tell us something about language learning, and 

perhaps  our  teaching  methods,  if  even  heritage  students  are  anxious  in  the  language 

classroom. 

In  addition  to  the  theoretical  importance,  this  study  will  also  have  practical 

applications.  That is, if it is found that heritage students of Spanish do in fact experience 

some kind of anxiety in the language classroom, we can then begin working on how to 

help reduce this anxiety.  It is our responsibility as teachers to see to it that we try to meet 

the  affective  needs  of  all  of  our  students,  including  those  who  already  have  some 

background with the target language.   It  is  important  to  point  out  that this  is a very 

specific group of heritage students being examined in this study (i.e., heritage speakers of 

Spanish in San Antonio, Texas, which means that a majority of them are of Mexican-

origin) and, therefore, the results of this study might not apply to heritage speakers of 

other languages and in different situations (e.g. Spanish heritage speakers in Chicago or 

Norwegian  heritage  speakers  in  Minnesota).   Nevertheless,  results  of  this  study may 
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provide information to help teachers of heritage students provide better teaching methods 

and techniques.  As a current poll of AATSP members cited the presence of Spanish 

heritage students in our classroom as a primary concern of the profession, this study is 

very timely.   The results  of this  study,  therefore,  will  be of  special  interest  to many 

Spanish teachers. 
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Chapter 2:  Review of the Literature

Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the relevant literature on foreign language 

anxiety and heritage language students.  The section on foreign language anxiety will first 

present an historical overview of the literature on foreign language anxiety, followed by a 

discussion of different types of anxiety, sources of anxiety, effects of anxiety, and the 

measurement  of  anxiety.   The  section  on  heritage  language  students  will  discuss 

definitions, how heritage students are different from more “traditional” foreign language 

students, issues in heritage language education, and approaches used to teach heritage 

students.  The chapter will end with a brief discussion of the little research that has been 

conducted on foreign language anxiety in heritage students.

Foreign Language Anxiety

Introduction

Learning  a  foreign  language  can  be  quite  a  challenging  task.   One  principal 

question in Second Language Acquisition theory is why some people are more successful 

at  learning  a  second  language  than  other  people.   Many  factors  come  into  play  to 

determine the outcomes of the learning process, including individual differences such as 

cognitive abilities, personality characteristics, learning styles, metacognitive differences, 

social  contexts, and affective aspects.   Three main affective aspects  include attitudes, 

motivation, and anxiety.  In other words, what the learner brings to the learning situation 

and how the learner feels  can have an impact  on what  is  learned.   One of  the most 

important affective variables in learning a foreign language is foreign language anxiety.
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Brief Historical Overview of Language Anxiety Research

According to Horwitz and Young (1991),  there are two general approaches to 

identifying language anxiety:  (1) language anxiety is simply a transfer of anxiety from 

another  domain  (i.e.  a  trait  anxiety;  for  example,  test  anxiety  or  communication 

apprehension),  or  (2)  something  about  language  learning  makes  language  anxiety  a 

unique experience (i.e. a situation-specific anxiety).  Early studies conducted on anxiety 

and language learning used the “anxiety transfer” approach and found ambiguous and 

contradictory results, a predicament which Scovel identified in his 1978 review of the 

anxiety research.  

For  example,  Chastain  (1975)  reported  positive,  negative,  and  near  zero 

correlations between anxiety and second language learning in three languages (French, 

German, and Spanish); in addition, the directions of the correlations were not consistent. 

For  instance,  for  one  language,  language  anxiety  was  positively  related  to  language 

performance  (i.e.  the  higher  the  anxiety,  the  higher  the  performance);  for  another 

language,  language  anxiety  was  negatively  related  to  language  performance  (i.e.  the 

higher the anxiety, the lower the language performance); and there were also results that 

indicated no relationship at all between anxiety and performance.  According to Scovel 

(1978), the main problem with these early studies on foreign language anxiety was that 

the term “anxiety” had either not been defined at all or not consistently.  

In the 1970s and early 1980s, the trait anxiety viewpoint was most commonly 

used  to  investigate  the  role  of  anxiety in  foreign  language learning.   This  approach, 

however, was not very useful for the context of foreign language learning and led to the 
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mixed and confusing findings for two reasons.  First, the anxiety measures used for these 

early studies were borrowed from psychology and thus were not language anxiety scales; 

Chastain’s  (1975)  study,  for  example,  used  scales  of  test  anxiety  and  trait  anxiety. 

Second, most studies did not clearly define which type of anxiety they were designed to 

measure.

The  second  approach  to  identifying  language  anxiety  proposes  that  language 

learning  produces  a  unique  type  of  anxiety.   MacIntyre  (1999)  states:   “From  this 

perspective, we can define language anxiety as the worry and negative emotional reaction 

aroused when learning or using a second language” (p. 27).  He concludes that since the 

mid-1980s,  research  has  supported  Gardner’s  (1985)  hypothesis  that  “a  construct  of 

anxiety which is not general but instead is specific to the language acquisition context is 

related to second language achievement” (p. 34).  In the past 20 years, the research on 

language anxiety has advanced greatly.  In fact, Young (1994) stated that “the concept of 

anxiety in SL [second language] acquisition has achieved the status of a precise technical 

notion” (p. 3).

With  their  seminal  article  “Foreign  Language  Classroom  Anxiety,”  Horwitz, 

Horwitz and Cope (1986) provided a definition of the anxiety specifically associated with 

the language learning context.  That is, foreign language anxiety is not simply the transfer 

of anxiety from one domain to another, but rather “a distinct complex of self-perceptions, 

beliefs, feelings, and behaviors related to classroom language learning arising from the 

uniqueness of  the language learning process” (p.  128).   They identified  three  related 

anxieties as related to foreign language anxiety:  communication apprehension (the fear 
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of communicating with other people),  test  anxiety (fear of exams,  quizzes,  and other 

assignments used to evaluate the students’ performance), and fear of negative evaluation 

(the worry about how others view the speaker).  

Types of Anxiety

According to MacIntyre (1999), “Even if one views language anxiety as being a 

unique form of anxiety,  specific to second language contexts,  it  is  still  instructive to 

explore the links between it and the rest of the anxiety literature” (p. 28).  Three main 

types of anxiety can be distinguished:  trait, situation-specific, and state (see Cattell and 

Schier, 1963; MacIntyre and Gardner, 1989, 1991a; Spielberger, 1966).  Trait anxiety 

refers  to  a  stable  predisposition  to  become  nervous  in  a  wide  range  of  situations 

(Spielberger,  1983)  and is,  by definition,  a  feature of an individual’s  personality  and 

therefore is both stable over time and applicable to a wide range of situations.  That is, 

some people are predictably and generally anxious about many things.   On the other 

hand, situation-specific anxiety is like trait anxiety except that it is applied to a single 

context or situation only.   It  is stable over time but not necessarily consistent across 

situations.   Examples  include  math  anxiety,  test  anxiety,  stage  fright,  and  language 

anxiety.  Finally, state anxiety refers to the moment-to-moment experience of anxiety; it 

is the transient emotional state of feeling nervous that can fluctuate over time and vary in 

intensity.   Note  that  both  trait  anxiety  and  situation-specific  anxieties  refer  to  the 

likelihood of becoming nervous in a certain situation; they do not, however, refer to the 

experience of anxiety itself.  That is state anxiety, and it can have an effect on emotions, 

cognition, and behavior (e.g., unpleasant feelings, worry, physical symptoms).
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Most  researchers  accept  the  idea  that  foreign  language anxiety  is  a  situation-

specific anxiety related to the language learning context and that it can play a significant 

causal role in creating individual differences in language learning.  Horwitz (2001) notes 

that several studies have found foreign language anxiety to be largely independent of 

other types of anxiety.   Since this approach has been taken,  the results  of studies on 

foreign language anxiety and achievement have been relatively uniform.

It is also useful to distinguish between debilitative and facilitative anxiety (Alpert 

and Haber, 1960, cited in Scovel, 1978).  Facilitative anxiety motivates the learner to face 

the  new  learning  task,  whereas  debilitative  anxiety  motivates  the  learner  to  adopt 

avoidance  behaviors.   That  is,  facilitative  anxiety  improves  performance  while 

debilitative anxiety interferes with performance.  Alpert and Haber (1960) point out that 

these  constructs  are  independent  of  each  other:   “In  fact,  these  two  constructs  of 

debilitating  and  facilitating  anxiety  may  be  uncorrelated.   Thus,  an  individual  may 

possess a large amount of both anxieties, or of one, but not the other, or of none of either” 

(p. 213).

Since 1986, many other researchers have investigated foreign language anxiety, 

including  Young;  MacIntyre  and  Gardner;  Phillips;  Price;  Onwuegbuzie,  Bailey  and 

Daley; Clement, Gardner and Smith; Cheng; Saito; Vogely; Kim; Ganschow and Sparks; 

and others.

Finally, it should be pointed out that since the mid 1990s there has been a debate 

between Horwitz and MacIntyre, on the one hand, and Sparks and Ganschow, on the 

other hand.  The disagreement between the two camps is whether anxiety is a cause or an 
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effect  of  poor  performance in  a  language class.   Horwitz  and  MacIntyre  believe  the 

foreign  language  anxiety  causes  poor  performance  and  achievement.   Sparks  and 

Ganschow argue that there may be a confounding interaction between language skills and 

anxiety.  According to their Linguistic Coding Deficit/Differences Hypothesis (LCDH) 

(Sparks  and  Ganschow,  1991,  1993a,  1993b,  1995),  native  language  skills  are  the 

foundation for  successful  foreign language learning.   Therefore,  poor  performance in 

language classes is often caused by poor native language skills, which in turn can cause 

anxiety.   Their  LCDH  claims  that  it  is  necessary  to  include  a  third  variable  in  the 

discussion,  namely  cognitive  linguistic  skills,  which  interacts  with  foreign  language 

learning and anxiety (Sparks and Ganschow, 1991, 2000).

However, Horwitz and MacIntyre have responded to this argument.  MacIntyre 

(1995a, 1995b) argues that the main problem with Sparks and Ganschow’s LCDH is that 

it  focuses exclusively on cognitive ability factors (in terms of the coding of linguistic 

stimuli) and thus ignores the context in which language learning occurs (i.e., it does not 

consider the social factors involved in language learning) and ignores the potential for 

social  context  to  influence  cognitive  processes.   He  also  criticizes  Sparks  and 

Ganschow’s (1995) claim that “anxiety about FL learning is likely to be related to anxiety 

about native language learning” by noting that studies have found that language anxiety 

correlates  significantly  with  foreign  language  tasks  but  not  with  those  same  tasks 

performed in the native language.

Horwitz  (2001)  points  out  that  the  number  of  people  who experience  foreign 

language anxiety is far greater than the percentage of decoding disabilities in the general 
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population,  and  that  many  successful  language  learners  (including  some  language 

teachers!) also experience language anxiety.  She concludes that “the LCDH is ultimately 

based on an overly simplified view of language learning” (p. 118).

Sources of Foreign Language Anxiety

It has been estimated that approximately one-third of students learning a foreign 

language experience some type of foreign language anxiety (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 

1986).   Research has shown that  there are a  number of ways that  learning a foreign 

language can  cause  anxiety  for  the  language learner.   Young (1994)  categorized  the 

sources of foreign language anxiety into three general groups:  sources associated with 

the learner, the teacher, and the institutional practices.

Learner  characteristics  which  can  cause  foreign  language anxiety  include  low 

self-esteem,  competitiveness,  self-perceived  low  level  of  ability,  communication 

apprehension, lack of group membership with peers, and beliefs about language learning.

Bailey (1983) attributed the cause of language anxiety to competitiveness on the 

part of the learners.  She analyzed the diaries of 11 learners and found that they tended to 

become anxious when they compared themselves with other learners in the class and 

found themselves less proficient.  She noted that as the learners perceived themselves 

becoming more proficient, and therefore better able to compete, their anxiety decreased. 

Bailey also identified other sources of anxiety, including tests and learners’ perceived 

relationship with their teachers (a psychology for the teacher’s approval). 

Horwitz,  Horwitz  and  Cope  (1986)  stated  that  anxious  students  often  cite 

speaking in the foreign language to be their most anxiety-producing experience.  This is 
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in part due to the fact that it is hard to be one’s self in the target language (i.e., feelings of 

uncertainty and threats to the ego due to the unknown element of the second language; cf. 

Guiora et al., 1972), which can thus trigger anxiety.  The foreign language learner is put 

in the position of communicating something that is meaningful to him/her without having 

sufficient  command  of  the  language  to  do  so.   Self-aware  language  learners  are 

confronted with the probability that people will perceive them differently from the way 

they perceive themselves.  Thus, learners can experience anxiety as a result of fear or 

experience of “losing oneself” in the target culture.  As Oxford (1992) points out, this is 

closely related to the idea of “culture shock.”  

Gregersen  and  Horwitz  (2002)  looked  at  the  relationship  between  foreign 

language anxiety  and perfectionism.   They found that  anxious  language learners  and 

perfectionists may have a number of characteristics in common (e.g., higher standards for 

their English performance, a greater tendency toward procrastination, more worry over 

the opinions of others, and a higher level of concern over their errors) and that these 

characteristics have the potential for making language learning unpleasant as well as less 

successful for them than for other students.  

Student  beliefs  about  language  learning  can  also  be  associated  with  anxiety 

(Horwitz,  Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Horwitz, 1988, 1989; Price, 1991; Young, 1991). 

Students can have unrealistic expectations as to how a person should perform in a foreign 

language classroom; when those expectations are not met it can lead to negative feelings 

about  one’s intelligence and abilities.   Young (1994) listed the following role-related 

beliefs  which have been shown to evoke feelings of  anxiety:   it  is  necessary for the 
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teacher  to be intimidating at  times; the instructor is  supposed to correct  every single 

mistake made by the students; group or partner work is not appropriate because it can get 

out of control; the teacher should do most of the talking; and the instructor’s role is that 

of a drill sergeant.

In a study of beginning university language learners, Horwitz (1988) found that 

over a third of the students thought that a foreign language could be learned in two years 

or less of typical university study (i.e. one hour a day).  In addition, many students also 

believed that learning a second language primarily involved learning vocabulary words 

and  grammatical  rules.   Such  erroneous  beliefs  may  lead  to  disappointment  and 

frustration on the part  of the students.   Horwitz (1989) found a relationship between 

several  language learning beliefs  and levels  of foreign language anxiety in university 

Spanish students.  Specifically, as compared with less anxious students, the more anxious 

learners in this study judged language learning to be relatively difficult and themselves to 

possess relatively low levels of foreign language aptitude.

Palacios  (1998)  found  that  the  following  student  beliefs  are  associated  with 

anxiety:  the feeling that mastering a language is an overwhelming task; the feeling that 

one  needs  to  go through a translation process  in  order  to  communicate  in  the  target 

language; the difficulty of keeping everything in one’s head; and the belief that learning a 

language is easier at an earlier age.  These are all faulty beliefs which may cause the 

students to have unrealistic expectations about the language learning process.

There  are  also  plenty  of  outside  sources  of  anxiety.   Among  them  is  the 

interaction  between  students  and  teachers:   error  correction  preferences;  making  a 
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mistake in front of peers; testing procedures (e.g., unfamiliar test tasks); and calling on 

students to speak the foreign language in front of the class.  In addition, language testing 

may  lead  to  foreign  language  anxiety  (Young,  1991;  Daly,  1991).   For  example, 

ambiguous, invalid, unfamiliar, and highly evaluative tests can produce learner anxiety. 

As far as teacher factors, a judgmental teaching attitude (Samimy, 1994) and a 

harsh  manner  of  teaching  (Aida,  1994)  are  linked  to  student  fear  in  the  classroom. 

Palacios (1998) found the following characteristics of the teacher to be associated with 

anxiety:   absence  of  teacher  support,  unsympathetic  personalities,  lack  of  time  for 

personal attention, favoritism, a sense that the class does not provide students with the 

tools  necessary  to  match  up  with  the  teacher’s  expectations,  and  the  sense  of  being 

judged by the teacher or wanting to impress the teacher.  Ando (1999) found that having 

a native speaker for a teacher can cause anxiety, as the teacher may lack the sensitivity of 

the learning process or the teacher may be hard to understand in English.

Young (1990)  compiled  a  list  of  classroom activities  which  are  perceived  by 

students  as  producing  anxiety:   (1)  spontaneous  role  play  in  front  of  the  class;  (2) 

speaking in front of the class; (3) oral presentations or skits in front of the class; (4) 

presenting a prepared dialogue in front of the class; and (5) writing work on the board. 

Error correction also turned out to play an important role:  being negatively evaluated by 

either the teacher or peers is often associated with anxiety.  Palacios (1998) found the 

following  classroom  characteristics  to  be  anxiety-producing:   demands  of  oral 

production, feelings of being put on the spot, the pace of the class, and the element of 

being evaluated (i.e., fear of negative evaluation).
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Koch  and  Terrell  (1991)  found  that  even  within  classes  using  the  Natural 

Approach – a language teaching method specifically designed to reduce learners’ anxiety 

– learners were more comfortable participating in some activities, such as pair-work and 

personalized  discussions,  than  others.   However,  they  also  found great  variability  in 

learner  reactions  to  the  activities.   In  almost  all  cases,  any  task  that  was  judged 

“comfortable” by some language learners was also judged “stressful” by others.  They 

conducted  a  detailed  analysis  of  learners’  emotional  reactions  to  specific  types  of 

classroom  activities  and  instructional  techniques.   Their  participants  rated  oral 

presentations, skits, and role playing as the most anxiety-producing.  Koch and Terrell 

concluded:  “Consequently, activities and instructional techniques should not be thought 

of as intrinsically ‘good’ or ‘bad’ but rather ‘useful’ or ‘not recommended’ for certain 

students at particular levels of language acquisition” (p. 124). 

Oxford (1999) emphasized learning and teaching styles as a potential source of 

language anxiety.  If the instructor’s teaching style and a student’s learning style are not 

compatible, “style wars” can trigger or heighten anxiety levels.  Saito and Samimy (1996) 

reported that for the Japanese learners in their study, foreign language anxiety became 

more important as instructional levels increased (i.e., advanced students scored highest in 

anxiety, intermediate students the lowest, and beginning students fell between the other 

two).

Most  studies  on  foreign  language anxiety  are  quantitative  in  nature.   From a 

qualitative perspective, Price (1991) interviewed highly-anxious students to gain insight 

into the subjective experience of language anxiety.  One of the interviewees stated:  “I’d 
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rather be in prison camp than speak a foreign language.”  In general, the interviews were 

consistent with the foreign language anxiety construct identified by Horwitz, Horwitz and 

Cope  (1986).   The  participants  spoke  about  their  test  anxiety,  communication 

apprehension, and fear of negative evaluation.  All of them identified speaking the target 

language to be the greatest source of anxiety.  Just like Young (1990), the interviews 

conducted by Price emphasized the importance of low self-esteem.  Many of her subjects 

compared themselves to other language learners and believed their language skills to be 

weaker.  In addition, the participants’ responses suggested that perfectionism is another 

personality trait which can come into play (cf. Gregersen and Horwitz, 2002).  According 

to Price (1991), anxious learners often engage in self-comparison with classmates and 

peers – a practice which can lead to anxiety.

Trying to  get  at  the  root  of  language anxiety,  MacIntyre  and Gardner  (1993) 

proposed a theory of its development.  They see anxiety as a result of repeated negative 

experiences associated with the foreign language.  They state:  

Language anxiety is seen as a learned emotional response.  At the earliest stages, 

the  language  learner  may  experience  a  form  of  state  anxiety,  a  transient 

apprehensive experience.  After repeated occurrences of state anxiety, the student 

will come to reliably associate anxiety with performance in the second language 

(p. 6).

Onwuegbuzie,  Bailey  and  Daley  (1999)  looked  at  the  demographic  and  self-

perception  factors  that  are  predictors  of  foreign  language  anxiety.   Seven  variables, 

accounting  for  40% of  the  total  variance,  were  found to  be  significant  predictors  of 
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foreign language anxiety.  The major finding of this study was that three aspects of self-

perception were found to be predictors of foreign language anxiety:  students’ expectation 

of  their  overall  achievement  in  foreign  language  courses,  perceived  self-worth,  and 

perceived scholastic competence.

Finally, Horwitz (2001) points out that levels of foreign language anxiety may 

vary in different cultural groups.  For example, Horwitz (1986) and Aida (1994) reported 

similar anxiety scores for American foreign language learners; however, Truitt (1995) 

reported higher levels in Korean EFL learners, while Kunt (1997) reporter lower levels in 

Turkish learners of English.

Anxiety and Other Skills

In the past decade or so, researchers have looked into the effects of anxiety in 

other language skills.  Previous studies suggest that foreign language classroom anxiety is 

a more general type of anxiety about learning a second language, with a strong speaking 

anxiety element.  Recent research on foreign language anxiety appears to support the 

existence of language-skill-specific anxieties:  listening, reading, and writing.

In  terms  of  listening  anxiety,  Scarcella  and  Oxford  (1992)  mentioned  that 

language learners are likely to become anxious when the listening tasks are too difficult 

or unfamiliar to them.  Later, Oxford (1993) reported that anxiety frequently occurs when 

students feel that they cannot  handle a second language listening activity (e.g.,  when 

students feel that they must understand every single word and this does not happen, it can 

cause  great  anxiety).   Vogely  (1998)  found  several  potential  sources  of  listening 

comprehension anxiety based on students’ reports:  input which is not clear or too fast, 
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and students’ belief that they must understand every single word.  Kim (2000) reports 

additional  potential  sources  of  listening  comprehension  anxiety,  including  authentic 

listening (colloquial speech vs. dictation tasks) and speed of speaking (i.e. sheer delivery 

speed).

Saito,  Horwitz  and  Garza  (1999)  developed  a  new  scale  to  measure  foreign 

language reading anxiety and report  that their  findings suggest that some people find 

reading in the target language to be anxiety-provoking.  However, they also found that 

their  participants  tended  to  experience  lower  levels  of  reading  anxiety  than  general 

foreign  language  classroom  anxiety.   They  concluded  that  foreign  language  reading 

anxiety is  distinguishable from the more general  foreign language classroom anxiety. 

Sellers (2000), replicating a finding by Oh (1990), found that reading anxiety negatively 

impacted  learners’  recall  of  Spanish  texts.   Highly  anxious  students  tended to  recall 

overall less passage content than those participants who claimed to experience minimal 

anxiety.  Highly anxious students also tended to experience more off-task, interfering 

thoughts than their less-anxious counterparts.  Kim (2002) reported literacy anxiety, that 

is, reading anxiety caused by reading abstract texts with unfamiliar content.  Kim (1998) 

found  that  students  in  a  conversation  class  experienced  higher  anxiety  levels  than 

students in a reading class.

Finally, Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert (1999) looked at the relationship between 

language anxiety  and writing.   They found that  second language  writing  anxiety,  as 

operationalized by the SLWAT (Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Test), appears to be a 

language-skill-specific anxiety because it not only had a higher correlation with writing 
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achievement but also had significant predictive ability in this aspect only.  They suggest, 

therefore, that the anxiety generally associated with language classes and writing anxiety 

are clearly distinguishable.  Kim (2002) found that writing performance anxiety was due 

to  finding  the  right  vocabulary  and  lack  of  confidence  in  meeting  the  instructor’s 

expectations.

Effects of Foreign Language Anxiety

Many empirical studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of foreign 

language anxiety on a person’s ability to learn a second language.  It is generally agreed 

upon that foreign language anxiety is a complex phenomenon that has been found to be a 

predictor of foreign language achievement.  That is, according to current research there is 

a consistent negative relationship between measures of language anxiety and language 

achievement.  In fact, Gardner (1985) concluded that anxiety is one of the best predictors 

of foreign language achievement (Onwuegbuzie, Bailey and Daley, 1999, p. 219).  In his 

1999  review  of  the  anxiety  literature,  MacIntyre  distinguished  between  academic, 

cognitive, social, and personal effects of anxiety.

Foreign language anxiety has been found to have potential negative effects on 

academic  achievement.   For  example,  Horwitz  (1986)  found  a  significant,  moderate 

negative correlation between foreign language anxiety and the grades students expected 

in their first semester language class as well as their actual final grades.  Aida (1994) 

found a significant negative correlation between anxiety scores and final grades among 

American  second-year  Japanese  students.   This  finding  was  replicated  by  Saito  and 

Samimy (1996) with Japanese learners at beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels.
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Negative  relationships  between language anxiety  and outcome measures  other 

than final grades have also been found.  For example, MacIntyre, Noels and Clément 

(1997) found a negative relationship between anxiety and students’ self-ratings of their 

language proficiency.  As anxiety increased, students’ self-rated competence declined. 

Perales and Cenoz (2002) looked at the effect of individual and contextual variables on 

the  acquisition of  Basque as  a  second language by adult  speakers  of  Spanish in  the 

Basque Country.  They found a negative correlation between language anxiety and four 

measures  of  Basque  proficiency  (oral  interview,  writing  a  composition,  teacher’s 

evaluation on students’ general proficiency in Basque, and self-evaluation by students on 

their own general proficiency in Basque).

It  has  also  been  shown  that  foreign  language  anxiety  can  affect  cognitive 

processes.  For example, MacIntyre and Gardner (1994) looked at the effects of anxiety 

on second language acquisition as seen in three stages (Input, Processing, and Output), 

thus examining the more specific cognitive processes that may be involved in language 

learning.   Generally,  significant correlations were obtained between the stage-specific 

anxiety scales and stage-specific tasks (e.g., output anxiety with output tasks), suggesting 

that the effects of language anxiety may be both pervasive and subtle.  MacIntyre and 

Gardner argue that their results show that performance at all three stages may be hindered 

by language anxiety but that the strongest correlations were observed for the processing 

and output stages.

A third effect of foreign language anxiety concerns the social context.  Several 

studies have shown that anxious learners do not communicate as often as more relaxed 
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learners  (Kleinmann,  1977;  MacIntyre  and  Gardner,  1991a,  1991c;  MacIntyre  and 

Charos,  1995).   Steinberg  and Horwitz  (1986)  found that  induced anxiety  can cause 

speakers  to  respond  more  factually  and  with  less  interpretation.   Mejías,  Applbaum, 

Applbaum  and  Trotter  (1991)  found  that  for  the  Hispanic  students  in  their  study 

communication apprehension increased as the more informal, personal contexts moved to 

the more formal, less personal contexts.

A fourth effect of foreign language anxiety, according to MacIntyre (1999), is the 

severe anxiety reaction for a language learner.  One language student being interviewed 

for a study stated, “I’d rather be in a prison camp than speak a foreign language” (Price, 

1991, p. 104).  Price stated that students worry that others will think they are “stupid,” “a 

total dingbat,” or “a babbling baby” (p. 105) because they are having trouble using simple 

vocabulary  and  grammatical  structures.   Cohen  and  Norst  (1989)  reported  that  one 

language  student  described  language  learning  as  the  “smashing  of  a  well-developed 

positive self-concept” (pp. 68-69).  Phillips (1990) stated that anxiety can have a negative 

impact on students’ attitudes toward language study.  Finally, Horwitz (1996) noted that 

even non-native foreign language teachers, who can still be considered language learners 

themselves, may be susceptible to foreign language anxiety.

Measuring Foreign Language Anxiety

The  most  commonly  used  measurement  of  foreign  language  anxiety  is  the 

“Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale” (FLCAS) (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 

1986).  According to Horwitz (1986), “This self-report measure assesses the degree of 

anxiety,  as  evidenced by  negative  performance  expectancies  and  social  comparisons, 
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psychophysiological  symptoms,  and  avoidance  behaviors”  (p.  559).   Horwitz  (2001) 

notes  that  “with  the  development  of  distinct  situation-specific  measures  of  foreign 

language anxiety, the issue of appropriate anxiety measurement seemed to be resolved…” 

(p. 115).

Conclusion:  Why does Foreign Language Anxiety Matter?

Foreign language anxiety is important because it can represent an emotionally and 

physically  uncomfortable  experience  for  the  learner.   Many  studies  have  found  that 

anxiety can have potential negative effects on academic achievement (e.g., lower course 

grades), cognitive effects (e.g., not being able to produce the language), social effects 

(e.g.,  anxious  learners  do  not  communicate  as  often  as  more  relaxed  learners),  and 

personal effects (e.g., traumatic experiences).  Horwitz (1995) states:  “To discuss foreign 

language learning without considering the emotional reactions of the learner to language 

learning  [is]  a  serious  oversight”  (p.  573).   Therefore,  helping  students  reduce  or 

overcome foreign  language  anxiety  should  be  an  important  concern  for  all  language 

teachers.

Heritage Language Students

Introduction

The area of heritage language learning has been with us for many years now.  In 

1970  the  American  Association  of  Teachers  of  Spanish  and  Portuguese  (AATSP) 

commissioned a report on teaching Spanish to native speakers in high school and college. 

It was also during this period that linguists and educators began developing materials for 

university-level  teaching  of  Spanish  to  Spanish-speaking  college  students.   Heritage 
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speakers of Spanish have been present in greater numbers in Spanish departments all over 

the country for the past 20 years, and the Spanish-teaching profession has had to respond 

to the presence of these students by implementing special courses designed specifically 

for them (Valdés, 2000).

Definitions

A “heritage  language” can  be  defined  as  “the  language associated  with one’s 

cultural background and it may or may not be spoken in the home” (Cho, Cho and Tse, 

1997).  Krashen (2000) points out that heritage languages are usually not maintained and 

are rarely developed (i.e., “language shift” occurs).

A “heritage language student” refers to “a language student who is raised in a 

home where a non-English language is spoken, who speaks or at least understands the 

language, and who is to some degree bilingual in that language and in English” (Valdés, 

2001, p. 38).  It is someone who has had exposure to a non-English language outside the 

formal educational system (Draper and Hicks, 2000).  They are students who have grown 

up  in  Spanish-speaking  or  bilingual  homes,  but  who have  done  most  or  all  of  their 

schooling in the dominant language, English (Roca, 2000).  Other terms that have been 

put forth in the literature include:  home background speaker, native speaker, quasi-native 

speaker, bilingual speaker, semi-lingual speaker, residual speaker, and false beginners.

Van  Deusen-Scholl  (2003)  notes  that  despite  the  fact  that  the  term “heritage 

language learner” is gaining currency, “the concept remains ill-defined and is sensitive to 

a variety of interpretations within social,  political, regional, and national contexts” (p. 

212).  Valdés (2001) concludes that “the field of foreign language education will continue 
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to search for a term that more precisely describes learners who arrive in the classroom 

with strongly developed proficiencies in their ancestral languages” (p. 39).

Arnhart,  Arnold  and Bravo-Black  (2001)  state  that  there  are  several  types  of 

heritage  language  speakers:   (1)  diglossic  bilinguals  (those  who  use  either  language 

depending on the context); (2) proficient bilinguals (those who speak both languages, 

although they may not be biliterate); (3) passive bilinguals (those who understand the 

language  audibly  but  do  not  speak  it);  and  (4)  covert  bilinguals  (those  who,  due  to 

socioeconomic factors, refuse to use the language and insist on not understanding it). 

Valdés (2001) agrees that there are many types of bilinguals and states that bilingual 

abilities fall along a continuum.  She further notes that the heritage language is usually 

seen to be underdeveloped in comparison to English.

How are Heritage Students different from “Traditional” Foreign Language Students?

Webb and Miller (2000) point out that heritage language students are proficient in 

their language in ways that foreign language learners, and sometimes even their foreign 

language teachers, are not and may never be.  At the same time, they may have gaps in 

their knowledge of their heritage languages that foreign language learners do not have, 

and  these  gaps  prevent  them from performing certain  kinds  of  communicative  tasks, 

reading and writing in particular.  As a result, when teachers attempt to apply a standard 

foreign language curriculum and foreign language teaching strategies to the teaching of a 

heritage  language,  it  can  lead  to  discomfort,  if  not  frustration  and  failure,  for  both 

students and teachers alike.  Foreign language learners and heritage language learners are 

two different groups of students, each with their own needs.
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Campbell  and  Rosenthal  (2000)  provide  several  characteristics  of  a  “typical” 

heritage language learner:  (1) they have acquired nearly 90% of the phonological system 

of their ancestral language; (2) they have acquired 80% to 90% of the grammatical rules; 

(3) they have acquired extensive vocabularies, although the semantic range is limited to a 

few sociocultural domains; (4) they have typically acquired appropriate sociolinguistic 

rules; (5) they have learned and adopted many of the customs, values, and traditions (i.e., 

the culture) of their community; (6) they rarely have opportunities to gain literacy skills 

in their ancestral languages; and (7) they present a wide range of reasons for wanting to 

study their ancestral languages.  It should be noted that their proposed hypotheses need to 

be  validated  by  empirical  evidence  collected  from  both  heritage  students  and  non-

heritage students in future research.

Peyton,  Ranard  and  McGinnis  (2001)  make  the  point  that  heritage  language 

learners  also  differ  from  traditional  foreign  language  learners  in  that  many  heritage 

language learners are dealing with deeply felt issues of identity.  Krashen (2000) adds: 

“Heritage language [HL] speakers are in a no-win situation in foreign language classes. 

If they do well, it is expected.  If HL speakers do not do well in foreign language classes, 

the experience is especially painful” (p. 441).  This can result in a lack of motivation, low 

academic achievement, high absenteeism, and a high percentage of dropouts.

Roca (2000) points out that many heritage students use Spanish at home and with 

peers, but lack formal training in the language and have a limited bilingual range.  As a 

result, their literacy skills in Spanish (most obviously, their non-standard spelling), their 

registers, vocabulary, and general ease and fluency with the language, need attention and 
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expansion.  Gutiérrez (1997) states:  “The foreign language teaching profession should 

clearly understand that these students need an approach that builds on what they bring to 

the classroom rather than one that begins at ground zero” (p. 34).

Draper and Hicks (2000) point out that heritage language learners very often have 

different  reasons  for  studying  the  language  than  their  foreign  language  counterparts. 

Sometimes  they  seek  greater  understanding  of  their  culture  or  seek  to  connect  with 

members of their family (Mazzocco, 1996); others see language study as an “easy” way 

to fulfill a language requirement (Teschner, 1983).  Still others study because of family 

pressure or at the insistence of guidance counselors.

Issues in Heritage Language Education

As noted previously, heritage language learners are different from the traditional 

foreign language students and, therefore, the instructional goals of the heritage learners 

may clash with those of the program in which they seek instruction.  For the most part, 

foreign  language  courses  are  designed  for  monolingual  speakers  of  English.   When 

heritage  language  students  are  placed  in  such  classes,  their  needs  are  not  being  met 

(Campbell  and  Peyton,  1998;  González-Pino,  2000;  Peyton,  Ranard  and  McGinnis, 

2001).  Placing a native Spanish speaker in a beginning Spanish class would be similar to 

placing a native English speaker in an ESL class.

The Spanish program for non-native speakers is designed for students who have 

no functional ability in the language.  A specialized curriculum for native speakers does 

not begin with basics.  Neither does it require students to do grammatical analysis of 

items which they already use in their daily discourse.  Rather, this curriculum assumes 
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that all native-speaking students already have some level of proficiency that is beyond 

that  of  students  who  are  true  beginners  of  Spanish.   Thus,  a  curriculum for  native 

speakers promotes and further develops their existing functional proficiency in Spanish. 

A  school  should  have  a  specialized  curriculum  for  native  speakers  in  an  effort  to 

capitalize on the students’ existing linguistic and cultural strengths (García and Blanco, 

2000).

Campbell  and  Rosenthal  (2000)  point  out  that  the  language needs  of  the  two 

groups of students differ:  because many heritage language learners already speak and 

understand the  target  language,  they  need  to  focus  on  reading  and  writing  skills;  in 

contrast, the true beginners need to develop listening and speaking skills, in addition to 

literacy skills.  Valdés (2001) states:  “Instruction for heritage language speakers who are 

to  some  degree  bilingual  requires  that  language  educators  build  on  these  students’ 

existing language strengths” (p. 61).

Feliciano (1981) notes that bilingual students have been “misfits” in the Spanish 

as  a  Foreign  Language  class.   Historically  the  focus  of  instruction  has  been  the 

acquisition of audio-lingual skills.  The English monolinguals were intimidated in their 

speech because of the presence of native speakers, and were resentful at the supposed 

advantage of the Spanish speaker.  The bilinguals were bored at the endless pattern drills 

and grammar explanations and consequently did poorly in classes where they expected to 

do well.  The teacher faced with 20 Anglos and 3 Hispanics conducted the class in the 

manner  prescribed by the text  –  dialogues,  drills  and explanations  that  described the 

structures of the language in an orderly, systematic way to the majority group.  Everyone 
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wondered why the Hispanic students cut class, did poorly on exams, and often failed a 

course in their native language.

Why isn’t a curriculum designed to teach Spanish as a foreign or second language 

appropriate for heritage speakers?  Roca (2000) posits a number of reasons.  Particularly 

problematic are the elementary and intermediate levels of instruction.  While a second 

language learner is struggling to learn how to use basic oral greetings like  Hola, ¿qué 

tal? [Hello,  how’s  it  going?],  the  heritage speaker  can conduct  chatty  conversations, 

albeit with the use of non-standard forms and a discourse that may be marked by frequent 

code-switching.   With  varying  degrees  of  proficiency,  heritage  speakers  already 

comprehend and speak the language.  Foreign language learners do not.  Just as a first-

level class in English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) would be inappropriate 

for even the least accomplished and schooled native speaker of English, so are beginning 

foreign language classes wrong for native speakers of Spanish.

1.  Program Goals for a Heritage Language Program

Valdés (1997) delineates the following goals of SNS instruction:  (1) Language 

maintenance; (2) Expansion of the bilingual range; (3) Acquisition of a prestige variety; 

and  (4)  Transfer  of  literacy  skills.   She  argues  that  instruction  must  move  beyond 

grammar  to  a  focus  on  teaching  students  to  function  effectively  in  oral  and  written 

discourse, including in professional settings.

A curriculum based on the National Standards (to be discussed below) should 

promote the following goals:  (1) Students become cognizant of the linguistic strengths 

they possess; (2) Students develop a sense of pride in their heritage by studying their 
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language  and  culture;  (3)  Students  expand  their  ability  to  use  Spanish  in  the 

communicative,  interpersonal,  and  interpretive  modes  by  adding  additional  skills  by 

using the language in new applications and contexts; (4) Students determine the social 

situations  in  which  standard  and  non-standard  Spanish  should  be  employed  and 

comfortably adjust their language accordingly; and (5) Students receive opportunities to 

become bilingual, biliterate, and bicultural (García and Blanco, 2000).

Hernández-Chávez (1993) argues that instruction must be relevant to the students’ 

lives and those of the members of their community.  Its goal must be to establish a strong 

sense of cultural identity.  Thus the language of the community must also permeate the 

curriculum, in his view.

2.  Which Variety of Spanish should be Taught?

Villa (1996) argues that there really is not a “standard” language.  Thus, the issue 

of imposing any one spoken language variety is abandoned; it is asserted that all Spanish 

varieties  are  equally  valid,  do  not  impede  communication  in  the  Spanish  for  Native 

Speakers (SNS) classroom or in the Spanish-speaking world, and that efforts to change 

students’ varieties will not be highly productive.  Rather, recovery and maintenance of 

students’ heritage language varieties is of central importance, and the most productive in 

building oral language skills.  Learning to negotiate meaning among different language 

varieties is identified as a crucial task.  Villa advocates abandoning the term “standard” in 

the context of issues regarding the teaching of Spanish to U.S. speakers of Spanish, due 

to its imprecise usage and potentially negative semantic content.  A more neutral term 

which has not yet acquired the semantic baggage of “standard” is “variety.”  With regard 
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to the language used in a specific SNS program, community varieties are employed in 

dialogue (Rodríguez Pino and Villa, 1994).

In any SNS program a decision must be made as to which dialect and written 

variety will be used in instruction (Villa, 1996).  This decision is political in nature, and 

one that cannot be avoided.  Villa argues that the important task is not to impose any one 

variety,  but  rather  to  facilitate  interdialectal  communication,  which  enriches  both  the 

instructor’s and the students’ language skills (cf. funds of knowledge, Moll et al., 1992; 

González, 2001).  The teacher employs his/her spoken standard, the students theirs, and 

any  confusion  resulting  from  differences  between  the  various  standards  is  resolved 

through  dialogue,  through a  communicative  negotiation  in  which  all  participants  can 

“name their worlds” (Freire, 1970).  A principal goal of this type of interaction is to 

develop an awareness among students that variation in language will be encountered in 

“real life.”  Villa advocates abandoning the term “standard” in favor of a more neutral 

term, “variety.”  With regard to the language used in a specific SNS program, community 

varieties are employed in the dialogue.

3.  Placement Issues

The concerns regarding placement of heritage language learners appears to be 

centered  on  the  need  to  be  able  to  determine  which  students  have  enough  language 

background  to  move  beyond  the  traditional  foreign  language  instructional  sequence. 

Since  in  most  cases  students’  command  of  Spanish  is  primarily  oral,  student 

identification must be based on oral communicative skills rather than on reading and 

writing or knowledge of formal grammar (García and Blanco, 2000).
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How do we get heritage students to enroll in SNS courses?  Samaniego and Pino 

(2000) argue that there are three important factors that greatly influence what courses 

students  take:   parents,  administrators,  and  the  students  themselves.   Parents  and 

administrators must understand the need for and importance of SNS courses.  They must 

be made to realize that, just as English speakers continue to take English courses all the 

way through high school and into college, so too should Spanish speakers continue to 

refine their language skills in Spanish, as well as begin to probe into their rich cultural 

and literary heritage.  Regular Spanish classes move too slowly for heritage speakers of 

Spanish  because  they  are  courses  designed  for  non-native  speakers.   Many  heritage 

speakers are aware that there are differences in the language abilities of other heritage 

speakers and may feel that they do not measure up to the oral fluency of others.  It is 

absolutely  essential  that  instructors  make  these  students  aware  that  even  in  English 

classes there are always students with varying levels of skill.

Many heritage speakers have a negative self image or low self-esteem regarding 

their home language.  Many will say they don’t speak Spanish correctly or that their 

Spanish is not a “good” Spanish.  Starting the first day of class, these students need to be 

made  aware  of  how  much  they  already  know,  of  the  fact  that  they  already  have 

internalized many difficult structures, they already have advanced listening and speaking 

skills, and their vocabulary far exceeds the active vocabularies of first year texts.  These 

students need to feel proud of what they already know.  The teacher should begin this 

process  by  never  criticizing  the  students’  home  language  but  rather  validating  it 

(Samaniego and Pino, 2000).
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Scalera (2000) points out that the criteria used to designate students as heritage 

language learners  is  a  politically  determined decision.   Some of  the  factors  that  can 

influence these decisions are based on the demographics, budget considerations, teacher 

beliefs, and the needs of any particular school community.  For example, in many schools 

there is a budget for a foreign language program but not for a heritage language program. 

If there is a heritage language program, a class of heritage language learners may have 

students with a wide range of language proficiencies.  According to Scalera (2000), “It 

can be said that our educational system has created a hybrid language learner, one who is 

neither a native speaker of a language nor a second language learner” (p. 76).

4.  Teacher Training

Most  teachers have not  been properly trained to  work with heritage  language 

students.  For example, if a teacher’s job is to facilitate a student’s learning of a second 

language and the student already knows that language, what is left for the teacher to do?

Essential to the success of a language program is the teacher’s attitude toward 

language (García-Moya, 1981).  The teachers must be aware of the many social functions 

of language in order to convey to their students the wonder and greatness of this uniquely 

human phenomenon.  Each situation requires a specific style of language usage, making 

it  necessary  for  the  individual  to  be  able  to  use  several  registers  of  communication. 

Teacher preparation programs should require Spanish majors to take a course in Spanish 

dialectology  or  at  least  one  in  which  dialectal  variants  of  the  language  are  studied. 

Ideally, language teachers should know, or at least be familiar with, the native language 

of their students in order to recognize the similarities and differences between the two 
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languages and therefore be aware of the difficulties the students may encounter.  There 

are several ways that teachers can do this:  (1) formal study of the dialect at a university; 

(2)  consult  books  and  articles  in  professional  journals;  and  (3)  consult  the  students 

themselves.

Sánchez (1981) argues that in addition to phonology, morphology, and syntax, 

instructors must know the vocabulary of their students and be particularly conscious of 

the  borrowing  process  from  one  language  to  another  and  of  the  presence  of  code 

switching.  For example, teachers of heritage speakers of Spanish in the southwest United 

States  should  be  aware  of  the  features  of  Chicano/Mexican-American  Spanish  and 

acknowledge that dialect.  Teachers should also acknowledge the students’ identity and 

culture  and  realize  that  these  students  are  not  starting  from scratch  in  the  language 

learning process.

Some  of  the  necessary  teacher  competencies  for  teaching  native  speakers  of 

Spanish include advanced language proficiency; knowledge of appropriate pedagogical 

principles; theories that underlie bilingualism; theories of social and linguistic processes; 

knowledge of the sociolinguistic dynamics of Spanish; and knowledge and understanding 

of  the  students’  home culture  with  Hispanic  cultures  in  general  (García  and  Blanco, 

2000).

Zentella  (1986)  prescribes  a  variety  of  coursework and other  experiences  that 

prospective  teachers  of  heritage  language  learners  should  undertake,  including:   be 

cognizant  of  the  different  varieties  of  the  language  they  are  teaching;  participate  in 

activities  of  nearby  language  minority  communities;  and  expand  or  refresh  their 
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knowledge of that culture of the language they are teaching.  Clair and Adger (1999) 

further note that:   “Teachers need to understand basic constructs  of bilingualism and 

second language development, the nature of language proficiency, the role of the first 

language and culture in learning, and the demands that mainstream education places on 

culturally diverse students” (p. 1).

Brief Historical Overview of Approaches used to Teach Heritage Students

With older learners at both the high school and the college level, two principal 

approaches to teaching heritage students have been identified:  the limited normative 

approach and the comprehensive approach.  The “limited normative approach” focused 

on the eradication of ‘errors’ or non-standard dialect variants (Valdés-Fallis, 1978) and 

was  characterized  by  selecting  the  most  common  features  of  non-standard  dialects, 

contrasting them with the standard forms, and providing oral or written exercises on their 

use.   This  approach  advocated  direct  error-correcting  techniques,  which  highlighted 

dialect variants as features to be avoided in all circumstances.  Necessarily, this approach 

tended  to  alienate  students  from  their  own  Spanish-speaking  community  since  it 

frequently devalued the language of their parents (Faltis, 1984).  One such textbook was 

Español para el Bilingüe by Barker (1972).  

The “comprehensive approach,”  on the  other  hand,  focused on  expanding  the 

students’ language skills, principally through reading and writing (Valdés, Lozano and 

García-Moya, 1981).  This approach presented language as a tool for exchanging ideas 

about topics of interest to the students.  It asserted that bilingual students will develop 

standard Spanish if they are provided skills and practice in speaking, reading, and writing 
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about a variety of topics within a classroom context which uses standard written and 

spoken  Spanish.   This  approach  aimed  to  extend  the  student’s  oral  and  written 

communicative  competence  primarily  by  having  students  learn  to  read  and  write  in 

standard Spanish for diverse purposes and to a variety of audiences (Valdés, 1981).  One 

textbook  reflecting  the  comprehensive  approach  was  Español  Escrito:   Curso  para 

Hispanohablantes Bilingües by Valdés-Fallis and Teschner (1978).  The ultimate goal of 

the comprehensive approach was to help bilingual native Spanish speakers acquire what 

Valdés (1988) calls the normal culta, that is, educated standard Spanish.  The principal 

advantage  of  the  comprehensive  approach was  that  it  sought  to  extend the  students’ 

language skills in a natural way, launching into the functional uses of the standard variety 

through the media of print.  

Faltis (1990) argues that both approaches above follow a synthetic procedure (i.e., 

language is broken down into discrete units, which are then taught separately and in a 

step-by-step fashion; students study about language uses before they actually begin using 

the language for authentic purposes) and endorse the “banking concept” of education 

(Freire,  1970),  in  which  the  teacher  as  holder  of  knowledge presents  information  as 

deposits  (with  little  value  placed  on  student-generated  ideas,  as  the  teacher  alone 

determines  what  students  need  to  learn).   Faltis,  therefore,  proposes  an  alternative 

approach, based on the problem-solving approach of Freire (i.e., critical reflection and 

action through structured dialogue leads to individual learning) and the theory of social 

learning of Vygotsky (i.e., students learn through social interaction within the zone of 

proximal development).  Heritage students must be given the opportunity to use language 
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for real purposes which, for Freire as well as Vygotsky, can only occur through authentic 

social interaction about topics that matter to students.

Current Approaches:  The Standards

The Standards for Foreign Language Teaching (ACTFL, 1996) are the language-

teaching profession’s current statement and definitions of what students should know and 

be able to do in foreign languages in grades four, eight, and twelve.  The “Framework of 

Communicative Modes” views communication as involving three very different modes: 

(1)  interpersonal  mode  (face-to-face  communication);  (2)  interpretive  mode  (oral  or 

written texts); and (3) presentational mode (speeches to an audience).

Valdés (2000) states that the three communication modes can guide teachers in 

the  design of  instruction of  heritage  language students.   For  example,  many heritage 

students arrive with highly developed interpersonal abilities.  Teachers thus need to do 

very little to help some students further develop these proficiencies.  Other students will 

need more work.   Most  heritage students,  on the other hand, will  have more limited 

interpretive  abilities.   They  will  need  to  gain  experience  in  reading  broadly  and 

comfortably and extensively.  Finally, most heritage students will need instruction that 

will allow them to develop the ability to use presentational language.

How can heritage students profit from instruction based on the Standards?  Roca 

(2000) argues that the Standards’ framework of communicative modes – interpersonal, 

interpretive, and presentational – allows teachers to be flexible, creative, and practical 

where heritage learners are concerned.  Many kinds of activities can be developed for the 

heritage speaker, once we know where they need the most assistance.  For many heritage 
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students, their interpersonal skills are often better developed than their interpretive skills 

and their formal presentational skills because they have typically used Spanish at home 

and in informal private and public settings.   They must  acquire experience using the 

language through face to face and written contacts that require a degree of formality to 

which they are unaccustomed.  

Gonzales-Berry (1981) argues that a “language arts approach” is a good way to 

teach  heritage  students.   This  approach  is  based  on  the  notion  that  native  speaking 

students bring to class a rich oral language experience – a sound system on which to 

build.  This approach begins with the language skills the students already possess and 

seeks to expand and enrich their language experience by providing optimal opportunities 

for  the  development  of  all  language  skills.   Sociolinguistic  principles  influence  this 

approach in the sense that the students’ dialect is not rejected or corrected, eradicated or 

replaced with a “more appropriate” standard dialect.  The students are taught that there is 

a difference (in all languages of the world) between the way people speak and the way 

they express themselves in writing.  Thus, instruction in the class is aimed at creating an 

awareness  of  the  appropriateness  of  different  language  codes  in  a  variety  of  social 

environments  or  domains.   The  ideal  goal  of  the  language  arts  approach  is  the 

development  of  individuals  whose  language  competency  reflects  a  high  level  of 

education and a positive self-image.   This approach contributes in  the process to the 

maintenance of Spanish as a viable language in this country.

The goals of language learning under a language arts approach, whether English 

or  other,  are  identical:   to  promote communication,  fluency,  literacy,  and eventually, 
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proficiency in reading, writing, and speaking the target language (Miller, 2000).  It turns 

out that American students studying English have many traits in common with heritage 

language learners, so it is logical for the teaching of heritage languages and the teaching 

of language arts to be close relatives in the pedagogical family (Webb and Miller, 2000).

Because  mixed  classes  (i.e.,  classes  with  both  traditional  foreign  language 

students and heritage students)  are  a  fact  of life  at  many universities,  González-Pino 

(2000) argues for an “infusion curriculum” for the heritage student of Spanish.  That is, 

infusing material about Southwest Spanish will meet the heritage students where they are 

and may add the final piece needed to address more of the students’ needs and heighten 

their interest in the entire topic of developing as heritage learners.

Marginality of Hispanics

One further issue that should be discussed is the marginality of some groups of 

Hispanics in the United States, particularly in Texas.  According to Wink (2000), “To 

marginalize is to place someone or something on the fringes, on the margins of power. 

To be marginalized is to be made to feel less” (p. 65).  Martin and Nakayama (1997) note 

that marginalization has come to describe individuals who live on the margin of a culture, 

not fully able to participate in its political and social  life, due to cultural differences. 

Allport (1958) describes how minorities who have been affected by prejudice can feel: 

“Storm and stress results, tension and strain, and occasional irrational outbreaks...Many 

minority group members are never permitted to belong fully, to participate normally, or 

to feel at home…they belong neither here nor there.  They are marginal beings” (p. 155). 

This situation applies to many minority groups in the United States, including Hispanics.
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The  sociologist  Pierre  Bourdieu,  in  a  study  that  examined  the  economic 

backgrounds of university students in France, concluded that education reproduced the 

inequities in society at large, in that children of the more affluent were better served by 

education than the children of the poor and working class (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977). 

He developed the concept of “cultural capital,” which includes, for example, being read 

bedtime stories at night, traveling, being taken to museums and zoos, and having toys that 

encourage imaginative play.  According to Hall and Eggington (2000), public schools in 

the  United  States  reproduce  the  inequities  of  society  because  the  culture  of  schools 

reflects Western, European-American mainstream, middle-class or upper-class norms to 

assess student achievement.  Those who have cultural capital and are already a part of the 

culture of the school know the informal, unstated rules of the game – and thus are more 

likely to succeed as they begin with a “head start.”  Smitherman and van Dijk (1988) note 

that students with cultural capital speak the same language as their mainstream teachers, 

whereas students who speak minority languages speak in a way that is systematically not 

valued  by  the  school.   This  systematic  devaluing  is  reflected  in  tracking,  labeling, 

linguistic and cultural deficit views, and bias in assessment and testing.  The Italian social 

theorist  Antonio Gramsci  believed that  hegemony,  the domination of  one group over 

another,  was  how  society’s  institutions  maintained  their  power,  even  by  force  if 

necessary.   Gramsci  (1971)  also  believed  that  educators  should  recognize  and 

acknowledge the existing oppressive structures inherent in schools.

This marginalization of Hispanics has affected both their self-identity as well as 

their education.  Ferdman (1991) points out that for many Hispanics in the United States, 
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the  Spanish  language is  not  just  a  means  of  communication;  it  also  represents  their 

identification as Latinos/Hispanics and their  difference from the majority culture.  As 

noted  previously,  many  heritage  students  believe  that  they  speak  a  ‘bad  dialect’  of 

Spanish.  According to Gloria Anzaldúa (1987):

For people who are neither Spanish nor live in a country in which Spanish is the 

first language; for a people who live in a country in which English is the reigning 

tongue but who are not Anglo; for a people who cannot entirely identify with 

either standard (formal, Castilian) Spanish nor standard English, what recourse is 

left to them but to create their own language?  A language which they can connect 

their identity to, one capable of communicating the realities and values true to 

themselves—a language with terms that are neither  español ni ingles, but both. 

We speak a patois, a forked tongue, a variation of two languages.  (p. 55)

Gonzalez (1990) notes that Hispanic children are usually perceived as the ‘foreigners’, 

‘intruders’,  and  ‘immigrants’  who  speak  a  different  language  and  hold  values 

significantly different from the American mainstream.  Anzaldúa (1987) further argues 

that  many  Hispanics  have  internalized  the  notion  that  their  language  has  been  used 

against them by the dominant culture.  She concludes:

If  a  person…has  a  low  estimation  of  my  native  tongue,  she  also  has  a  low 

estimation  of  me…So,  if  you  really  want  to  hurt  me,  talk  badly  about  my 

language.  Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity—I am my language. 

Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in myself.  (pp. 58-59)
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Ferdman (1991) argues that if features central to a group’s cultural identity are viewed 

negatively  in  the  larger  society,  the  group  will  most  likely  incorporate  a  negative 

component into its self-evaluation.  Cummins (1996) states:  

When  students’  language,  culture  and  experience  are  ignored  or  excluded  in 

classroom interactions,  students  are  immediately  starting from a  disadvantage. 

Everything they have learned about life and the world up to this point is being 

dismissed as irrelevant to school learning; there are few points of connection to 

curriculum materials or instruction and so students are expected to learn in an 

experiential vacuum.  (p. 2)

The marginalization of Hispanics has also affected their education.  According to 

Valencia (1991), the Mexican American population has the dubious distinction of being 

the most undereducated of the nation’s numerically large ethnic minority populations. 

Brown, Rosen, Hill and Olivas (1980) report that nationwide, Hispanics aged fourteen to 

nineteen are half as likely as non-Hispanics to have completed high school.  They also 

report that only 34.3% of all Mexican-Americans aged twenty-five or older completed 

high school, compared to 67.1% of the non-Mexican-Americans in the same age group. 

Similarly, Knowlton (1979) reports that in the Southwest United States only 60.3% of the 

Mexican-American  youth  graduate  from  high  school,  compared  to  86%  of  Anglo-

American youth.

August and Hakuta (1998) argue that differential treatment studies start from the 

assumption that some language-minority children may not be socialized toward academic 

achievement.  This literature has contributed to the view that language-minority students, 
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along  with  other  ethnic-minority  students,  are  treated  differently  from  mainstream 

students  as  a  result  of  forces  both  within  and  outside  of  school  that  implicitly  and 

explicitly promote and sustain the perspectives and institutions of the majority.  Ogbu 

(1978)  noted  how societal  forces  have  contributed  to  socialization  and  acculturation 

patterns that ultimately influence minority students’ academic achievement.

Angela Valenzuela, in her book Subtractive Schooling (1999), argues that schools 

subtract resources from Mexican youth in two ways:  first, by dismissing their definition 

of education; and second, through assimilationist  policies and practices that minimize 

their culture and language.  A key consequence, according to Valenzuela, is the erosion 

of  students’  social  capital  evident  in  the  absence  of  academically  oriented  networks 

among acculturated, U.S.-born youth.  As suggested by Noddings (1984, 1992), students 

are caught in a double standard that calls on them to make sense of schooling when 

schooling does not attempt to make sense of them.  Valenzuela concludes:  “Rather than 

building on students’ cultural and linguistic knowledge and heritage to create biculturally 

and bilingually competent youth, schools subtract these identifications from them to their 

social  and  academic  detriment”  (p.  25).   Furthermore,  marginality  evolves  when the 

children are socialized away from their communities and families.

Therefore,  many  heritage  students  of  Spanish  enter  college  already  feeling 

marginalized, based on their previous educational experiences.  They believe that they do 

not  speak  ‘proper’  Spanish,  which  in  turn  affects  their  self-identity.   This  is  further 

exacerbated by the way many of them have been treated in public schools, as they have 
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been treated differently from the mainstream students and, perhaps, even had their social 

capital eroded.

Many  Hispanics  lack  the  “cultural  capital”  discussed  by  Bourdieu  and,  as 

discussed by Gonzalez (1990), are perceived as the ‘foreigner,’ even in a Spanish class! 

This  no  doubt  affects  their  self-evaluation  of  themselves  and  probably  affects  their 

performance in the classroom.  Cummins (1996) notes that these students are expected to 

learn  in  an  “experiential  vacuum,”  as  their  knowledge  and  previous  experiences  are 

essentially dismissed as irrelevant to school learning.  In addition, many Hispanics are 

first-generation college students and thus are not able to learn from their parents about the 

college experience before they themselves actually begin college.  

As noted by Smitherman & van Dijk (1988), the non-standard variety of Spanish 

that many Hispanic students speak is not valued by their teachers.  This can be especially 

painful for heritage students taking a Spanish class, as they would expect to do well in 

such a class – to only get there and find out that the variety of Spanish that they have 

heard and/or spoken their entire lives is looked down upon.  Edeslky (1991) points out 

that when Anglo students learn some simple vocabulary in Spanish (e.g. the days of the 

week or colors), it is seen as a great achievement; however, when Hispanic students have 

made remarkable progress in second language learning, the standard they are measured 

by is the performance of the monolingual English student.  Spanish heritage language 

learners are often judged in a similar way.  That is, they are held to the same standard of 

an educated native speaker, while foreign language learners are rarely held to such a high 

standard.
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It is also possible that just as many minority students were placed in “low tracks” 

in high school, where they were taught only the basic materials and skills, they will also 

be thought of as “low track” in their college courses – simply because of their previous 

educational experiences as well as the non-standard dialect of Spanish that they speak. 

Oakes (1995) studied tracking in schools extensively and found connections between race 

and track.  She concluded:  “When schools track, low-track students—disproportionately 

African-American and Latino—get less and learn less” (p. 64).

Finally, as Valenzuela (1999) notes that schools can actually minimize the culture 

and language of Hispanic students (as they ‘subtract  resources’  from these students), 

many heritage students are thus caught between two cultures, sometimes not feeling a 

belonging to either culture.  Cummins (1996, p. 3) concludes that “this devaluation of 

identity played out in the interactions between educators and students convinces many 

students that academic effort is futile.  They resist further devaluation of their identities 

by mentally withdrawing from participation in the life of the school.”  This most likely 

will not only decrease their motivation to learn, it may also be a source of great anxiety 

for these students.

Conclusion:  Why Focus on Heritage Students?

As previously mentioned, the teaching profession has identified heritage students 

in our classrooms as a major concern for the future.  Their enrollment is picking up all 

over the country in high school and university Spanish classes (Rodríguez Pino, 1997; 

Roca,  2000).   Many researchers  have concluded that  heritage languages and heritage 

language students should be seen as a national resource (Campbell and Rosenthal, 2000; 
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Campbell and Peyton, 1998; Latoja, 1996; Peyton, Ranard and McGinnis, 2001).  Brecht 

and Ingold (2002) state:  “To meet the demand for professionals skilled in languages, a 

strategy is needed for developing the untapped reservoir of linguistic competence that 

exists in heritage language speakers” (p. 2).  Van Deusen-Scholl  (2003) states:  “The 

events of September 11, 2001, underscored the critical need for language competence in 

strategic  languages…Given  the  nation’s  expressed  need  for  strategic  linguistic 

competence, rethinking the role that heritage learners can play is advisable” (p. 215).

Krashen  (2000)  states  that  there  are  clear  advantages  to  continuing  heritage 

language development, both to the individual and to society.  On the individual level, he 

states, research indicates that those who continue to develop their primary language have 

certain cognitive advantages over their English-only counterparts (cf. Hakuta, 1986).  In 

addition, better heritage language development means better communication with family 

members  and  with  other  members  of  the  community.   Finally,  heritage  language 

development may also help promote a healthy sense of multiculturalism, an acceptance of 

both the majority and minority cultures, and a resolution of identity conflicts.  Krashen 

also concludes that society benefits from bilingualism in terms of business, diplomacy, 

and national security.  

Heritage Language Students and Foreign Language Anxiety

Although many studies have been conducted on the effects of foreign language 

anxiety on second language learners, most of this research has been done with the more 

“traditional” foreign language learners.  To date little research has been conducted on its 

effects on heritage students.  However, there is some anecdotal evidence.  For example, 
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Levine (2003) looked at student and instructor beliefs and attitudes about target language 

use, first language use, and anxiety.  He states that the findings in his study suggest that 

“students who come from bi- or multilingual backgrounds may tend to feel less anxious 

about TL [target language] use than students from monolingual backgrounds” (p. 354). 

Mejías,  Applbaum,  Applbaum  and  Trotter  (1991)  found  that  some  of  the  Hispanic 

students in their study experienced anxiety when speaking Spanish, especially in more 

formal, less personal contexts.

Tallon  (2003a)  found  that  the  mean  anxiety  score  on  the  Foreign  Language 

Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986) was significantly 

higher for non-heritage students (cf. 104.6) than for heritage students (cf. 87.1) in first-

semester Spanish classes.  It was noted in that study that the anxiety score for the heritage 

students was somewhat high (considering that no anxiety is represented by a score of 

thirty three).  In a later study, Tallon (2004) found that the mean anxiety score on the 

FLCAS for heritage students in a second-semester Spanish class was 97.0, considered 

“mildly anxious.”  In addition, this study showed that heritage students of Spanish can 

also experience other types of anxiety, including listening anxiety, reading anxiety, and 

writing anxiety.  Finally, it was suggested that the anxiety could lead to less language 

output, both orally and in writing, and both in terms of quantity of language and quality 

in language, for the heritage students.

As stated previously, there seem to be several sources of foreign language anxiety 

in the language classroom, including those associated with the teacher, the learner, and 

institutional  practices.   Although  most  of  this  research  has  been  conducted  with 
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“traditional” foreign language students, it makes sense that these same sources of anxiety 

could also apply to heritage students.  For example, many heritage students of Spanish 

have a negative self image or low self-esteem regarding their Spanish abilities.  In fact, 

many of them believe that they speak a “bad” form of Spanish.  This can even be seen in 

the term that many of them use to refer to their dialect of Spanish – “Tex-Mex.”  To some 

people this implies that the person cannot speak either English or Spanish well and thus 

has to mix the two languages to get his/her point across.  As noted by Onwuegbuzie, 

Bailey and Daley (1999), a student’s perceived self-worth can be a significant predictor 

of foreign language anxiety.  With such negative opinions about their dialect of Spanish, 

it  would  not  be  surprising  to  find  that  many heritage  students  do in  fact  experience 

anxiety in the language classroom.  

Heritage  students  may  also  be  anxious  about  error  correction,  just  like  other 

language students, especially if the error correction is by an Anglo teacher who learned 

Spanish as a second language.  In addition, heritage students may feel like they are being 

judged – not only by the teacher, but by their classmates as well – because frequently 

they are expected to already know the language.   And,  of course,  criticism from the 

teacher about the students’ home language can also increase anxiety.

Student  beliefs  about  language  learning  can  further  lead  to  anxiety  in  the 

classroom, as some heritage students believe that they must have perfect pronunciation 

and know all the vocabulary in order to be successful in the class.  That is, they may feel 

like  they  should  already speak  Spanish  like  a  native  speaker,  even  if  they  have  not 

actually spoken much Spanish while growing up, just because they are Hispanic.  Just 
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like the students in Price’s (1991) study, some heritage students of Spanish most likely 

compare themselves to the other students in the classroom and may believe that their 

language skills are weaker (cf. Bailey, 1983).

It has also been found that testing procedures can be a source of anxiety (cf. Daly, 

1991; Young, 1991).  It is not uncommon for many heritage students of Spanish to be 

able to speak the language fairly fluently but yet not do well on quizzes and exams.  The 

heritage students will compare themselves to the non-heritage students in the classroom, 

who may be doing quite well in the class in terms of their grades, and wonder why they 

are struggling with a language they may speak on a daily basis.  This leads to even lower 

self-esteem and more anxiety.  As pointed out by Krashen (2000), the heritage students 

are in a no-win situation because even if they do excel in the class, they are looked down 

on by some students for taking a class that is too easy for them.

Finally, it  should be pointed out that many of these heritage students are first-

generation college students.  Since Spanish is their home language, they would expect to 

be able to do well at least in their Spanish classes.  However, when this does not happen, 

it  can  be  an  extremely  painful  situation  for  them.   What  should  be  a  welcoming 

environment  for  these  students  can  turn  out  to  be  quite  a  traumatic  experience. 

Therefore, trying to help these students and change their experiences in language classes 

becomes even more important.

Conclusion

Much research has been conducted to examine the concept of foreign language 

anxiety, including its causes and effects on the language learning process.  However, the 
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research  has  focused  primarily  on  the  more  “traditional”  foreign  language  students. 

There  are  few studies  which  have  empirically  examined foreign  language  anxiety  in 

heritage students of Spanish.  The present study was designed to address this issue.  The 

methodology used to conduct the study is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3:  Methodology

Introduction

This chapter first presents the research questions of this study and then describes 

the research design used to try to answer those questions.  A discussion of the instruments 

used is followed by the data collection procedures and how the data were analyzed. 

Research Questions

The following research questions will be addressed in this study:

1. What are the foreign language anxiety levels (in terms of general foreign 

language anxiety, reading anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety) 

of heritage students of Spanish in first-year, second-year, and third- and 

fourth-year Spanish classes?

2. How do the levels of anxiety for heritage students compare to the levels of 

anxiety found in non-heritage students?

3. How do the levels of anxiety for heritage students compare to the levels of 

anxiety  reported  in  the  literature  for  other  populations  of  language 

students?

4. How do the levels of anxiety for heritage students correlate with their self-

assessed language proficiency in Spanish?

5. How do the various anxieties (general foreign language anxiety, reading 

anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety) relate to each other?

6. How  do  the  heritage  students  describe  their  feelings  of  anxiety  about 

learning Spanish?
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Research Design

Setting

The subjects for this study came from Spanish classes at The University of Texas 

at San Antonio (UTSA).  San Antonio, with a population of 1,144,646, is the third largest 

city in Texas and the eighth largest city in the United States.  Approximately 59% of the 

population is of Hispanic or Latino origin.  According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2000 

Census,  68.8%  of  the  population  of  Texas  speaks  only  English  at  home,  while  the 

remaining 31.2% speak a language other than English at home – with Spanish accounting 

for 27% of that total.  The figures are undoubtedly higher for San Antonio, due to its 

large Hispanic population.

UTSA serves the San Antonio metropolitan area and the broader region of South 

Texas with programs and services offered at  two campuses.  With more than 27,000 

students  enrolled  in  107  undergraduate  and  graduate  degree  programs,  UTSA is  the 

second-largest component in The University of Texas system and is one of the state’s 

fastest-growing public institutions of higher learning.  It has also been designated as a 

Hispanic-serving institution.  It should be pointed out, however, that the Department of 

Modern Languages & Literatures at UTSA does  not offer Spanish classes specifically 

designated for heritage students.

Fifty-six  percent  of  UTSA’s  students  come  from  groups  traditionally 

underrepresented  in  higher  education.   According  to  the  May  2004  edition  of  The 

Hispanic  Outlook  in  Higher  Education magazine,  the  number  of  Hispanic  students 

graduating with undergraduate degrees from UTSA ranks among the top universities in 
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the nation.  In the fall 2005 semester 12,323 students (out of a total of 27,291 students) 

were of Hispanic origin.  This represents 45.2% of the student population at UTSA.  It 

should also be noted that in the fall 2005 semester there were 14,645 (=53.7%) female 

students and 12,646 (=46.3%) male students (All UTSA enrollment numbers retrieved on 

January 23, 2006, from www.utsa.edu/registrar/enrollment.cfm).

Subjects

The subjects for this study were students in a total of 27 sections of Spanish at 

UTSA in  the  fall  2005 session:   11  sections  of  first-semester  Spanish,  6  sections  of 

second-semester  Spanish,  2  sections  of  third-semester  Spanish,  1  section  of  fourth-

semester Spanish, 2 other intermediate courses (Oral & Written Expression and Spanish 

for Health Professions), and 5 sections of third- and fourth-year Spanish (i.e. advanced 

Spanish courses)2.  All sections were taught over a 15-week period, with most classes 

meeting  either  three  times  a  week  (50-minute  classes)  or  twice  a  week  (75-minute 

classes)3.  A total of 413 subjects participated in the study.

Instrumentation

A cover letter (see Appendix A) introducing the researcher and describing the 

purpose of this study was given to each student4.  The letter explained that participation 

was  completely  voluntary  and  that  all  answers  would  remain  confidential  and 

anonymous.  In addition, students were informed that their decision to not participate in 

2 The questionnaires were actually distributed to all the Spanish teachers for the fall 2005 semester.  Some 
teachers were unable to participate (due to scheduling issues) or decided not to participate and, therefore, 
only 27 classes were used for this study.
3 One class (Don Quixote) met once a week for two and a half hours. 
4 At the request of the UTSA Institutional Review Board (IRB), the distribution of the surveys was handled 
by a volunteer student (while the teacher waited outside of the classroom).  Each volunteer student was 
provided with an instruction sheet to lead him/her through the survey process.
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the study would in no way affect their grade or status in their class.  The cover letter 

ended with the researcher’s contact information (name, phone number, email address) in 

case the subjects had any questions or comments regarding the study.

A. Quantitative Data

Quantitative data  were collected from each subject  using a  questionnaire  with 

several sections designed to gather demographic information, two measurements of their 

self-assessed language proficiency in Spanish, their anxiety levels, and their self-assessed 

anxiety levels in the four language skills.

1.  Background/Demographic Information

The  first  section  of  the  questionnaire  was  designed  to  gather  background 

information  from  the  subjects,  including  the  following  (see  Appendix  B):   (1)  the 

student’s gender; (2) the student’s age; (3) the student’s major; (4) the course the student 

was  taking;  (5)  the  student’s  reasons  for  taking  the  course;  (6)  the  amount  of  prior 

exposure,  if  any,  the  student  had  with  Spanish  (e.g.,  at  home,  travel,  work);  (7)  the 

number of previous classes the student had taken in Spanish (i.e., how long the student 

had studied Spanish in school); (8) two self-ratings of the student’s language proficiency 

(see below for a description of the two measurements used);  (9) whether the student 

considered himself/herself a heritage student of Spanish (and if Spanish was the student’s 

first language); and (10) several statements designed specifically for heritage students to 

select if they applied (#11).   

As noted in the review of the literature, a precise definition for “heritage student” 

has  still  not  been agreed upon within the  field  of  foreign/second language education 
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(Valdés, 2001; Van Deusen-Scholl, 2003).  Measuring the concept of “heritage speaker,” 

therefore, can be difficult.  In addition, it is common to think of heritage students as a 

homogeneous group, that is, all of them with similar skills.  However, they actually have 

varying abilities in the Spanish language falling along a continuum from no proficiency 

at all to native-like proficiency.  In her latest work, Valdés (2005) uses the term L1/L2 

user interchangeably with heritage student to describe heritage learners.  Borrowing from 

the work of Vivian Cook, and his idea of  multicompetence (Cook, 1992, 2002), Valdés 

states that “Heritage L1/L2 users are bilingual individuals who manifest very different 

strengths  in  their  two languages  and who may best  be thought  of  as falling along a 

continuum of  different  types  of  bilinguals”  (p.  414).   They  have  different  language 

strengths in English and Spanish, “depending on the nature of the interaction, the topic of 

discussion, the domain of activity, and the formality or the informality of the situation” 

(Valdés, 2005, p. 414).

It was decided for this study that the students would be provided with a definition 

of “heritage student” (see Appendix B, #10:  “For this study, a heritage student is defined 

as someone who grew up in a home where the Spanish language was spoken by family 

members;  you  may  not  even  speak  Spanish,  but  you  might  understand  it.”)  and  a 

definition of “non-heritage student” (“A non-heritage student is defined as someone who 

did not grow up in a home where the Spanish language was spoken by family members; 

you may have studied Spanish before in school, but you were not around the language 

while growing up.”) and asked to self-identify themselves as heritage or non-heritage 

students. 
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The purpose of having the statements in Item #11 on the questionnaire was to 

gather data that might not have been captured by only using the definition of “heritage 

student” given in Item #10.  Students were given five statements and asked to select all 

that  apply.   These  statements  were  developed based  on  the  researcher’s  12  years  of 

teaching heritage students of Spanish as well as a review of the literature.

2.  Measurement of Language Proficiency

In order to determine if there was a relationship between the heritage students’ 

anxiety  levels  and  their  language  proficiency,  it  was  necessary  to  have  some 

measurement of their language proficiency.  An attempt was made to do this for each of 

the  four  language  skills  by  having  the  students  self-assess  their  own abilities  in  the 

Spanish language.  This was done two ways. 

In Item #8 on the questionnaire,  students were asked to describe their  current 

proficiency in Spanish by selecting one ability level for each language skill.  The four 

ability levels were very high, fairly high, fairly low, and very low.  In Item #9, students 

were asked to indicate their strengths in their Spanish language skills by choosing the one 

description for each skill category that best described them.  For each skill, there were 

three possibilities:  one in which the skill was done easily or comfortably (e.g., I read 

Spanish easily.); one in which the skill was done with some difficulty (e.g., I can usually 

express myself easily in Spanish, but sometimes it can be difficult for me.); and one in 

which  the  skill  was  done  with  trouble  (e.g.,  I  have  trouble  understanding  spoken 

Spanish.).
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3.  Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale

The  second  part  of  the  questionnaire  consisted  of  the  Foreign  Language 

Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; see Appendix C)5

,  designed to  measure  the  subjects’  level  of  foreign  language  anxiety.   The  FLCAS 

contains 33 items, each answered on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly 

Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.”  It measures a person’s level of anxiety by coming up 

with an anxiety score by adding up the ratings on the 33 items.  The possible range is 33 

to 165; the higher the number, the higher the level of foreign language anxiety.  Horwitz 

(1986)  reports  that  internal  consistency  using  Cronbach’s  alpha  was .93,  based  on  a 

sample of 108 participants.  Test-retest reliability over a period of eight weeks was .83. 

The construct validity of the FLCAS is based on correlations which indicate that the 

FLCAS can be distinguished from measures of other types of anxiety.

Because the FLCAS was originally designed to be used with students who were 

studying a foreign/second language, seven statements were added to the original scale for 

this study.  These questions,  listed below, were designed specifically for the heritage 

students of Spanish and were based on the literature review of heritage students as well as 

the researcher’s experience with teaching heritage students of Spanish.

1. Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me.  (Item #3)
2. I feel bad that I have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak 

Spanish.  (#19)
3. I speak Spanish fairly well but still struggle in my Spanish classes.  (#22)
4. I feel bad that I don’t speak Spanish because people expect me to know it 

anyway.  (#24)
5. I am comfortable when speaking Spanish with family members who speak 

Spanish fluently.  (#25)

5 Permission to use this scale was granted from Dr. Elaine K. Horwitz; see Appendix D.
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6. I feel like the Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish. 
(#30)

7. I feel anxious when I talk with someone who speaks better Spanish than I do 
or who speaks “real” Spanish.  (#40)

The above items obviously would not apply to non-heritage students.  Therefore, the non-

heritage students only received a FLCAS score.  However, the heritage students received 

two additional  scores:   (1)  a  “Heritage  Items” score  (based  on  the  seven statements 

above; possible range is 7 to 35); and (2) a Total Anxiety Score, computed by adding the 

FLCAS score with the Heritage Items score (possible range is 40 to 200).  As previous 

studies on foreign language anxiety used the original FLCAS, that score will also be used 

in this study for comparison purposes.  However, the Heritage Items score and the Total 

Anxiety score are helpful for providing further  information about  possible sources of 

anxiety for heritage students of Spanish.

4.  Reading Anxiety Scale

The third part of the questionnaire consisted of a Reading Anxiety Scale (Saito, 

Horwitz and Garza, 1999; see Appendix E)6, designed to measure the subjects’ level of 

anxiety  while  reading  in  the  foreign  language.   This  scale  contains  20  items,  each 

answered  on  a  five-point  Likert  scale  ranging  from  “Strongly  Agree”  to  “Strongly 

Disagree.”  The possible range is 20 to 100; the higher the number, the higher the level of 

reading  anxiety.   Saito,  Horwitz  and  Garza  (1999)  reported  an  internal  consistency 

coefficient of .86 using Cronbach’s alpha, based on a sample of 383 participants.

6 Permission to use this scale was granted from Dr. Yoshiko Saito-Abbott; see Appendix F.
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5.  Writing Anxiety Scale

The fourth part of the questionnaire consisted of a Writing Anxiety Scale (Cheng, 

Horwitz and Schallert, 1999; see Appendix G)7, designed to measure the subjects’ level of 

anxiety while writing in the foreign language.  The original scale contains 29 items, each 

answered  on  a  five-point  Likert  scale  ranging  from  “Strongly  Agree”  to  “Strongly 

Disagree.”  The possible range is 29 to 145; the higher the score, the higher the level of 

writing anxiety.  Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert (1999) reported that internal consistency 

using Cronbach’s alpha was .94, based on a sample of 428 participants.  In order to make 

the questionnaire for this study slightly shorter, the original scale was reduced to 20 items 

(i.e., 9 items were removed).  Therefore, the possible range for this scale for this study 

was 20 to 100; the higher the number, the higher the level of writing anxiety.

6.  Listening Anxiety Scale

The fifth part of the questionnaire consisted of a Listening Anxiety Scale (Kim, 

2000; see Appendix I)8, designed to measure the subjects’ level of anxiety while listening 

to the foreign language.   The original scale contains 33 items, each answered on a five-

point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.”  The possible 

range is 33 to 165; the higher the number, the higher the level of listening comprehension 

anxiety.  Kim (2000) reported an internal consistency coefficient of .90 using Cronbach’s 

alpha, based on a sample of 238 participants, and test-retest reliability over a period of 

four weeks was .84.  In order to make the questionnaire for this study slightly shorter, the 

original scale was reduced to 20 items (i.e., 13 items were removed).  Therefore, the 

7 Permission to use this scale was granted from Dr. Yuh-show Cheng; see Appendix H.
8 Permission to use this scale was granted from Dr. Joohae Kim; see Appendix J.
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possible range for this scale for this study was 20 to 100; the higher the number, the 

higher the level of listening anxiety.

7.  Self-Assessed Anxiety Level

At  the  very  end of  the  questionnaire,  students  were asked to  self-assess  their 

anxiety levels in their Spanish classes for each language skill (see Appendix K).  For each 

skill,  students  selected  one of  four  choices  to  describe  their  level  of  anxiety in  their 

Spanish classes:  very high; fairly high; fairly low; very low.  The purpose of collecting 

this  information was to  correlate  the students’  self-assessed anxiety  levels  with their 

actual anxiety levels.

B.  Qualitative Data

Qualitative  data  were  collected  in  two  different  ways.   First,  an  open-ended 

question was included after each anxiety scale that allowed the subjects to include any 

additional information they wished (e.g., Do you have any other feelings about learning 

Spanish which are not included above?  If  so, please write down your feelings.).   In 

addition,  the  last  section  of  the  questionnaire  contained  four  open-ended  questions 

designed  to  have  the  students  elaborate  on  how  they  feel  about  using  the  Spanish 

language.  For example, students were asked to comment on when they feel the most 

uncomfortable or nervous when they are in their Spanish classes as well as outside of 

class.   Students were also asked to comment on situations in which they do  not feel 

uncomfortable or nervous in their Spanish classes.  Finally, students were asked if they 

have  any  future  goals  for  using  Spanish.   See  Appendix  L  for  all  the  open-ended 

questions used on the questionnaire.
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Second, qualitative data were collected from 37 subjects (all heritage students) 

using a telephone interview.  The last page of the questionnaire contained an explanation 

of the interview and requested that anyone who would like to volunteer for it leave their 

contact information and an appropriate time to call  (see Appendix M for information 

regarding the telephone interview).  The purpose of the interviews was to understand 

more fully the students’ views about foreign language anxiety, that is, to hear directly 

from the students about their language-learning experiences.  The interviews were guided 

by  a  set  of  prepared  questions  (see Appendix N for  the  Interview Guide),  but  other 

questions  were  also  asked  as  other  topics  arose;  that  is,  a  semi-structured  interview 

(Merriam, 1998) was used.

Data Collection Procedures

Permission to conduct  this  study using UTSA students was obtained from the 

Chair of the Department of Modern Languages & Literatures at UTSA, and the necessary 

Human Subjects (IRB) approval was received from both UTSA and UT-Austin prior to 

the commencement of the study (see Appendices O and P for the IRB Approval Letters).

The questionnaires were administered to the 27 Spanish classes during the first 

three  weeks  of  November  2005,  approximately  two-thirds  of  the  way  through  the 

semester.  This time period was chosen because by this time the students would be very 

familiar with all the class procedures and would have already taken several quizzes as 

well as one or two exams (both oral and written), but they would not yet be at the very 

end of the semester when many students can feel overwhelmed with the amount of work 
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they need to complete as well as preparing for final exams.  The students completed the 

questionnaires at the beginning of the class period in approximately 15-20 minutes.

The interviews were conducted by telephone approximately three weeks after the 

completion of the questionnaires.  Each interview was conducted in English and lasted 

between 10 and 15 minutes.  The researcher attempted to conduct several interviews from 

each  level  of  instruction.   Out  of  the  209  heritage  students  who  completed  the 

questionnaire, 72 of them volunteered for a telephone interview.  The researcher was able 

to  contact  and  interview 37 of  them,  for  a  participation rate  of  just  over  50%.   All 

interviews were recorded with a cassette recorder and later transcribed by the researcher.

Data Analysis

Data analysis for this study involved both quantitative and qualitative procedures. 

The data were analyzed in the following ways:

Quantitative Data

Data were first coded and then entered into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel. 

The  Statistical  Package  for  Social  Sciences  (SPSS),  Version  11.5,  was  used  for  the 

analysis  of  the  quantitative  data  in  this  study.   Descriptive  statistics  were  used  to 

summarize the background questionnaire responses as well as the anxiety scales.  The 

descriptive statistics consisted of means, standard deviations, maximums and minimums, 

frequency distributions, and percentages.

An anxiety score was calculated for each subject  on each of  the four  anxiety 

scales.  A Likert-type scale with five possible responses to each of the questions was used 

in scoring all of the anxiety scales.  The scale ranged from 1 (“strongly agree”) to 5 
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(“strongly  disagree”).   The  responses  were  scored  in  such  a  way  that  the  answer 

indicating the highest degree of anxiety received five points, while the answer indicating 

the  lowest  degree  of  anxiety  received  one  point  (i.e.,  some  statement  were  reverse 

scored).

A total mean anxiety score for each scale was also computed.  The mean scores 

were then divided into two groups:  one for heritage students and another for non-heritage 

students.   SPSS  Version  11.5  was  used  to  determine  if  there  were  any  statistically 

significant differences between the anxiety scores for heritage students and non-heritage 

students as well as between the anxiety scores at different levels of instruction.  That is, a 

series of MANOVA’s was performed to test for significant differences.

The anxiety levels from the FLCAS found in this study were compared with the 

results of previous studies that examined foreign language anxiety9.  Some comparison 

studies included Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986), Phillips (1990), Aida (1994), Truitt 

(1995), Donley (1997), and Palacios (1998).

Correlations and multiple regression analysis were used to assess the relationship 

between anxiety and language proficiency, as well as to determine how the various types 

of anxiety related to each other.

Qualitative Data

The open-ended questions on the questionnaire and the telephone interviews were 

included in  this  study to  help provide  a  better  understanding  of  the  experiences  and 

feelings  of  heritage  students  of  Spanish  in  terms  of  foreign  language  anxiety.   The 

9 As the FLCAS is the most widely-used scale to test for foreign language anxiety, there exist many studies 
in the literature that can be used for comparison purposes.  However, there do not exist many such studies 
that use the RAS, WAS, or LAS.
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responses to the open-ended questions were listed, categorized, and then summarized. 

The frequency of each category was also calculated.  Each interview was transcribed by 

the researcher.  The procedure of “content analysis” was then followed to analyze the 

interview  data.   Broadly  defined,  content  analysis  is  “any  technique  for  making 

inferences  by  systematically  and  objectively identifying  special  characteristics  of 

messages” (Holsti, 1968, p. 608; cited in Berg, 2004, p. 267).  Steps in content analysis 

include collecting the data, coding the data, transforming the codes into categorical labels 

or themes, isolating meaningful patterns and processes, and making generalizations to 

explain the data’s meaning (Berg, 2004).

Conclusion

This  chapter  has  described  the  methodology  used  for  this  study.   Subjects 

participating in this study included 413 students enrolled in 27 Spanish classes at The 

University of Texas at San Antonio.  The study involved several types of data collection, 

including  both  quantitative  data  (demographic  information,  self-assessed  language 

proficiency and anxiety, anxiety scales) as well as qualitative data (open-ended questions 

on the questionnaire, interviews).  The procedures used to analyze the data were also 

described.  The results of the study are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4:  Results

Introduction

This chapter first presents the results from the quantitative data, beginning with 

the  basic  descriptive  statistics  of  the  data  set  and  then  the  results  for  each  research 

question.  This is followed by the results from the qualitative data (i.e., the open-ended 

questions on the questionnaire and the telephone interviews).

Quantitative Data

Descriptive Findings

The questionnaire  was distributed in  27 sections  of  Spanish classes  at  UTSA 

during the fall 2005 semester.  A total of 413 students completed the questionnaire.  Of 

this total, 284 (=68.8%) were female students and 129 (=31.2%) were male students.  The 

average age was 22.9 years, with a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 56, and a standard 

deviation of 7.05.  Section I of the questionnaire provided a definition of a “heritage 

student” of Spanish and asked the students to self-identify themselves as heritage students 

or non-heritage students.  Of the 413 students, 209 (=50.6%) identified themselves as 

heritage students and 204 (=49.4%) identified themselves as non-heritage students.  In 

addition, 66 of the heritage students (=31.6%) noted that Spanish was their native/first 

language.  Table 1 contains a summary of these descriptive statistics.

Prior Exposure

Students  were  asked  to  provide  information  on  their  prior  exposure  with  the 

Spanish language.  The following categories and frequencies were found for all students 

(see Table 2):  (1) Home – n=211, 51.1%; (2) No prior exposure – n=81, 19.6%; (3) 
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Travel – n=33, 8%; (4) Work – n=30, 7.3%; (5) Living in a Spanish-speaking area – 

n=26,  6.3%;  (6)  Friends/Relatives  –  n=20,  4.8%;  (7)  Spouse  –  n=8,  1.9%;  and  (8) 

Music/Television – n=4, 1%.  These numbers were further broken down for heritage 

students and non-heritage students.   As shown in Table 2,  a majority of the heritage 

students (n=195, 93.3%) had been exposed to Spanish in the home while slightly over a 

third of the non-heritage students (n=77, 37.7%) had no prior exposure with the Spanish 

language.

Table 1
Participant Characteristics
________________________________________________________________________
 
    Characteristic   n     %   M  SD
________________________________________________________________________

All Students 413 100.0

Female Students 284   68.8

Male Students 129   31.2

Average Age 22.99 7.05

Heritage Students 209   50.6

Female Students 141   67.5

Male Students   68   32.5

Average Age             23.75            7.16

Native Language = Spanish   66   31.6

Non-Heritage Students 204   49.4

Female Students 143   70.1

Male Students   61   29.9

Average Age             22.21            6.87

________________________________________________________________________
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Table 2
Prior Exposure
________________________________________________________________________

All Heritage  Non-Heritage
        Students    Students      Students

     Exposure       n           %          n   %   n        %
________________________________________________________________________

Home     211         51.1        195 93.3   16       7.8

None       81         19.6            4   1.9   77     37.7

Travel       33           8.0            2   1.0   31     15.2

Work       30           7.3            2   1.0   28     13.7

Living in a Spanish-
speaking Area         26           6.3            4   1.9   22     10.8

Friends; Relatives       20           4.8            2   1.0   18       8.8

Spouse         8           1.9            0   0.0     8       3.9

Music/TV         4           1.0            0   0.0     4       2.0

Total     413        100.0        209         100.0 204        100.0
________________________________________________________________________

Years Studied Spanish

The  questionnaire  also  asked  how  many  years,  if  any,  students  had  studied 

Spanish in school.  Overall, the majority of students (n=260, 63%) had studied Spanish in 

high school and college.  A much smaller percentage (n=51, 12.3%) had studied Spanish 

in elementary and/or middle and/or high school and college, while 43 students (=10.4%) 

had only some college experience with Spanish.  Thirty three students (=8%) had studied 

Spanish  in  school  their  entire  lives,  whereas  26  students  (=6.3%)  had  never  studied 

Spanish in school.  These frequencies and percentages are summarized in Table 3.  The 

numbers are also broken down for heritage and non-heritage students.  For both groups 

the  majority  of  students  had  studied  Spanish  in  high  school  and  college  (heritage 
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students:  n=134, 64.1%; non-heritage students:  n=126, 61.8%).  In addition, 26 heritage 

students (=12.4%) had studied Spanish their entire lives.

Table 3
Years Studied Spanish
________________________________________________________________________

All Heritage  Non-Heritage
        Students    Students      Students

     Years Studied       n           %          n   %   n        %
________________________________________________________________________

High School 
& College    260         63.0        134 64.1 126     61.8

Elementary or 
Middle or High
School & College      51         12.3          19   9.1   32     15.7

Some College      43         10.4          23 11.0   20       9.8

Entire Life      33           8.0          26 12.4     7       3.4

None      26           6.3            7   3.3   19       9.3

Total    413         100.0        209         100.0 204        100.0
________________________________________________________________________

Majors

Students further provided their majors.  Forty six students (=11.1%) were Spanish 

majors.  A large number of students (n=170, 41.2%) were Liberal & Fine Arts majors. 

Other popular majors included Education (n=54, 13.1%), Science (n=50, 12.1%), and 

Business (n=37; 9%).  Twenty eight students (=6.8%) had yet to declare a major.  Table 4 

summarizes the majors for the participants in this study and includes a breakdown for 

heritage and non-heritage students.  Thirty two heritage students (=15.3%) and 14 non-

heritage students (=6.9%) were Spanish majors.
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Table 4
Majors
________________________________________________________________________

All Heritage  Non-Heritage
        Students    Students      Students

     Major       n           %          n   %   n        %
________________________________________________________________________

Liberal & Fine Arts     170         41.2         75 35.9  95     46.6

Education       54         13.1         41 19.6  13       6.4

Science       50         12.1         21 10.0  29     14.2

Spanish       46         11.1         32 15.3  14       6.9

Business       37           9.0         19   9.1  18       8.8

Undeclared       28           6.8           6   2.9  22     10.8

Public Policy & 
Social Work         9           2.2           6   2.9    3       1.5

Nursing & Pharmacy         8           1.9           2   1.0    6       2.9

Architecture         7           1.7           5   2.4    2       1.0

Engineering         3           0.7           1   0.5    2       1.0

Total     412         99.8       209          100.0            204   100.0
________________________________________________________________________

Spanish Course

Table  5  shows  the  breakdown  of  students  in  each  Spanish  course,  with  the 

following numbers:  183 students (=44.3%) in Elementary I; 67 students (=16.2%) in 

Elementary II; 33 students (=8%) in Intermediate I; 11 students (=2.7%) in Intermediate 

II; 29 students (=7%) in Oral & Written Expression; 12 students (=2.9%) in Spanish for 

Health  Professions;  5  students  (=1.2%)  in  Phonetics  &  Pronunciation;  32  students 

(=7.7%)  in  Oral  Communication  Skills;  31  students  (=7.5%)  in  Grammar  & 

Composition; and 10 students (=2.4%) in the advanced literature class (Don Quixote). 
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For statistical purposes, the classes were re-grouped as follows:  (1) Beginning Level – 

Elementary I (i.e., first semester); (2) Intermediate Level – Elementary II, Intermediate I, 

Intermediate  II,  Oral  & Written Expression,  and Spanish for  Health  Professions (i.e., 

second semester and all second-year courses10); and (3) Advanced Level – Phonetics & 

Pronunciation, Oral Communication Skills, Grammar & Composition, and Don Quixote 

(i.e., all third- and fourth-year courses).  

There  were  143  heritage  students  (=34.6%)  enrolled  in  the  elementary  and 

intermediate  Spanish  courses,  while  there  were  192  non-heritage  students  (=46.5%) 

enrolled in these courses.  On the other hand, 66 heritage students (=16%) were enrolled 

in the advanced courses, while only 12 non-heritage students (=2.9%) were enrolled in 

these courses.  Thus, two thirds of the heritage students were enrolled in elementary and 

intermediate courses and one third were enrolled in advanced courses, whereas 94% of 

non-heritage students were enrolled in elementary and intermediate courses and only 6% 

were enrolled in advanced courses.

Reasons for Studying Spanish

In Item #5 on the questionnaire, students were asked to give their primary reasons 

for taking their respective Spanish courses.  Students were given a list of choices and 

were allowed to choose as many reasons that applied.  Option (i) allowed them to provide 

any additional reasons for taking the course.  Frequencies and percentages are reported in 

Table 6.

10 The second-semester course was grouped with the other Intermediate courses because whereas the first 
semester focuses on listening comprehension and learning a lot of vocabulary, the second semester course 
has a lot more emphasis on grammar and the grammar is more difficult  (e.g. the Preterit and the 
Imperfect).  A second reason that the second-semester course was grouped with the other Intermediate 
courses was for statistical purposes (i.e. to make the numbers in each level more equal, as there were a lot 
more students in the first-year courses who participated in the study).
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Table 5
Spanish Courses
________________________________________________________________________

All Heritage  Non-Heritage
        Students    Students      Students

     Course       n           %          n   %   n        %
________________________________________________________________________

Elementary I     183         44.3         65 31.1 118     57.8

Elementary II       67         16.2         24 11.5   43     21.1

Intermediate I       33           8.0         17   8.1   16       7.8

Intermediate II       11           2.7           5   2.4     6       2.9

Oral & Written 
Expression       29           7.0         22 10.5     7       3.4

Spanish for 
Health Professions       12           2.9         10   4.8     2       1.0

Phonetics & 
Pronunciation         5           1.2           3   1.4     2       1.0

Oral Communication
Skills       32           7.7         28 13.4     4       2.0

Grammar & 
Composition       31           7.5         26 12.4     5       2.5

Don Quixote       10           2.4           9   4.3     1       0.5

Total     413       100.0               209          100.0 204   100.0
________________________________________________________________________
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Table 6
Frequencies, Percentages, and Chi-Square Results for Question #5 on Questionnaire

________________________________________________________________________

        Heritage    Non-Heritage
        Students        Students
Yes No             Yes              No

Question #          n         %         n       %          n         %          n        %  2(1)χ
________________________________________________________________________

      5a        155     74.2      54     25.8        141     63.0       63      30.9   1.29

      5b          75     35.9    134     64.1          15       7.4     189      92.6 49.31*

      5c        143     68.4      66     31.6        140     68.6       64      31.4     .00

      5d          62     29.7    147     70.3          50     24.5     154      75.5   1.39

      5e          25     12.0    184     88.0          36     17.6     168      82.4   2.65

      5f          24     11.5    185     88.5          61     29.9     143      70.1 21.43*

      5g          37     17.7    172     82.3          51     25.0     153      75.0   3.28

      5h          93     44.5    116     55.5          14       6.9     190      93.1 76.17*

      5i          45     21.5    164     78.5          50     24.5     154      75.5     .52
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  5a = Fulfill a language requirement; 5b = Better communicate with family; 5c = 
Improve bilingual skills for job(s); 5d = Improve GPA; 5e = Talk to friends; 5f = 
Listen/watch Spanish TV, radio; 5g = Read Spanish; 5h = Feel closer to culture; 5i = 
Other.

*p < .001.

The following number of heritage students (with percentages) selected each item 

in #5:  (a) fulfill a language requirement – 155 (=74.2%); (b) better communicate with 

family – 75 (=35.9%); (c)  improve bilingual skills  for current  or future job(s)  – 143 
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(=68.4%);  (d)  improve  grade  point  average  –  62  (=29.7%);  (e)  talk  to  friends  –  25 

(=12%); (f) listen to and watch Spanish language TV programs, films, music, and radio – 

24  (=11.5%);  (g)  read  Spanish  language  newspapers,  magazines,  and  books  –  37 

(=17.7%); (h) feel closer to culture – 93 (=44.5%); and (i) other – 45 (=21.5%).  

The most frequent reason heritage students chose 5(i) was to note that Spanish is 

their minor (11 students).  Another popular reason was to improve and/or perfect their 

language skills, be able to speak Spanish better, or have a better understanding of Spanish 

(8 students).  Six students noted that they were studying Spanish for job-related reasons 

(e.g., they want to be a teacher).  Four students stated that they were studying Spanish for 

family-related reasons (e.g., to talk to the family in Spanish).  Other reasons noted in 

letter (i) included the enjoyment of learning a foreign language, wanting to learn different 

terminology, personal and/or intellectual growth, and wanting to learn how to read and 

write in Spanish.

The following number of non-heritage students (with percentages) selected each 

item in #5:  (a) fulfill a language requirement – 141 (=63%); (b) better communicate with 

family  –  15  (=7.4%);  (c)  improve bilingual  skills  for  current  or  future  job(s)  –  140 

(=68.6%);  (d)  improve  grade  point  average  –  50  (=24.5%);  (e)  talk  to  friends  –  36 

(=17.6%); (f) listen to and watch Spanish language TV programs, films, music, and radio 

–  61  (=29.9%);  (g)  read  Spanish  language  newspapers,  magazines,  and  books  –  51 

(=25%); (h) feel closer to culture – 14 (=6.9%); and (i) other – 50 (=24.5%).  

The most frequent reason non-heritage students chose 5(i) was to note the need to 

perfect  their  language skills  (11 students).   Other  popular  reasons  included having  a 
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minor in Spanish (5 students), the enjoyment of learning a foreign language (5 students), 

personal and/or intellectual growth (5 students),  job reasons (4 students),  traveling (4 

students), and to learn more about the culture (3 students).  Still other reasons noted in 

letter (i) included family reasons, the ability to study abroad, to help the student’s grade 

point average, and to do missionary work.

The chi-square test for independence was used to determine if there were any 

significant differences between the responses in #5 for heritage students and non-heritage 

students (see Table 6).  Significant differences were found for three items:  (1) 5b, better 

communicate with family – 2(1, χ N = 413) = 49.31, p < .001 (35.9% of heritage students 

selected this item, while only 7.4% of non-heritage students selected it); (2) 5f, listen to 

and watch Spanish language TV programs, films, music, and radio – 2(1,  χ N = 413) = 

21.43, p < .001 (29.9% of non-heritage students selected this item, while only 11.5% of 

heritage students selected it); and (3) 5h, feel closer to culture – 2(1, χ N = 413) = 76.17, p 

< .001  (44.5% of heritage students selected this item, while only 6.9% of non-heritage 

students selected it).  In other words, for these three items (family, media, and culture), 

whether the item was chosen or not was dependent on whether the student was a heritage 

student or a non-heritage student.  Stated another way, there was a statistically significant 

difference between heritage students and non-heritage students for these three items.

It makes sense that many of the heritage students would want to take a Spanish 

class in order to better communicate with their family members, whereas only a small 

percentage of non-heritage students would have this reason (since for many of them their 

family members do not speak Spanish; for the few non-heritage students who did choose 
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5(b), it may be because a Spanish-speaking person married into the family).  On the other 

hand,  it  is  not  surprising  that  a  third  of  the  non-heritage  students  decided  to  take  a 

Spanish class in order to watch television in Spanish or to listen to music in Spanish, 

whereas fewer heritage students would need to take a Spanish class for this reason (since 

many heritage students already do this on a daily basis).  Finally, one would expect that 

many heritage students would take a Spanish class in order to improve their language 

skills  and thus feel  closer  to  their  culture,  whereas this  would not  apply to the non-

heritage students (since they are not members of the Hispanic culture) – although some 

non-heritage students do want to feel closer to the Hispanic culture, as evidenced by the 

14 non-heritage students who did select item 5(h).

Self-Assessed Spanish Proficiency

Students were asked to self-assess their own abilities in the Spanish language in 

all four language skills.  As noted previously, this was done two ways.  In Item #8 on the 

questionnaire, students were asked to describe their current proficiency by selecting one 

ability level  (very high,  fairly  high,  fairly low, or very low) for  each language skill.

Table 7 shows the results for the first self-assessed speaking proficiency, with the 

following frequencies and percentages reported for heritage students:  (1) Very low – 

n=11, 5.3%; (2) Fairly low – n=49, 23.4%; (3) Fairly high – n=92, 44%; and (4) Very 

high – n=57, 27.3%.  The following frequencies and percentages were reported for non-

heritage students:  (1) Very low – n=53, 26%; (2) Fairly low – n=96, 47.1%; (3) Fairly 

high – n=51, 25%; and (4) Very high – n=4, 2%.  It can thus be seen that a majority of 

heritage students (n=149, 71.3%) assessed their speaking ability as fairly high or very 
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high, while a majority of non-heritage students (n=149, 73%) assessed their  speaking 

ability as fairly low or very low.

Table 7
Self-Assessed Speaking Proficiency #1
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students            11          5.3         49         23.4          92         44.0           57        27.3

Non-Heritage
Students            53        26.0         96         47.1          51         25.0             4          2.0

All 
Students            64        15.7       145         35.3        143         34.5           61        14.7
________________________________________________________________________

Table 8
Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency #1
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students              3          1.4         41         19.6        112         53.6           53        25.4

Non-Heritage
Students            11          5.4         76         37.3        100         49.0           17          8.3

All 
Students            14          3.4       117         28.5        212         51.3           70        16.9
________________________________________________________________________
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An analysis of the results for the first self-assessed reading proficiency revealed 

the following frequencies and percentages for heritage students (see Table 8):  (1) Very 

low – n=3, 1.4%; (2) Fairly low – n=41, 19.6%; (3) Fairly high – n=112, 53.6%; and (4) 

Very  high  –  n=53,  25.4%.   The  following  numbers  were  reported  for  non-heritage 

students:  (1) Very low – n=11, 5.4%; (2) Fairly low – n=76, 37.3%; (3) Fairly high – 

n=100, 49%; and (4) Very high – n=17, 8.3%.  Thus, a majority of both heritage students 

(n=165, 79%) and non-heritage students (n=117, 57.3%) rated their reading ability as 

either fairly high or very high.

The results for the first self-assessed  writing proficiency are shown in Table 9, 

with the following frequencies and percentages reported for heritage students:  (1) Very 

low – n=15, 7.2%; (2) Fairly low – n=64, 30.6%; (3) Fairly high – n=97, 46.4%; and (4) 

Very  high  –  n=33,  15.8%.   For  non-heritage  students,  the  following  numbers  were 

reported:  (1) Very low – n=33, 16.2%; (2) Fairly low – n=92, 45.1%; (3) Fairly high – 

n=66, 32.4%; and (4) Very high – n=13, 6.4%.  The numbers show that a majority of 

heritage students (n=130, 62.2%) rated their writing proficiency as either fairly high or 

very high, while a majority of non-heritage students (n=125, 61.3%) rated their writing 

proficiency as either fairly low or very low.  It is also interesting to note that over a third 

of the heritage students (n=79, 37.8%) rated their writing proficiency as either fairly low 

or  very low,  and over  a  third of  the  non-heritage  students  (n=79,  38.8%) rated their 

writing proficiency as either fairly high or very high.
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Table 9
Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency #1
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students            15          7.2         64         30.6          97         46.4           33        15.8

Non-Heritage
Students            33        16.2         92         45.1          66         32.4           13          6.4

All 
Students            48        11.7       156         37.9        163         39.4           46        11.1
________________________________________________________________________

Table 10
Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency #1
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students              2          1.0         26         12.4          73         34.9         108        51.7

Non-Heritage
Students            35        17.2         87         42.6          72         35.3           10          4.9

All 
Students            37          9.1       113         27.5        145         35.1         118        28.3
________________________________________________________________________

An analysis of the results for the first self-assessed listening proficiency revealed 

the following frequencies and percentages for heritage students (see Table 10):  (1) Very 

low – n=2, 1%; (2) Fairly low – n=26, 12.4%; (3) Fairly high – n=73, 34.9%; and (4) 
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Very high  –  n=108,  51.7%.   The following numbers  were  reported  for  non-heritage 

students:  (1) Very low – n=35, 17.2%; (2) Fairly low – n=87, 42.6%; (3) Fairly high – 

n=72, 35.3%; and (4) Very high – n=10, 4.9%.  It is not surprising that a large majority of 

heritage students (n=181, 86.6%) rated their listening proficiency as either fairly high or 

very high, especially since 93.3% of them had prior exposure with the Spanish language 

in their homes.  A large number of non-heritage students (n=82, 40.2%) also rated their 

listening  proficiency  as  either  fairly  high  or  very  high,  although a  majority  of  them 

(n=122, 59.8%) rated their listening ability as either very low or fairly low.

Table 11
Self-Assessed Speaking Proficiency #2
________________________________________________________________________

      Some
Easily    Difficulty Trouble

         n            %            n             %               n          %

Heritage 
Students                     72         34.4        102         48.8            35        16.7

Non-Heritage
Students                       8           3.9          84         41.2          112        54.9

All 
Students                     80         19.2        186         45.0          147        35.8
________________________________________________________________________

Students were also asked to self-assess their abilities in the Spanish language in 

Item #9 by selecting the one description for each skill category that best described them. 

Table  11  shows  the  results  for  the  second  self-assessed  speaking proficiency.   The 

following frequencies and percentages were reported for heritage students:  (1) Easily – 
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n=72, 34.4%; (2) Some difficulty – n=102, 48.8%; and (3) Trouble – n=35, 16.7%.  For 

non-heritage  students,  the  following frequencies  and  percentages  were  reported:   (1) 

Easily – n=8, 3.9%; (2) Some difficulty – n=84, 41.2%; and (3) Trouble – n=112, 54.9%. 

Thus, over a third of the heritage students felt that they could speak Spanish easily, while 

over half of the non-heritage students felt that they had trouble speaking Spanish.

An  analysis  of  the  results  for  the  second  self-assessed  reading proficiency 

reflected the following information for heritage students (see Table 12):  (1) Easily – 

n=108, 51.7%; (2) Some difficulty – n=84, 40.2%; and (3) Trouble – n=17, 8.1%.  The 

following numbers were reported for non-heritage students:  (1) Easily – n=37, 18.1%; 

(2) Some difficulty – n=121, 59.3%; and (3) Trouble – n=46, 22.5%.  Over half of the 

heritage students felt that they could read Spanish easily, while a majority of non-heritage 

students felt that they had some difficulty reading Spanish.

Table 12
Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency #2
________________________________________________________________________

      Some
Easily    Difficulty Trouble

         n            %            n             %               n          %

Heritage 
Students                   108         51.7          84         40.2           17           8.1

Non-Heritage
Students                     37         18.1        121         59.3            46        22.5

All 
Students                   145         34.9        205         49.8           63         15.3
________________________________________________________________________
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The results for the second self-assessed  writing proficiency are shown in Table 

13, with the following frequencies and percentages reported for heritage students:  (1) 

Easily – n=55, 26.3%; (2) Some difficulty – n=101, 48.3%; and (3) Trouble – n=53, 

25.4%.   For  non-heritage  students,  the  following  frequencies  and  percentages  were 

reported:  (1) Easily – n=20, 9.8%; (2) Some difficulty – n=96, 47.1%; and (3) Trouble – 

n=88, 43.1%.  It  is  interesting to  note here that  only about  a  quarter  of  the heritage 

students felt they could write easily in Spanish, with a majority reporting some difficulty 

or  trouble  with  writing  in  Spanish.   Similarly,  only  about  10%  of  the  non-heritage 

students felt that they could write easily in Spanish while the rest felt that they have some 

difficulty or trouble with this particular skill.

Table 13
Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency #2
________________________________________________________________________

      Some
Easily    Difficulty Trouble

         n            %            n             %               n          %

Heritage 
Students                     55         26.3        101         48.3            53        25.4

Non-Heritage
Students                     20           9.8          96         47.1            88        43.1

All 
Students                     75         18.1        197         47.7          141        34.3
________________________________________________________________________
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Finally, an analysis of the results for the second self-assessed listening proficiency 

reflected the following numbers for heritage students (see Table 14):  (1) Easily – n=143, 

68.4%; (2) Some difficulty – n=52, 24.9%; and (3) Trouble – n=14, 6.7%.  For non-

heritage students, the following numbers were reported:  (1) Easily – n=11, 5.4%; (2) 

Some difficulty – n=120, 58.8%; and (3) Trouble – n=73, 35.8%.  As with the first self-

assessment on listening skills, a large percentage of heritage students rated their listening 

skills as very good, whereas a large percentage of non-heritage students felt that they had 

some difficulty or trouble with this skill.

Table 14
Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency #2
________________________________________________________________________

      Some
Easily    Difficulty Trouble

         n            %            n             %               n          %

Heritage 
Students                   143         68.4          52         24.9            14          6.7

Non-Heritage
Students                     11           5.4        120         58.8            73        35.8

All 
Students                   154         36.9        172         41.9            87        21.3
________________________________________________________________________

Special Items for Heritage Students

Item #11 on the questionnaire was designed specifically for heritage students of 

Spanish.  The frequencies and percentages of each choice selected were as follows (see 

Table 15):  (a) “I do not speak Spanish or understand Spanish, but my ethnic heritage is 
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Hispanic.” – n=23; 11%; (b) “I do not consider myself a heritage student although my last 

name is Hispanic.” – n=0; 0%; interestingly, 12 non-heritage students (=2.9%) did check 

this  choice;  (c)  “Most  of  my  family  speaks  English,  but  I  do  have  one  or  two 

grandparents who speak Spanish.” – n=66; 31.6%; (d) “I speak Spanish but no longer live 

in a home where Spanish is spoken.” – n=32; 15.3%; (e) My parents speak to me mostly 

in Spanish, but I speak to them mostly in English.” – n=39; 18.7%; and (f) “Other (please 

explain).” – n=63; 30.1%.  

Table 15
Results for Question #11 on Questionnaire (Heritage Students Only)

________________________________________________________________________

Yes         No
Question #      n                 % n                 %
________________________________________________________________________

      11a     23              11.0                 186             89.0

      11b       0                0.0                 209           100.0

      11c     66              31.6                 143             68.4

      11d     32              15.3                 177             84.7

      11e     39              18.7                 170             81.3

      11f     63              30.1                 146             69.9
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  11a = Does not speak or understand Spanish but ethnic heritage is Spanish; 11b = 
Does not consider him/herself a heritage student although last name is Hispanic; 11c = 
Most of family speaks English, but does have one or two grandparents who speak 
Spanish; 11d = Speaks Spanish but no longer lives in a home where Spanish is spoken; 
11e = Parents speak to him/her mostly in Spanish, but he/she speaks to them mostly in 
English; 11f = Other.
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The majority of heritage students who selected letter (f) mentioned family issues 

of communicating in Spanish (e.g., “My parents speak to me in Spanish, and I respond in 

Spanish.  All my family speaks Spanish.”  “I speak Spanish all the time.”  “My dad is the 

only one that speaks to me in Spanish.”  “I speak to dad in English and mom in Spanish. 

Dad however talks to me in Spanish.”).  Five students mentioned that they understand 

Spanish but do not speak it, and two students noted that they speak “Spanglish11.”

Table 16
Self-Assessed Speaking Anxiety
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students            81        39.3         61         29.6          39         18.9           25        12.1

Non-Heritage
Students            39        19.4         60         29.9          56         27.9           46        22.9

All 
Students           120       29.4       121         29.8          95         23.4           71        17.5
________________________________________________________________________

11 “Spanglish” is a term used to refer to the dialect of Spanish that is spoken principally in the Southwest 
United States, as well as other places like Miami, by Mexican-Americans.  Ilan Stavans, in his book 
Spanglish:  The making of a new American language (2003), defines Spanglish as “the verbal encounter 
between Anglo and Hispano civilizations” (p. 5), referring to the fact that Spanglish is a Spanish dialect 
with heavy influences from English.  Other terms that are also used to refer to this dialect of Spanish 
include Chicano Spanish, Southwest Spanish, Mexican-American Spanish, “espanglés,” and Tex-Mex.  For 
an excellent discussion of this dialect of Spanish, see Chicano Sociolinguistics:  A brief introduction by 
Fernando Peñalosa (1980).
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Self-Assessed Anxiety Levels

At the very end of the questionnaire (Section VI, Item #5), students were asked to 

self-assess their anxiety level in each language skill (see Appendix K).  The purpose of 

collecting this information was to correlate the students’ self-assessed anxiety levels with 

their  actual anxiety levels.   Table 16 shows the frequencies and percentages for self-

assessed speaking anxiety, with the following numbers reported for heritage students:  (1) 

Very low – n=81, 39.3%; (2) Fairly low – n=61, 29.6%; (3) Fairly high – n=39, 18.9%; 

and (4) Very high – n=25, 12.1%.  The following numbers were reported for non-heritage 

students:  (1) Very low – n=39, 19.4%; (2) Fairly low – n=60, 29.9%; (3) Fairly high – 

n=56, 27.9%; and (4) Very high – n=46, 22.9%.  It can be seen, therefore, that a majority 

of heritage students (n=142, 68.9%) rated their speaking anxiety as very low or fairly 

low, while just over half of the non-heritage students (n=102, 50.8%) rated their speaking 

anxiety as fairly high or very high.

An analysis of the results for self-assessed reading anxiety revealed the following 

frequencies and percentages for heritage students (see Table 17):  (1) Very low – n=99, 

48.3%; (2) Fairly low – n=65, 31.7%; (3) Fairly high – n=31, 15.1%; and (4) Very high – 

n=10, 4.9%.  For non-heritage students, the numbers were as follows:  (1) Very low – 

n=69, 34.3%; (2) Fairly low – n=90, 44.8%; (3) Fairly high – n=31, 15.4%; and (4) Very 

high – n=11, 5.5%.  In this skill area, a majority of both heritage students (n=164, 80%) 

and non-heritage students (n=159, 79.1%) felt that they experience very low or fairly low 

anxiety. 
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Table 17
Self-Assessed Reading Anxiety
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students            99        48.3         65         31.7          31         15.1           10          4.9

Non-Heritage
Students            69        34.3         90         44.8          31         15.4           11          5.5

All 
Students           168       41.3       155         38.3          62         15.3           21          5.2
________________________________________________________________________

Table 18 shows the results for the students’ self-assessed writing anxiety, with the 

following frequencies and percentages reported for heritage students:  (1) Very low – 

n=62, 30.2%; (2) Fairly low – n=69, 33.7%; (3) Fairly high – n=48, 23.4%; and (4) Very 

high – n=26, 12.7%.  The following frequencies and percentages were reported for non-

heritage students:  (1) Very low – n=43, 21.4%; (2) Fairly low – n=80, 39.8%; (3) Fairly 

high – n=47, 23.4%; and (4) Very high – n=31, 15.4%.  As with reading anxiety, heritage 

students and non-heritage students reported similar ratings for their self-assessed writing 

anxiety.  That is, both a majority of heritage students (n=131, 63.9%) and non-heritage 

students (n=123, 61.2%) felt that they experience very low or fairly low levels of writing 

anxiety.   However,  over a third of the heritage students (n=74, 36.1%) and the non-

heritage students (n=78, 38.8%) felt that they experience fairly high or very high levels of 

writing anxiety.
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Table 18
Self-Assessed Writing Anxiety
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students            62        30.2         69         33.7          48         23.4           26        12.7

Non-Heritage
Students            43        21.4         80         39.8          47         23.4           31        15.4

All 
Students           105       25.8       149         36.8          95         23.4           57        14.1
________________________________________________________________________

Table 19
Self-Assessed Listening Anxiety
________________________________________________________________________

Very Low            Fairly Low            Fairly High            Very High
n            %           n            %             n            %             n            %

Heritage 
Students           132       64.4         47         22.9          14           6.8           12          5.9

Non-Heritage
Students            40        19.9         86         42.8          46         22.9           29        14.4

All 
Students           172       42.2       133         32.9          60         14.9           41        10.2
________________________________________________________________________

Finally, an analysis of the results for self-assessed listening anxiety revealed the 

following numbers for heritage students (see Table 19):  (1) Very low – n=132, 64.4%; 

(2) Fairly low – n=47, 22.9%; (3) Fairly high – n=14, 6.8%; and (4) Very high – n=12, 
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5.9%.  For non-heritage students, the numbers were as follows:  (1) Very low – n=40, 

19.9%; (2) Fairly low – n=86, 42.8%; (3) Fairly high – n=46, 22.9%; and (4) Very high – 

n=29, 14.4%.  An overwhelming number of heritage students (n=179, 87.3%) felt that 

they experience very low or fairly low levels of listening anxiety, while over a third of 

the non-heritage students (n=75, 37.3%) felt that they experience fairly high or very high 

levels of listening anxiety.

Research Question #1:  Anxiety Levels of Heritage Students

Research Question One sought to investigate the foreign language anxiety levels 

of heritage students of Spanish.  All 413 participants in this study received four anxiety 

scores:  one for the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS), one for the 

Reading Anxiety Scale (RAS), one for the Writing Anxiety Scale (WAS), and one for the 

Listening Anxiety Scale (LAS)12.  The heritage students received two additional anxiety 

scores:  a score for the Heritage Items (i.e., the 7 statements added to the original FLCAS 

designed  specifically  for  heritage  students  of  Spanish)  and  a  Total  Anxiety  Score 

(FLCAS + Heritage Items).

The  possible  low and  high  scores  on  each  anxiety  scale  are  as  follows:   (1) 

FLCAS – 33 and 165; (2) Heritage Items (heritage students only) – 7 and 35; (3) Total 

Anxiety Score (heritage students only) – 40 and 200; (4) RAS – 20 and 100; (5) WAS – 

20 and 100; and (6) LAS – 20 and 100.  For all scales the higher the score, the greater the 

degree of anxiety.

12 Cronbach’s coefficient alpha is generally used to assess the internal consistency of a scale (i.e. the 
degree to which the items on the scale measure the same underlying construct) (Pallant, 2005, p. 6).  The 
following Cronbach’s alphas were reported for each anxiety scale in this study:  FLCAS = .95; RAS = .91; 
WAS = .95; and LAS = .96.  These high values indicate that the four anxiety scales were indeed reliable.
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The following anxiety scores were derived for the 209 heritage students in this 

study (see Table 20):  (1) FLCAS – a mean score of 78.78, with a standard deviation  of 

24.52 (minimum score = 34, maximum score = 158); (2) Heritage Items – a mean score 

of 17.55, with a standard deviation of 5.88 (minimum score = 7, maximum score = 32); 

(3) Total Anxiety Score – a mean score of 96.35, with a standard deviation of 29.08 

(minimum score = 41, maximum score = 188); (4) RAS – a mean score of 43.87, with a 

standard deviation of 12.92 (minimum score = 20, maximum score = 83); (5) WAS – a 

mean score of 54.44, with a standard deviation of 17.06 (minimum score = 20, maximum 

score = 100); and (6) LAS – a mean score of 42.75, with a standard deviation of 16.39 

(minimum score = 20, maximum score = 96).  It can be seen that the heritage students 

had fairly low anxiety scores with respect to speaking, reading, and listening, while their 

highest scores were in writing.

Table 20
Anxiety Scores
________________________________________________________________________

    All Heritage                  Non-Heritage
Students Students Students

FLCAS
    M    86.76    78.78    94.66
    SD    25.86    24.52    24.75
N = 380

Heritage Items
    M      n/a    17.55      n/a
    SD      n/a      5.88      n/a
N = 380
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Table 20 (continued):

Total Anxiety Score
    M      n/a    96.35      n/a
    SD      n/a    29.08      n/a
N = 380

RAS
    M    46.99    42.87    50.27
    SD    13.52    12.92    13.11
N = 380

WAS
    M    57.68    54.44    60.89
    SD    16.96    17.06    16.27
N = 380

LAS
    M    51.91    42.75    60.98
    SD    18.09    16.39    14.86
N = 380
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  FLCAS = Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale; RAS = Reading Anxiety 
Scale; WAS = Writing Anxiety Scale; LAS = Listening Anxiety Scale.

As noted in Chapter 3, seven items designed specifically for heritage students of 

Spanish were added to the original Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale.  Based 

on a scale from 1 to 5, the average response on each of the seven items is reported in 

Table 21, with the following results:  (1) FLCAS #3:  “Learning grammar in my Spanish 

class is easy for me” – a mean score of 2.69, with a standard deviation of 1.22; (2) #19: 

“I feel bad that I have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish” – a 

mean score of 2.24, with a standard deviation of 1.41; (3) #22:  “I speak Spanish fairly 

well but still struggle in my Spanish classes” – a mean score of 2.45, with a standard 
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deviation of 1.24; (4) #24:  “I feel bad that I don’t speak Spanish because people expect 

me to know it anyway” – a mean score of 2.31, with a standard deviation of 1.35; (5) 

#25:  “I am comfortable when speaking Spanish with family members who speak Spanish 

fluently” – a mean score of 2.22, with a standard deviation of 1.34; (6) #30:  “I feel like 

the Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish” – a mean score of 2.86, 

with a standard deviation of 1.19; and (7) #40:  “I feel anxious when I talk with someone 

who speaks better Spanish than I do or who speaks ‘real’ Spanish” – a mean score of 

2.74, with a standard deviation of 1.30.  A discussion of these averages, as well as the 

mean anxiety scores, will follow in Chapter 5.

Table 21
Mean Scores on the Heritage Items added to the FLCAS

________________________________________________________________________
FLCAS #                  M              SD
________________________________________________________________________

      3 2.69 1.22

    19 2.24 1.41

    22 2.45 1.24

    24 2.31 1.35

    25 2.22 1.34

    30 2.86 1.19

    40 2.74 1.30

________________________________________________________________________

Note.  #3 – Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me; #19 – I feel bad that I 
have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish; #22 – I speak Spanish 
fairly well but still struggle in my Spanish classes; #24 – I feel bad that I don’t speak 
Spanish because people expect me to know it anyway; #25 – I am comfortable when 
speaking Spanish with family members who speak Spanish fluently; #30 – I feel like the 
Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish; #40 – I feel anxious when I 
talk with someone who speaks better Spanish than I do or who speaks ‘real’ Spanish.
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Research Question #2:  Anxiety Levels of Non-Heritage Students

Research Question Two sought to compare the foreign language anxiety levels of 

heritage students of Spanish to the levels of anxiety found in non-heritage students.  The 

following anxiety scores were derived for the 204 non-heritage students in this study (see 

Table 20):   (1) FLCAS – a mean score of 94.66, with a standard deviation of 24.75 

(minimum score = 40, maximum score = 158); (2) RAS – a mean score of 50.27, with a 

standard deviation of 13.11 (minimum score = 21, maximum score = 87); (3) WAS – a 

mean score of 60.89, with a standard deviation of 16.27 (minimum score = 22, maximum 

score = 97); and (4) LAS – a mean score of 60.98, with a standard deviation of 14.86 

(minimum score  =  21,  maximum score  = 99).   It  can  be  seen  that  the  non-heritage 

students  had  their  highest  scores  in  writing  and  listening,  and  their  lowest  score  in 

reading.  Their average scores on the FLCAS put them in the “mildly anxious” category. 

In addition, the non-heritage students had higher scores on all four anxiety scales than the 

heritage students.

In  order  to  examine if  the  differences  in  the  anxiety  scores  between heritage 

students and non-heritage students on all four anxiety scales were significantly different, 

a one-way between-groups multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed. 

The four dependent variables were the four anxiety scales (FLCAS, RAS, WAS, and 

LAS) and the independent variable was the students’ heritage status (i.e. heritage or non-

heritage).   Preliminary  assumption  testing  was  conducted  to  check  for  normality, 

linearity,  univariate  and  multivariate  outliers,  homogeneity  of  variance-covariance 
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matrices, and multicollinearity, with no serious violations found.13  As reported in Table 

22,  results  show that  there  was  a  statistically  significant  difference  between heritage 

students  and  non-heritage  students  on  the  combined  dependent  variables:   F(4, 

375)=39.58, p<.001; Wilks’ Lambda=.70.

Table 22
Multivariate and Univariate Analyses of Variance for Heritage Status on all Anxiety 
Scales
________________________________________________________________________

Multivariate                               Univariate                         ___        

   Source df     Fa FLCASb         RASb         WASb        LASb

________________________________________________________________________

Heritage 4 39.58*  39.45*         30.70*       14.22*       129.04*

MSE            607.03         169.44       277.93         244.60
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  Multivariate F ratios were generated from Wilks’ Lambda.

aMultivariate df = 4, 375.  bUnivariate df = 1, 380.

*p < .001.

When the results for the dependent variables were considered separately, there 

was  a  statistically  significant  difference  between  heritage  students  and  non-heritage 

13 A significant value for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was found for three of the anxiety scales 
(FLCAS, RAS, LAS), suggesting a violation of the assumption of normality for these scales.  However, this 
is quite common in larger samples.  Other tests, including Histograms, Q-Q Plots, Detrended Normal Q-Q 
Plots, and Boxplots, all indicated a fairly normal distribution.  In addition, according to Tabachnick and 
Fidell (2001, p. 329), a sample size of at least 20 in each cell should ensure ‘robustness’ to modest 
violations of normality in the significance tests of MANOVA.  Furthermore, Finch (2005, p. 27) states: 
“When the assumption of normality [for MANOVA] is untenable, the parametric statistic is robust, and 
slightly outperforms the nonparametric statistic in terms of type I error rate and power.”
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students on each of the anxiety scales:  (1) FLCAS:  F(1, 378)=39.45, p<.001; (2) RAS: 

F(1,  378)=30.70,  p<.001;  (3)  WAS:   F(1,  378)=14.22,  p<.001;  and  (4)  LAS:   F(1, 

378)=129.04, p<.001.  An inspection of the mean scores indicated that heritage students 

reported  lower  levels  of  anxiety  (FLCAS:  M=78.78,  SD=24.52;  RAS:  M=42.87, 

SD=12.92; WAS:  M=54.44,  SD=17.06; LAS:  M=42.75,  SD=16.39) than non-heritage 

students  (FLCAS:  M=94.66,  SD=24.75;  RAS:  M=50.27,  SD=13.11;  WAS:  M=60.89, 

SD=16.27;  LAS:  M=60.98,  SD=14.86).   In  other  words,  the  anxiety  scores  for  the 

heritage students were lower than the anxiety scores for the non-heritage students on all 

four anxiety scales (cf. 78.78 for heritage students and 94.66 for non-heritage students 

with respect to speaking, 42.87 for heritage students and 50.27 for non-heritage students 

as far as reading, 54.44 for heritage students and 60.89 for non-heritage students in terms 

of writing, and 42.75 for heritage students and 60.98 for non-heritage students as far as 

listening).

As  other  studies  have  noted  that  gender  may  affect  anxiety  (e.g.,  Mejías, 

Applbaum, Applbaum and Trotter (1991) suggested that female students may be more apt 

to suffer from communication apprehension than male students),  a one-way between-

groups MANOVA was performed to investigate sex differences.  The four dependent 

variables  were  the  four  anxiety  scales  (FLCAS,  RAS,  WAS,  and  LAS)  and  the 

independent  variable was gender.    The results  indicate  that  there was no significant 

difference  between  males  and  females  on  the  combined  dependent  variables:   F(5, 

364)=1.71,  p=.13,  n.s.  (FLCAS:   mean  for  male  students  =  84.77,  mean  for  female 

students = 87.59; RAS:  mean for male students = 46.66, mean for female students = 
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46.94; WAS:  mean for male students = 56.21, mean for female students = 58.21; LAS: 

mean for male students = 50.68, mean for female students = 52.35)14.

Anxiety scores were also computed for all four anxiety scales for each Spanish 

class, both for heritage students and non-heritage students.  The purpose here was to get a 

feel for how anxiety levels may vary from beginning classes to intermediate classes to 

advanced classes.

FLCAS scores by semester are reported in Table 23 and shown graphically in 

Figure 1.  It can be seen that in general the FLCAS scores for heritage students were 

lower than the FLCAS scores for non-heritage students.  The only exception to this was 

the Phonetics & Pronunciation class, in which the anxiety level for heritage students was 

much  higher  than  the  anxiety  level  for  non-heritage  students  (cf.  98.33  and  69.50). 

Because of the small  sample size from this  class (n=5),  results  should be interpreted 

cautiously.  However, it is possible that heritage students might experience much more 

anxiety  in  a  linguistics  course  than  non-heritage  students  due  to  the  specialized 

vocabulary; furthermore, because this course is a lecture course, the non-heritage students 

may feel less anxious due to the fact that they do not have to speak in class as much as 

they do in other Spanish courses.  It is also interesting to note that heritage students had 

fairly  high  anxiety levels  in  both the second-semester  (i.e.  Elementary II)  and  third-

semester  (i.e.  Intermediate  I)  courses.   Heritage  students  seemed  to  experience  their 

lowest levels of anxiety in the remaining second-year courses (i.e. Intermediate II, Oral & 

Written Expression, and Spanish for Health Professions).  Non-heritage students, on the 

14 Two additional MANOVAS were run to investigate sex differences in anxiety levels for heritage 
students only and non-heritage students only.  As with the MANOVA run for the entire sample, no 
significant results were found between males and females in either group:  (1) Heritage Students – F(5, 
181)=1.61, p=.16, n.s.; (2) Non-Heritage Students – F(4, 186)=.62, p=.65, n.s.
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other hand, seemed to experience high levels of anxiety in most of their Spanish classes, 

especially the Elementary II class,  the Oral Communication Skills class, and the Don 

Quixote class.

Table 23
FLCAS Scores by Semester
________________________________________________________________________

    All Heritage                  Non-Heritage
Students Students Students

Elementary I
    M    88.29    81.09    92.23
    SD    23.80    23.44    23.15
    N    181    64    117
Elementary II
    M  101.73    96.48  104.68
    SD    26.81    29.85    24.84
    N    64    23    41
Intermediate I
    M    89.97    88.35    91.69    
    SD    25.91    26.46    26.06
    N    33    17    16
Intermediate II
    M    77.60    64.80    90.40
    SD    22.71    18.54    20.18
    N    10    5    5
Oral & Written Expression
    M    77.81    69.90  100.43
    SD    24.66    18.18    28.00
    N    27    20    7
Spanish for Health Professions
    M    67.58    63.30    89.50
    SD    18.95    17.61      2.12
    N    12    10    2
Phonetics & Pronunciation
    M    86.80    98.33    69.50
    SD    29.26    21.39    38.89
    N    5    3    2
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Table 23 (continued):

Oral Communication Skills
    M    73.55    69.69  107.00
    SD    25.02    22.25    26.51
    N    29    26    3
Grammar & Composition
    M    77.28    75.13    87.60
    SD    23.75    18.79    41.92
    N    29    24    5
Don Quixote
    M    74.50    71.00  106.00
    SD    22.39    20.64     n/a
    N    10    9    1
________________________________________________________________________

Figure 1
FLCAS Scores by Semester
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The scores on the Reading Anxiety Scale by semester are reported in Table 24 

and shown graphically  in Figure 2.   As with the FLCAS scores,  the reading anxiety 
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scores for heritage students were lower than the reading anxiety scores for non-heritage 

students throughout the first two years of instruction.  However, it is interesting to note 

that the reading anxiety scores for heritage students were actually higher than the anxiety 

scores  for  non-heritage  students  in  three  of  the  four  advanced courses  (Phonetics  & 

Pronunciation, Oral Communication Skills, and Grammar & Composition).  

Table 24
RAS Scores by Semester
________________________________________________________________________

    All Heritage                  Non-Heritage
Students Students Students

Elementary I
    M    49.27    45.58    51.32
    SD    12.13    10.78    12.40
    N    182    65    117
Elementary II
    M    55.72    53.18    57.02
    SD    14.28    16.71    12.88
    N    65    22    43
Intermediate I
    M    42.78    42.24    43.40    
    SD    10.65      8.61    12.88
    N    32    17    15
Intermediate II
    M    41.64    31.00    50.50
    SD    13.92      8.09    11.31
    N    11    5    6
Oral & Written Expression
    M    39.71    39.14    41.43
    SD    11.97    13.07      8.44
    N    28    21    7
Spanish for Health Professions
    M    39.50    37.60    49.00
    SD    12.57    13.01      0.00
    N    12    10    2
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Table 24 (continued):

Phonetics & Pronunciation
    M    40.20    48.67    27.50
    SD    16.25    14.74      9.19
    N    5    3    2
Oral Communication Skills
    M    39.31    39.50    38.00
    SD    13.14    14.03      3.16
    N    32    28    4
Grammar & Composition
    M    39.00    40.04    34.00
    SD      9.36      9.61      6.63
    N    29    24    5
Don Quixote
    M    40.56    39.75     47.00
    SD      7.58      7.69       n/a
    N    9    8    1
________________________________________________________________________

Figure 2
RAS Scores by Semester
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Table 25 shows the writing anxiety scores by semester and Figure 3 shows them 

graphically.  As with the reading anxiety scores, the writing anxiety scores for heritage 

students were generally lower than the writing anxiety scores for non-heritage students 

throughout  the  first  two  years  of  instruction  (with  the  one  exception  being  the 

Intermediate I course, in which the heritage students experienced a slightly higher level 

of anxiety than the non-heritage students; cf. 57.59 and 55.75).  In the advanced courses, 

the heritage students experienced higher levels of writing anxiety than the non-heritage 

students.

Table 25
WAS Scores by Semester
________________________________________________________________________

    All Heritage                  Non-Heritage
Students Students Students

Elementary I
    M    60.36    58.17    61.57
    SD    15.10    13.79    15.70
    N    182    65    117
Elementary II
    M    67.80    66.63    68.49
    SD    15.83    18.00    14.60
    N    65    24    41
Intermediate I
    M    56.70    57.59    55.75    
    SD    15.27    13.24    17.57
    N    33    17    16
Intermediate II
    M    52.00    43.40    59.17
    SD    15.65    14.26    13.83
    N    11    5    6
Oral & Written Expression
    M    50.04    47.76    56.86
    SD    17.27    18.18    12.97
    N    28    21    7
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Table 25 (continued):

Spanish for Health Professions
    M    50.64    46.33    70.00
    SD    14.64    12.02      8.49
    N    11    9    2
Phonetics & Pronunciation
    M    55.60    71.67    31.50
    SD    29.41    26.56    10.61
    N    5    3    2
Oral Communication Skills
    M    50.44    51.79    41.00
    SD    18.84    19.64      7.79
    N    32    28    4
Grammar & Composition
    M    46.65    48.12    39.00
    SD    14.66    14.69    13.30
    N    31    26    5
Don Quixote
    M    53.70    54.67    45.00
    SD    14.58    15.12      n/a
    N    10    9    1
________________________________________________________________________

Figure 3
WAS Scores by Semester
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Listening  anxiety  scores  by  semester  are  reported  in  Table  26  and  shown 

graphically in Figure 4.  In general, the listening anxiety scores for heritage students were 

lower than the listening anxiety scores for non-heritage students.  The only exception was 

for  the  Phonetics  & Pronunciation  class.   The highest  levels  of  listening  anxiety for 

heritage students were found in the first three semesters (i.e. Elementary I, Elementary II, 

and  Intermediate  I),  while  the listening anxiety levels  for  non-heritage  students  were 

generally high in all of their courses, particularly in Elementary II and Spanish for Health 

Professions.

Table 26
LAS Scores by Semester
________________________________________________________________________

    All Heritage                  Non-Heritage
Students Students Students

Elementary I
    M    56.74    47.79    61.48
    SD    15.94    16.08    13.73
    N    179    62    117
Elementary II
    M    64.46    59.65    67.10
    SD    15.82    18.41    13.73
    N    65    23    42
Intermediate I
    M    51.67    45.41    58.31    
    SD    18.55    15.08    20.00
    N    33    17    16
Intermediate II
    M    44.27    31.20    55.17
    SD    16.52    10.62    11.92
    N    11    5    6
Oral & Written Expression
    M    42.41    38.41    55.00
    SD    14.28    10.85    17.19
    N    29    22    7
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Table 26 (continued):

Spanish for Health Professions
    M    37.67    31.70    67.50
    SD    15.90      8.38      3.54
    N    12    10    2
Phonetics & Pronunciation
    M    35.40    38.69    30.50
    SD    13.58    16.50    10.61
    N    5    3    2
Oral Communication Skills
    M    38.56    36.18    55.25
    SD    14.17    13.02    11.21
    N    32    28    4
Grammar & Composition
    M    35.69    33.75    45.00
    SD    12.24    10.28    17.64
    N    29    24    5
Don Quixote
    M    36.78    36.78      n/a
    SD      8.91      8.91      n/a
    N    9    9    0
________________________________________________________________________

Figure 4
LAS Scores by Semester
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Table 27 reports the anxiety scores for the Heritage Items added to the FLCAS for 

heritage students only, and Table 28 reports the Total Anxiety Score (FLCAS + Heritage 

Items).  Results are also shown graphically in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.  It can be 

seen that, in general, the scores for the Heritage Items and the Total Anxiety Score were 

fairly high in the first three semesters, as well as the Phonetics & Pronunciation class, and 

were lower in all the other classes.

Table 27
Heritage Items Scores by Semester  (Heritage Students Only)
________________________________________________________________________

   M  SD N

Elementary I 18.75 5.66 64

Elementary II 22.46 4.31 24

Intermediate I 21.76 5.37 17

Intermediate II 16.60 8.93 5

Oral & Written Expression 14.18 4.51 22

Spanish for Health Professions 13.30 4.50 10

Phonetics & Pronunciation 19.67 6.66 3

Oral Communication Skills 15.21 5.23 28

Grammar & Composition 15.04 4.61 25

Don Quixote 14.75 3.99 8
________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 5
Heritage Items Scores by Semester  (Heritage Students Only)
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Figure 6
Total Anxiety Scores (FLCAS + Heritage Items) by Semester  (Heritage Students Only)
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Table 28
Total Anxiety Scores (FLCAS + Heritage Items) by Semester  (Heritage Students Only)
________________________________________________________________________

    M   SD N

Elementary I 100.02 27.82 63

Elementary II 118.83 33.00 23

Intermediate I 110.12 29.98 17

Intermediate II   81.40 24.93 5

Oral & Written Expression   83.90 21.23 20

Spanish for Health Professions   76.50 21.18 10

Phonetics & Pronunciation 118.00 27.87 3

Oral Communication Skills   84.85 26.68 26

Grammar & Composition   90.17 22.72 24

Don Quixote   86.75 25.32 8
________________________________________________________________________

In order to test for significant differences between different levels, the Spanish 

classes were re-grouped into the following three categories:  (1) Beginning Level – first 

semester (Elementary I); (2) Intermediate Level – second semester (Elementary II) and 

all second-year (i.e. Intermediate) classes; and (3) Advanced Level – all third- and fourth-

year classes.  A 3x2 MANOVA was performed to investigate the effects of the different 

levels and heritage status on the anxiety scores.  Four dependent variables were used: 

FLCAS score, RAS score, WAS score, and LAS score.  The two independent variables 

were  course  level  (beginning,  intermediate,  advanced)  and  heritage  status  (heritage 
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student, non-heritage student).  The results, which are reported in Table 29, show that on 

the combined dependent variables there were significant differences (1) between heritage 

and non-heritage students:  F(4, 371)=24.60,  p<.001; Wilks’ Lambda=.79; (2) between 

the three Spanish levels:  F(8, 742)=8.15, p<.001; Wilks’ Lambda=.85; and (3) between 

the  interaction15 of  heritage  status  and  levels:   F(8,  742)=4.26,  p<.001;  Wilks’ 

Lambda=.91.

Table 29
Multivariate and Univariate Analyses of Variance for Heritage Status and Levels on all 
Anxiety Scales
________________________________________________________________________

  Multivariate                                   Univariate                                 ____   

   Source    df      F df FLCAS          RAS          WAS            LAS
________________________________________________________________________

Heritage (H) 4, 371   24.60*        1, 374  20.33*           1.93            1.47*         47.02*

Level (L) 8, 742     8.15*        2, 374    1.96          12.56*        13.20*         11.55*

H X L 8, 742     4.26*        2, 374    1.06            4.10**         5.84***       1.15

MSE              99.22         160.43        261.80         227.98
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  Multivariate F ratios were generated from Wilks’ Lambda.

*p < .001.
**p < .017
***p < .003

15 An interaction effect occurs when the effect of one independent variable on the dependent variable(s) 
depends on the level of a second independent variable.
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When the  results  for  the  dependent  variables  were  considered  separately,  the 

following interactions between levels and heritage status were found to reach statistical 

significance:   (1)  Reading  Anxiety  Scale:   F(2,  374)=4.10;  p<.017;  and  (2)  Writing 

Anxiety Scale:  F(2, 374)=5.84, p<.003.  Because there was an interaction between levels 

and heritage status for the Reading Anxiety Scale and the Writing Anxiety Scale, the 

main effects for those scales cannot be examined.  Table 30 shows the means for each 

anxiety scale, divided into the three levels and heritage status, for the Bonferroni post hoc 

analyses below.  Graphic results are presented in Figures 7 (FLCAS), 8 (RAS), 9 (WAS), 

and 10 (LAS).

The first interaction looked at the effects of heritage status on the three levels.  In 

terms of reading anxiety (see Figure 8), significant differences were found for heritage 

students between the beginning level (M=45.59) and the advanced level (M=39.66).  For 

non-heritage students, significant differences were found between (1) the beginning level 

(M=51.41) and the advanced level (M=33.50), and (2) the intermediate level (M=50.82) 

and the advanced level (M=33.50).  Thus, for both heritage students and non-heritage 

students, their reading anxiety levels were lower in the advanced courses as compared to 

the  beginning  and intermediate  courses.   In  terms  of  writing  anxiety  (see  Figure  9), 

significant  differences  were  found  for  heritage  students  between  the  beginning  level 

(M=58.07) and the advanced level  (M=50.75).   For  non-heritage students,  significant 

differences were found between (1) the beginning level (M=61.72) and the advanced 

level  (M=38.10),  and  (2)  the  intermediate  level  (M=62.88)  and  the  advanced  level 

(M=38.10).  Consequently, the writing anxiety levels for both heritage students and non-
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heritage students were lower in the advanced courses as compared to the beginning and 

intermediate courses.

Table 30
Means for Each Anxiety Scale for the Post Hoc Analyses
________________________________________________________________________
1.  Level

Beginning Intermediate Advanced

        FLCAS     86.96      90.31     81.46
        RAS     48.50      47.01     36.58
        WAS     59.89      58.64     44.42
        LAS       54.44      53.71     41.05

2.  Heritage
        Heritage Non-Heritage

        FLCAS               78.62      93.86
        RAS                42.82      45.24
        WAS              54.40      54.23
        LAS              42.59      56.88

3.  Level x Heritage
Beginning Intermediate Advanced

        FLCAS   
Heritage     81.74      81.01     73.12
Non-Heritage     92.18      99.61     89.80

        RAS
Heritage     45.59      43.20     39.66
Non-Heritage     51.41      50.82     33.50

        WAS
Heritage     58.07      54.39     50.75
Non-Heritage     61.72      62.88     38.10

        LAS
Heritage     47.69      44.68     35.39
Non-Heritage     61.19      62.75     46.70

________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 7
FLCAS Scores by Levels
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Figure 8
RAS Scores by Levels
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Figure 9
WAS Scores by Levels
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Figure 10
LAS Scores by Levels
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The second interaction looked at the effects of level on heritage students and non-

heritage students.  In terms of reading anxiety (see Figure 8), for the beginning level there 

were  significant  differences  between  heritage  students  (M=45.59)  and  non-heritage 

students  (M=51.41).   For  the  intermediate  level  there  were  significant  differences 

between heritage students (M=43.20) and non-heritage students (M=50.82).  It can be 

seen, therefore, that the reading anxiety levels of heritage students were lower than the 

reading anxiety levels of non-heritage students in beginning and intermediate courses; no 

significant differences were found for the advanced courses.  In terms of writing anxiety 

(see  Figure  9),  for  the  intermediate  level  there  were  significant  differences  between 

heritage students (M=54.39) and non-heritage students (M=62.88).   For the advanced 

level there were significant differences between heritage students (M=50.75) and non-

heritage students (M=38.10).  Thus, at the intermediate level the writing anxiety levels of 

heritage students were lower than the writing anxiety levels  of non-heritage students. 

However,  at  the  advanced  level  the  non-heritage  students  experienced  less  writing 

anxiety than the heritage students.  No significant differences for writing anxiety were 

found between heritage students and non-heritage students at the beginning level.

The only main effect found for levels was for the Listening Anxiety Scale:  F(2, 

374)=11.55, p<.001.  There were significant differences between (1) the Beginning level 

(M=54.44) and the Advanced level (M=41.05), and (2) the Intermediate level (M=53.71) 

and  the  Advanced  level  (M=41.05).   Thus,  the  advanced  students  experienced  less 

listening anxiety than the beginning and intermediate students.
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Two main effects were found for heritage status:  (1) FLCAS:  F(1, 374)=20.33, 

p<.001; and (2) LAS:  F(1, 374)=47.02, p<.001.  On the FLCAS, significant differences 

were found between heritage students (M=78.62) and non-heritage students (M=93.86). 

On the LAS, significant differences were found between heritage students (M=42.59) and 

non-heritage  students  (M=56.88).   In  other  words,  there  were  significant  differences 

between heritage students and non-heritage students with regard to speaking anxiety and 

listening anxiety.  Possible explanations for this will be discussed in Chapter 5.

A final analysis was done to look at the changes in the mean scores for the seven 

heritage items added to the FLCAS between the beginning, intermediate, and advanced 

levels.  The mean scores and standard deviations for each item are reported in Table 31 

and shown graphically in Figures 11 (FLCAS #3), 12 (#19), 13 (#22), 14 (#24), 15 (#25), 

16 (#30), and 17 (#40).  For four of the items – #19, #24, #25, and #30 – there was a 

general decrease in the anxiety score from the beginning level to the intermediate level to 

the advanced level.   On the other hand, for two items – #3 and #40 – there was an 

increase in the anxiety score from the beginning level to the intermediate level, followed 

by a decrease in the anxiety score from the intermediate level to the advanced level.  The 

decrease was fairly small for Item #3 but fairly large for Item #40.  Finally, there was a 

general increase in the anxiety scores from the beginning level to the intermediate level to 

the advanced level for Item #22.  Possible reasons for the changes in the anxiety scores of 

these heritage items will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Table 31
Heritage Items Scores by Levels
________________________________________________________________________

   Beginning       Intermediate    Advanced
FLCAS #   M     SD       M            SD   M           SD

      3 2.50        1.20      2.78        1.18 2.73        1.28

    19 2.80        1.50      2.42        1.46 1.50          .85

    22 2.39        1.12      2.45        1.23 2.58        1.38

    24 2.67        1.44      2.53        1.39 1.72        1.00

    25 2.61        1.36      2.38        1.43 1.64        1.01

    30 3.03        1.08      3.00        1.17 2.50        1.22

    40 2.75        1.22      2.86        1.34 2.63        1.35

________________________________________________________________________

Note.  #3 – Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me; #19 – I feel bad that I 
have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish; #22 – I speak Spanish 
fairly well but still struggle in my Spanish classes; #24 – I feel bad that I don’t speak 
Spanish because people expect me to know it anyway; #25 – I am comfortable when 
speaking Spanish with family members who speak Spanish fluently; #30 – I feel like the 
Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish; #40 – I feel anxious when I 
talk with someone who speaks better Spanish than I do or who speaks ‘real’ Spanish.

Figure 11
FLCAS #3 by Levels
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Figure 12
FLCAS #19 by Levels
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Figure 13
FLCAS #22 by Levels
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Figure 14
FLCAS #24 by Levels
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Figure 15
FLCAS #25 by Levels
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Figure 16
FLCAS #30 by Levels
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Figure 17
FLCAS #40 by Levels
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Research Question #3:  Comparison of Anxiety Levels Found in the Literature

Research  Question  Three  asked  how  the  anxiety  levels  of  this  particular 

population  (i.e.  heritage  students  of  Spanish)  compared to  those of  other  populations 

reported in the literature.  The anxiety levels of several populations, as measured by the 

FLCAS, are reported in Table 32.
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Table 32
Comparison of Anxiety Levels from Several Studies using the FLCAS
________________________________________________________________________

   
Study      Language                    M        SD
________________________________________________________________________

Horwitz, Horwitz 
& Cope (1986)      Spanish              94.50      21.40

Phillips (1990)      French           99.30      24.60

Aida (1994)      Japanese              96.70      22.10

Truitt (1995)      English         101.22          23.37

Donley (1997)      Spanish            103.52          24.10

Palacios (1998)      Spanish           94.24          22.80

Tallon (2003)      Spanish              96.30          26.80    
Heritage Students           87.10
Non-Heritage Students        104.60

Present Study      Spanish              86.76          25.86        
Heritage Students           78.78      24.52
Non-Heritage Students         94.66      24.75        

________________________________________________________________________

The  heritage  students  of  Spanish  in  this  current  study  had  a  lower  level  of 

language anxiety  than  that  of  the  other  populations,  although the  differences  are  not 

necessarily  statistically  significant.   The  overall  mean  anxiety  score  of  the  heritage 

students in this study (78.78) was substantially lower than that of the Spanish students in 

the  Horwitz,  Horwitz  and  Cope  (1986)  study  (94.50),  the  Donley  (1997)  study  of 

community college learners (103.52), and the Palacios (1998) study (94.24); the French 

students in the Phillips (1990) study (99.30); the Japanese students in the Aida (1994) 
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study (96.70); the English students in the Truitt (1995) study (101.22); and even the first 

semester heritage students in the Tallon (2003) study (87.10).  Possible explanations for 

the relatively low anxiety levels for heritage students are discussed in Chapter 5.

Research Question #4:  Correlations of Anxiety Levels with Self-Assessed Language 
Proficiency

Research Question Four sought to correlate the anxiety scores of the students with 

their self-assessed language proficiency.  The purpose here was to describe the strength 

and direction of the linear relationship between anxiety scores and self-assessed language 

proficiency.   As  described  previously,  each  student  self-assessed  his/her  language 

proficiency in each of the four language skills in two ways:  (1) In Item #8 the students 

selected one ability level (very high, fairly high, fairly low, very low) for each language 

skill; and (2) In Item #9 the students indicated where their strengths were by selecting the 

one  description  for  each  language  skill  (easily,  some  difficulty,  trouble)  that  best 

described them.  Each student thus received eight self-assessed proficiency ratings (i.e. 

two  ratings  per  language  skill).   In  addition,  a  Composite  Self-Assessed  Proficiency 

Rating was computed for each language skill by adding up the two language ratings in 

Items #8 and #9.  Three separate correlations were run:16  one for the first self-assessed 

proficiency rating, another for the second self-assessed proficiency rating, and a third for 

the composite  proficiency rating.   Preliminary analyses  were  performed to  ensure no 

violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity.

The correlations for self-assessed speaking proficiency (number 1, number 2, and 

the composite score) and the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale are reported in 

16 The Spearman rank order correlation was used for all of these correlations because one variable (anxiety 
score) was continuous data and the other variable (self-assessed language proficiency) was ranked data.
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Table  33.   The  correlations  were  computed  for  the  sample  as  a  whole,  for  heritage 

students  only,  and  for  non-heritage  students  only.   In  most  cases  there  was  a  large, 

negative  correlation  between the two variables17,  indicating that  as  the  students’  self-

assessed speaking proficiency increased their levels of anxiety decreased (or, vice versa, 

as their levels of anxiety increased their self-assessed speaking proficiency decreased).  

Table 33
Spearman’s rho Correlations for Self-Assessed Speaking Proficiency and FLCAS
________________________________________________________________________

       All          Heritage     Non-Heritage
   Students          Students                Students

                     rs                rs               rs

________________________________________________________________________

FLCAS and SASP1                  -.60    -.53           -.53

FLCAS and SASP2                  -.56 -.56           -.40

FLCAS and CSASP                  -.61 -.58           -.51
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  FLCAS = Foreign Language Classroom 
Anxiety Scale; SASP1 = Self-Assessed Speaking Proficiency #1; SASP2 = Self-Assessed 
Speaking Proficiency #2; CSASP = Composite Self-Assessed Speaking Proficiency.

   Table 34 reports the correlations for self-assessed reading proficiency (number 1, 

number 2, and the composite score) and the Reading Anxiety Scale.  For the heritage 

students there was a large, negative correlation between the RAS and two of the self-

17 Cohen (1988) suggests the following guidelines for interpreting the strength of relationship between two 
variables (regardless of the negative or positive sign):  r=.10 to .29 – small; r=.30 to .49 – medium; and 
r=.50 to 1.0 – large.  All correlations in Table 30 were large with the exception of the non-heritage 
students’ FLCAS scores and their second self-assessed speaking proficiency rating, which was in the 
medium range (r=-.40).
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assessed ratings (number 1 and the composite score) and a medium, negative correlation 

between the RAS and the second self-assessed reading proficiency rating.  For the non-

heritage students, there was a medium, negative correlation between the RAS and two of 

the self-assessed ratings (numbers 1 and 2) and a large, negative correlation between the 

RAS  and  the  composite  score.   These  correlations  once  again  indicate  that  as  the 

students’ self-assessed reading proficiency increased their levels of anxiety decreased (or, 

vice versa,  as  their  levels  of anxiety increased their  self-assessed reading proficiency 

decreased).

Table 34
Spearman’s rho Correlations for Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency and RAS
________________________________________________________________________

       All          Heritage     Non-Heritage
   Students          Students                Students

                     rs                rs               rs

________________________________________________________________________

RAS and SARP1                  -.57 -.58           -.47

RAS and SARP2                  -.52 -.47           -.44

RAS and CSARP                  -.60 -.58           -.51
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  RAS = Reading Anxiety Scale; SARP1 
= Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency #1; SARP2 = Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency 
#2; CSARP = Composite Self-Assessed Reading Proficiency.

   The correlations for self-assessed  writing proficiency (number 1, number 2, and 

the composite score) and the Writing Anxiety Scale are reported in Table 35.  For all 
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students there was a large, negative correlation between the WAS and all three of the 

self-assessed writing proficiency ratings. These correlations indicate that as the students’ 

self-assessed writing  proficiency  increased their  levels  of  anxiety  decreased (or,  vice 

versa,  as  their  levels  of  anxiety  increased  their  self-assessed  writing  proficiency 

decreased).

 

Table 35
Spearman’s rho Correlations for Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency and WAS
________________________________________________________________________

       All          Heritage     Non-Heritage
   Students          Students                Students

                     rs                rs               rs

________________________________________________________________________

WAS and SAWP1                  -.67             -.67           -.63

WAS and SAWP2                  -.65 -.70           -.57

WAS and CSAWP                  -.70 -.73           -.64
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  WAS = Writing Anxiety Scale; SAWP1 
= Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency #1; SAWP2 = Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency 
#2; CSAWP = Composite Self-Assessed Writing Proficiency.

  Finally,  Table 36 shows the correlations for self-assessed  listening proficiency 

(number 1, number 2, and the composite score) and the Listening Anxiety Scale.  As with 

the correlations for the writing proficiency and the WAS, for all students there was a 

large, negative correlation between the LAS and all three of the self-assessed listening 

proficiency  ratings.   These  correlations  indicate  that  as  the  students’  self-assessed 
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listening proficiency increased their levels of anxiety decreased (or, vice versa, as their 

levels of anxiety increased their self-assessed listening proficiency decreased).

Table 36
Spearman’s rho Correlations for Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency and LAS
________________________________________________________________________

       All          Heritage     Non-Heritage
   Students          Students                Students

                     rs                rs               rs

________________________________________________________________________

LAS and SALP1                  -.74 -.63           -.57

LAS and SALP2                  -.73 -.58           -.51

LAS and CSALP                  -.77 -.66           -.59
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  LAS = Listening Anxiety Score; SALP1 
= Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency #1; SALP2 = Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency 
#2; CSALP = Composite Self-Assessed Listening Proficiency.

Consequently,  there  was  a  medium to  large,  negative  correlation  between the 

students’ self-assessed language proficiency and their anxiety levels for all four language 

skills, indicating that as the students’ self-assessed proficiency increased (or decreased) 

their levels of anxiety decreased (or increased).  Similar results have been found in other 

studies  that  have  looked  at  the  relationship  between  language  anxiety  and  language 

proficiency.  This will be discussed further in Chapter 5. 
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Research Question #5:  Correlations of the Anxiety Scales

Research  Question  Five  sought  to  explore  how the  various  anxieties  (general 

foreign language anxiety, reading anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety) relate to 

each other.  The relationship between the different anxiety scales was investigated using 

the  Pearson  product-moment  correlation  coefficient.18  Preliminary  analyses  were 

performed  to  ensure  no  violation  of  the  assumptions  of  normality,  linearity,  and 

homoscedasticity.   As  shown  in  Table  37,  there  was  a  strong,  positive  correlation 

between all four anxiety scales.  The highest correlation (.77) was found between reading 

anxiety and listening anxiety.  Very close behind was the correlations of speaking anxiety 

and reading  anxiety,  speaking  anxiety  and listening anxiety,  and  writing anxiety and 

reading  anxiety  (all  at  .76).   The  correlation  between  writing  anxiety  and  speaking 

anxiety was .72, and the lowest correlation of all (although still a fairly high correlation) 

was  between  listening  anxiety  and  writing  anxiety  (.64).   The  coefficient  of 

determination, which shows how much variance two variables share, ranged from 41% to 

59.3%.  Thus, all four anxiety scales overlap to some degree (i.e. they all measure anxiety 

related to language learning); however, approximately 40% to 59% of the variance is not 

shared,  suggesting  that  each  anxiety  scale  is  measuring  a  different  area  of  language 

learning  (i.e.  a  specific  language  skill).   These  strong  correlations  also  suggest  that 

students who have high scores on one anxiety scale are more likely to have high scores 

on the other anxiety scales.

18 The Pearson correlation coefficient was used in this case because all four anxiety scales used continuous 
data.
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Table 37
Intercorrelations for all four Anxiety Scales
________________________________________________________________________

     Scale   1   2   3  4
________________________________________________________________________

1.  FLCAS   --

2.  RAS .76   --

3.  WAS .72 .76   --

4.  LAS .76 .77 .64 --
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  FLCAS = Foreign Language Classroom 
Anxiety Scale; RAS = Reading Anxiety Scale; WAS = Writing Anxiety Scale; LAS = 
Listening Anxiety Score.

Other Analyses

Correlation of Self-Assessed Anxiety and Actual Anxiety Scores

At  the  very  end of  the  questionnaire,  students  were asked to  self-assess  their 

anxiety levels in their Spanish classes for each language skill.  The purpose of collecting 

this  information was to  correlate  the students’  self-assessed anxiety  levels  with their 

actual anxiety levels.  The correlations19 are reported in Table 38.  It can be seen that for 

all students there was a strong, positive correlation between each anxiety scale and the 

respective  self-assessed  anxiety  level:   speaking  anxiety  and  Self-Assessed  Speaking 

Anxiety = .67; reading anxiety and Self-Assessed Reading Anxiety = .58; writing anxiety 

and Self-Assessed Writing Anxiety = .62; listening anxiety and Self-Assessed Listening 

19 The Spearman rank order correlation was used for these correlations because one variable (anxiety 
score) was continuous data and the other variable (self-assessed anxiety level) was ranked data.
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Anxiety = .69.  These correlations indicate that as the students’ self-assessed anxiety 

levels increased their actual levels of anxiety increased as well.  In other words, students 

seem to know if they are anxious in the foreign language classroom.

Table 38
Spearman’s rho Correlations for Self-Assessed Anxiety Levels and the Anxiety Scales
________________________________________________________________________

       All          Heritage     Non-Heritage
   Students          Students                Students

                     rs                rs               rs

________________________________________________________________________

FLCAS and SASA                   .67  .62            .66

RAS and SARA                   .58  .53            .62

WAS and SAWA                   .62  .64            .59

LAS and SALA        .69  .51            .65
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  All coefficients are significant at p < .01.  FLCAS = Foreign Language Classroom 
Anxiety Scale; SASA = Self-Assessed Speaking Anxiety; RAS = Reading Anxiety Scale; 
SARA = Self-Assessed Reading Anxiety; WAS = Writing Anxiety Scale; SAWA = Self-
Assessed Writing Anxiety; LAS = Listening Anxiety Scale; SALA = Self-Assessed 
Listening Anxiety.

Multiple Regression Analysis of the Anxiety Scales

Multiple  regression analysis  was used  to  explore  the  relationship between the 

FLCAS (the  dependent  variable),  which is  the  original  scale  used to  test  for  foreign 

language anxiety, and the WAS, RAS, and LAS (the independent/predictor variables), 

which are newer anxiety scales developed in the last ten years to test for anxiety related 
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to specific language skills (i.e. writing, reading, and listening).  This analysis can be used 

to tell how much unique variance in the FLCAS each of the three independent variables 

can explain.

Table 39
Regression Analysis Summary for Listening Anxiety, Reading Anxiety, and Writing 
Anxiety Predicting Foreign Language Anxiety
________________________________________________________________________

     Variable   B SEB       β   
________________________________________________________________________

Listening Anxiety .58  .07     .40*

Reading Anxiety .45  .10     .23*

Writing Anxiety .42  .07     .28*
________________________________________________________________________

Note.  R2 = .69  (N = 379, p < .001).

* p < .001.

Table 39 shows the results for the multiple regression analysis.  The value for R2, 

which represents the variance in the dependent variable (FLCAS) explained by the model 

(which  includes  the  three  independent  variables),  is  .69.   In  other  words,  the  model 

explains  69% of  the variance in  the FLCAS.  The analysis  also shows which of  the 

variables included in the model contributed to the prediction of the dependent variable. 

The largest beta coefficient is .40, which is for Listening Anxiety.  This variable thus 

makes the strongest unique contribution to explaining the dependent variable, when the 

variance explained by all other variables in the model is controlled.  The next largest beta 

coefficient is .28, which is for Writing Anxiety.  And the lowest beta coefficient is .23, 
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which is for Reading Anxiety.  All three predictor variables are statistically significant (p 

<  .001),  indicating  that  each  variable  makes  a  significant  unique  contribution  to  the 

prediction of the dependent variable.

Qualitative Data

As stated previously, a qualitative component was included in this study to help 

provide a better understanding of the experiences and feelings of heritage students of 

Spanish in terms of anxiety related to the language learning process.  Qualitative data 

were collected by means of responses to open-ended questions on the questionnaire as 

well as telephone interviews.  The responses to the open-ended questions were listed, 

categorized, and then summarized.  The frequency of each category was also calculated. 

The procedure of “content analysis” was followed to analyze the interview data, with 

major themes being noted.

Research Question #6:  Heritage Students’ Feelings about Learning Spanish

Research Question Six sought  to investigate  how heritage students of Spanish 

described  their  feelings  of  anxiety  about  learning  Spanish  in  the  foreign  language 

classroom.  This qualitative data was obtained from the eight open-ended questions on 

the questionnaire as well as the telephone interviews conducted with 37 heritage students.

An  open-ended  question  was  included  after  each  anxiety  scale  on  the 

questionnaire that allowed the students to include any additional information they wished. 

In addition,  the last  section of the questionnaire  contained four open-ended questions 

designed  to  have  the  students  elaborate  on  how  they  feel  about  using  the  Spanish 

language.  The number of students who wrote comments for the first six open-ended 
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questions  will  be  reported  first,  followed  by  a  discussion  of  the  major  themes  that 

emerged from both the open-ended questions and the telephone interviews, based on the 

four language skills.  Open-ended questions seven (which dealt with anxiety outside of 

the classroom) and eight (which dealt with future goals for using Spanish) will then be 

discussed.

Number of Comments Written for the first six Open-Ended Questions

The first open-ended question, “Do you have any other feelings about  learning 

Spanish which are not included above?  If so, please write down your feelings.” followed 

the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale.  Of the 209 heritage students in the 

study,  a  total  of  34  (=16.3%)  responded  to  this  question.   The  second  open-ended 

question, “Do you have any other feelings about reading Spanish which are not included 

above?  If so, please write down your feelings.” followed the Reading Anxiety Scale. 

Only  15  heritage  students  (=7.2%)  replied  to  this  question.   The  third  open-ended 

question,  “Do  you  have  any  other  feelings  about  writing in  Spanish  which  are  not 

included above?  If so, please write down your feelings.” followed the Writing Anxiety 

Scale.  Only 19 heritage students (=9.1%) wrote comments for this question.  The fourth 

open-ended question, “Do you have any other feelings about listening in Spanish which 

are not included above?  If so, please write down your feelings.” followed the Listening 

Anxiety  Scale.   Only  7  heritage  students  (=3.3%)  replied  to  this  question.   The 

participation rate for these first four open-ended questions was fairly low.  However, the 

participation rate for the final four open-ended questions at the end of the questionnaire 
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was  fairly  high,  as  most  of  the  heritage  students  took  the  time  to  respond  to  those 

questions.

The fifth open-ended question asked the following:  “In what situations do you 

feel most uncomfortable or nervous when you are in your Spanish class?”  Of the 209 

heritage students in the study, 173 (=82.8%) responded to this question.  The sixth open-

ended question asked the following:  “In what situations do you not feel uncomfortable or 

nervous in your Spanish class?”  A total of 169 heritage students (=80.9%) responded to 

this question.  

Categories of In-Class Anxieties

All responses to the open-ended questions by the 209 heritage students and the 37 

telephone interviews with heritage students were examined to locate common themes. 

The categories which emerged, as well as their frequencies20, are reported in Table 40.

Table 40
Categories of In-Class Anxieties

________________________________________________________________________

     Category      Number of Students
________________________________________________________________________

A.  Teacher/Curriculum          8
B.  Speaking in the Classroom
      1.  Lack of preparation when speaking      26
      2.  Nervousness about doing presentations      23
      3.  Fear of speaking out loud      19

a) Fear of making mistakes
b) Pronunciation
c) Lack of vocabulary

20 The figures in the Tables for the qualitative data may be more than the number of students who replied to 
the open-ended questions because some students wrote comments that fell into several categories.
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Table 40 (continued):

d) Being expected to know the language 
e) Separate classes for heritage students
f) ‘Proper’ Spanish
g) Speaking in front of more fluent speakers

      4.  Reading out loud        6
C.  Reading
      1.  Lack of vocabulary        4
      2.  Takes longer to read in Spanish        3
      3.  Not much exposure        2
D.  Writing
      1.  Grammar      21
      2.  Tests/Quizzes      17
      3.  Accents      14
      4.  No formal training        2
E.  Listening
      1.  Dialectal differences        3
      2.  Fast speech        1
F.  Never (i.e. No Nervousness)                  17
________________________________________________________________________

A.  Teacher/Curriculum

Eight heritage students (=24%) commented on their teachers, the teaching method 

used in the classroom, or the curriculum as a source of anxiety for them.  For example, 

one  student  wrote:   “I  feel  that  the  learning  process  in  most  Spanish  classes  could 

improve.”  Another student commented:  “Language classes should be taught more like 

they are learned, the same as children growing up @ home.”  Another student was more 

critical of the teaching method:  

Regarding question #721 the Spanish curriculum is horrible.  Classes are taught 

horribly.  I get so bored hell yeah I’m going to think of other things then class & 

21 Item #7 on the FLCAS:  During Spanish class, I find myself thinking about things that have nothing to 
do with the course.
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the teachers should be native speakers that way you actually – like in my case it’s 

sad when I know more than the teacher, students ask for help.  

Yet another student felt that he was more qualified than his teacher:  “I feel that I know 

more than my teachers at UTSA.”  

Another  student  noted  that  disrespectful  remarks  from  the  teacher  could  be 

anxiety-provoking, writing that she is most uncomfortable “When the professor does not 

help with embarrassing, ‘sarcastic’ remarks.”  One student commented that at times the 

professor can actually be teaching the material incorrectly:  

When the teacher is teaching something that I know for a fact is wrong and I can’t 

do much about correcting it.  Sometimes I have to do ‘WRONG’ stuff in order to 

move on [in] the class because the teacher says so.

It  may not  be  that  the  teacher  is  actually  incorrect  in  these  cases;  rather,  the 

teacher  may  be  teaching  the  “standard”  dialect  while  the  students  speak  a  different 

dialect.  Other heritage students commented specifically on the dialectal differences of 

their teachers.  For example, Interviewee 15 stated:

Um, I feel like when it comes to Spanish I’m pretty good, but in the class I just 

feel like it’s not been taught like in the easy way to understand.  Like I can only 

imagine people who didn’t grow up, you know, speaking Spanish, because at least 

I understand.  So, um, I mean, at times it’s easy, at times I just feel like there’s a 

better way to cover class, to teach it.  A lot of times she speaks in all Spanish and 

some of the words, you know, she—I’ve never heard before.  And a lot of times—

she’s from Puerto Rico, so she says some things different.  In the book it will say 
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how to say something, but she’ll say, “Oh, Puerto Rico this.”  And, you know, so, 

that’s a little confusing.

It was not uncommon for students to disagree on exactly which dialect of Spanish 

the teachers should speak in class.  For example, one student wrote:  “One thing that does 

bother me is having professors speak a combination of ‘Spanglish’, it might be because I 

was always [taught] to speak one language at a time.”  On the other hand, another student 

wrote:  “Learning Spanish from ‘white’ people is diff[erent] than learning from Hispanic. 

Hispanics understand you mix English & Spanish.  ‘White’ teachers want it by the rules 

& book only.  They are confusing!”  So for some heritage students it is acceptable – and 

even preferable – for the teacher to mix Spanish and English in the classroom, while for 

other students this is completely unacceptable.

Students also did not  appreciate when the teacher was condescending and not 

willing to accept different points of view.  According to Interviewee 33:

I  usually  go into Spanish  class with a  pretty  open mind about  the way other 

people learn Spanish the way maybe the professor’s like been, but what really 

irritates me though is when other points of view are shot down as being wrong, or 

things  aren’t  explained  and  the  professor  has  no  justification  whatsoever  for 

saying, “Well, that’s wrong.”  Like on our exam, there was, you know, there’s 

always more than one way to say things in the current tenses and the correct, um, 

verbs and forms and things like that.  And she takes off points and then you’ll—

well, that’s not how I wanted it.  But it’s taking it as in, well, there’s more than 

one answer to it; this is what I was looking for, but I will accept this and this and 
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this because technically that is correct.  That is one thing that just drives me crazy 

because it’s not fair.  Like I grew up learning Castilian Spanish and I feel like this 

semester I’m learning more of like a Tex-Mex type Spanish.   So for me, I’m 

going, that’s—there’s something that we do in the class and I’m going, that’s not 

even grammatically correct.  With any book you look in that’s—you won’t find 

stuff like that in the—so it’s very irritating when she just gets up there and kinda 

puts you down, or your tidbit, or whatever you have to say, she’s kinda like a 

smart-mouth,  I  guess  you  could  say,  but  she  doesn’t—like  almost  in  a 

condescending tone.  So, yeah, like that to me is the most irritating thing because 

we’re all in there to learn a different language that’s, you know, not necessarily 

our first and to have a professor kinda be condescending about it really doesn’t 

motivate you at all to learn a language.  I mean, it’s a very simple language really, 

but, um, people have a tendency to complicate it a lot, especially in the university 

level.  So that’s kind of irritating.

Several  students  commented  directly  on  the  curriculum.   For  example,  when 

asked how she felt in general when she was in her Spanish class, Interviewee 33 stated:

Um, it’s not my favorite class to go to.  I don’t like the way it’s taught, and so I 

generally kinda have to force myself to get in there to, you know, at least get my 

money’s worth as far as teaching is concerned for my college education.

When asked what exactly about the teaching she did not like, she replied:
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Um, like for example when you ask her a question, she would, she would just 

point to the book and say, you know, “Just read it in the book,” instead of just 

explaining—like nothing is really explained.  Like I feel like I could have taught 

myself the Spanish better if I would have just read the book myself.  So it makes 

it feel like it’s a waste of time, like this just—it’s not a good—the way she sets 

her exams and, nothing is ever very clear and she never clarifies anything and it 

seems like there’s a lot of busy work, but then we don’t do anything—it’s just a 

grammatical class, and all we end up doing is analyzing stories.  It’s just—I mean, 

I just didn’t—you need to know how to read the language and everything, but, 

um, I just feel like there’s not a real good emphasis as far as the grammatical part 

goes.

Some heritage students felt that classes that emphasize the learning of grammar 

are a waste of time.  What many of them want to focus on instead is improving their 

speaking skills.  Interviewee 15 stated:

Because it’s kinda—it’s real, like, I would say mechanical the way they teach it. 

Like, “This is this, learn it.  This is this, learn it.”  Not like examples or, I don’t 

know, it’s always been like—I think I’ve been in Spanish since I was in middle 

school and I always felt like they don’t teach it right.

Finally, a few students commented on the fact that the classes at UTSA seem to 

focus too much on only Mexican culture.  Interviewee 10 stated:

And I also—I think, too, that – like I took Spanish at the University of Tennessee, 

um, that’s where I mainly took my Spanish courses in.  Um, I think the difference 
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is, too, that the professor—my professors over there really focused on, um, like, 

um, Spanish as a whole, like globally.  And the professors in Texas seem to focus 

more on the Mexican Spanish and the Mexican culture and the Mexican stories. 

And I’m kinda like, “That’s not the only country that speaks Spanish, you know?” 

I mean, my family is from Spain and I’d like to see something, you know, about 

Spain  or  some,  you  know,  Paraguayan  literature,  or  just  a  little  bit  more—

something a little more culturally diverse, I guess.  I feel—I feel kinda limited.

Interviewee 32 also felt there was too much a focus on Mexico in her classes at UTSA:

It doesn’t really make me uncomfortable, it’s just that I think being in Texas it’s 

mainly—the focus is on Mexico and I think that it’ll be, like, I like learning about 

other cultures and other countries and I think it would be more broader and people 

would be less, you know, more, less general, I mean, everybody being like, “Oh, 

well, you’re in Spanish class.  You’re Mexican.”   Because I’m not Mexican.  I 

think it would be nice to incorporate other cultures and other countries and learn 

about them instead of just—you know, like, I mean, in all my classes that’s what 

we—the  focus  has  only  been  Mexico  and   the  Mexican  dialect  and  all  that 

information.

B.  Speaking

The following broad categories were found to be sources of speaking anxiety:  (1) 

Lack of preparation when speaking; (2) Nervousness about doing presentations; (3) Fear 

of speaking out loud; and (4) Reading out loud.
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1. Lack of Preparation when Speaking

Twenty six students (=15%) reported being uncomfortable or nervous when they 

were required to  speak without having a chance to prepare their  answers.   A typical 

comment was the following:  “When I must speak immediately in Spanish without a 

moment to prepare.”  One student wrote:

I feel the most uncomfortable when the teacher is explaining a lesson completely 

in Spanish, reading straight from the book, then asks us questions that we must 

answer in Spanish or questions that I have not been prepared for.

Another student wrote:  “I rarely ever feel nervous in Spanish, maybe sometimes when 

the teacher calls on me and I have to answer off the top of my head.”  This shows that 

even heritage students, some of whom have some experience with the Spanish language, 

can get nervous when put on the spot.  

Yet another student wrote the following:  “When I have to speak on a subject that 

I haven’t prepared for, especially if it  is complex or technical.”  As noted by Valdés 

(2000),  many  heritage  students  are  usually  good  with  the  interpersonal  mode  of 

communication  (e.g.,  talking  about  family  issues  with  another  person)  but  lack 

interpretive and presentational skills (e.g., interpreting written texts or giving speeches). 

This is evidenced in the previous quote as well as the following quote:  “When it is a 

subject that I do not have the vocabulary for in a bank in my head.”  When asked how she 

felt when speaking in class, Interviewee 3 stated:
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If  I’m prepared  to  speak,  I  do  okay.   But  if  I’m called  on  to  speak  without 

knowing, I get very tense and I start shaking and I stumble on my words and how 

to put them together.

When asked what makes him nervous in class, Interviewee 7 replied that it was 

when the teacher called on him to answer a question in Spanish.  He stated:  

I can read it well and pronounce stuff well, but I guess when it comes to, um, I 

don’t know how to say it, um, having to improvise, I guess, like speak it and form 

sentences, or whatever, I’m not very good at that.   So I guess that makes me 

nervous.

When asked about the one thing that makes her the most uncomfortable in a Spanish 

class, Interviewee 9 answered:

Um, I would say just the whole, uh, just the whole way, you know, the teacher 

asking the random questions, like not really from a book, but, you know, when 

she just spews out, like, some question like, “What time did you wake up this 

morning?”  Or whatever, you know?  A question that doesn’t really have anything 

to do with what we’re doing in the book, so you can’t even use that as like a 

context clue.  I think that’s probably like the one thing that makes me feel really 

uncomfortable in class.  

Finally, another student wrote the following as being a cause of anxiety:  “During 

test & when the teacher calls out students.”  Interviewee 23 stated that her teacher could 

be intimidating.  When asked what kind of things the teacher did to be intimidating, she 

replied:
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Like, she’ll—they’ll say stuff like, “You should know this already.”  Or, “You’ve 

gotta know this already.”  Like, you should know this already.  I’m like, okay.  It 

could be that, or it could be, it’s just, I guess, calling you out, you know?  But I 

guess it’s every class.  Um, I think it could be difficult but I guess you could get 

over it.

It is interesting to note the use of the phrase “calls out” or “calling you out” by these two 

students.  In sports, “calling someone out” is meant as a challenge to the person.  It is 

possible  that  some  heritage  students  see  the  teacher  asking  students  questions  as  a 

challenge, especially when the teacher expects the students to know the material already.

2. Nervousness about doing Presentations

Twenty three students (=13.3%) reported feeling uncomfortable or nervous when 

doing presentations in the classroom.  One student wrote that she was nervous “When 

you have to give an oral presentation without any notes.”  Interviewee 13 stated that he 

gets nervous doing oral presentations:  “I’ll start talking fast and then somebody will have 

to tell me to slow down a little because I’m going to lose the non-native speakers.”  When 

asked why she was so nervous about doing presentations, Interviewee 22 answered:  “I 

guess just the fact that I don’t really trust my Spanish speaking skills.”  When asked if he 

ever felt anxious in class, Interviewee 13 replied:

Uh, no, not really.  Not because I don’t know the vocabulary, just because I don’t, 

like, you know, when you’re doing an oral presentation, there are times when I 

wanna say something and I know exactly what that is in English but I can’t think 

of the way to say it in Spanish.  It doesn’t happen very often, but that’s when I 
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start getting—when I’m trying to go ahead and go around the word. … But, uh, 

but, like, I do get a little annoyed when I’m trying to think of an exact translation 

and I can’t think of it so I’ll have to come up with some way of going around it 

without looking like I don’t know the word.

Even though many heritage students have excellent speaking skills in Spanish, many of 

them have never had to do a formal presentation before in front of a group of people. 

Therefore, this can cause them much anxiety.  As first reported by Mejías, Applbaum, 

Applbaum and Trotter (1991), the communication apprehension experienced by Hispanic 

students can increase as the contexts move from more informal and personal to the more 

formal and less personal.  This certainly would also apply to the heritage students of 

Spanish in this study.

3. Speaking Out Loud

Nineteen students (=11%) reported that speaking out loud in the class could cause 

them to feel uncomfortable or nervous.  One student wrote:  “When I am asked to speak 

in front of the class.  Oral aspects of Spanish make me feel most uncomfortable.”  In 

terms of speaking out loud in class, several subcategories emerged from the data. 

Fear of Making Mistakes

One cause of this anxiety is the fear of making mistakes.  One student wrote that 

she is nervous “When the teacher is about to choose you & you’re afraid of making a 

mistake.”  Another student confirmed this thought:  “When I have to speak in front of the 

class.  I feel everyone is watching me make a mistake.”  Being negatively evaluated by 

their  classmates  is  also  an  issue  with  some  of  the  heritage  students.   For  example, 
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Interviewee 31 stated:  “[I]t’s the thing with your friends and family, if you screw up it’s 

no big deal.  Whereas if I guess if I’m screwing up in front of my classmates I just don’t 

wanna look stupid, I guess.”  As noted by Price (1991), many foreign language students 

worry that others in the class will think they are “stupid” if they make mistakes when 

speaking the target language.  This can even apply to heritage students of that language, 

as evidenced by the quote above.

Pronunciation

A second area of concern for heritage students when speaking in class is their 

pronunciation.  For example, one student wrote:  “I sometimes worry whether my accent 

is  good enough when I  say certain  words.”   Just  as  they are sometimes expected  to 

already  know  the  language,  many  heritage  students  believe  that  they  should  have  a 

perfect, authentic-sounding pronunciation of the Spanish language.  Interviewee 4 stated 

the following:

I am Hispanic, I’m sure you know that, but I don’t feel embarrassed but, I mean, I 

feel, well, yeah, I guess I do, because I am Hispanic and I don’t know—I’m in the 

class with a lot of Anglos and Hispanics as well, but I feel embarrassed when I’m 

asked to speak aloud and I don’t know the correct pronunciations or whatnot.

Interviewee 23 stated that she felt embarrassed when speaking Spanish in class.  When 

asked  why,  she  answered:   “Because,  um,  the  mispronunciation  of  the  word,  the 

articulation, that is difficult because I don’t speak it daily.  I’m not a daily speaker.  I 

speak it only when I have to.”
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Lack of Vocabulary

A third area of concern for the heritage students when speaking out loud in class 

is not having the appropriate vocabulary.  One student wrote that he was anxious “When 

I’m speaking in front of the class, and I can’t remember a word in Spanish but I know it 

in English.”  Interviewee 15 made this comment:  “Like I said, I don’t know, like, some 

of the vocabulary I don’t know.  Like I’m trying to say something and, you know, there’s 

like that one word that I just don’t know how to say it.”  Interviewee 30 stated:

I mean, I guess when I’m speaking from like Mexico or something like city and 

stuff  like that,  maybe sometimes I  feel  a  little  uncomfortable because  I  don’t 

know all  the  words.   Like,  I  can  understand everything  they  say  but  I  can’t 

express myself perfectly.

Another  student  commented  that  her  Spanish  was  not  as  advanced.   According  to 

Interviewee 35:

Oh, I’ll probably feel a little bit, you know, not nervous, but, oh yeah, I guess a 

little  bit  nervous.   My  academic  Spanish  is  not  that  high,  you  know. 

Conversational is fine, but, like, not that, you know, it’s not that advanced or, I 

don’t speak that way.

According to Interviewee 6,  “If  you start  talking about rocket  scientists,  I  would not 

know what in the hell they would be talking about.  But in general, normal conversation, 

uh, I feel comfortable.”  Interviewee 21 commented:

And I’d say if there’s some kind of technical question, I’m like, Uh, how do I say 

this, you know, to answer that?  Or how can I interpret what I heard to, you know, 
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make a nice, uh, formulated question.  So, I guess it’s because I struggle when 

I’m coming up with these words, you know, and putting them into sentences.  I 

guess that’s what, uh, keeps me back more than anything else.

Interviewee 15 noted that “when I speak to my mom it’s more like everyday talk.  We 

don’t talk about, like, you know, anything out of the ordinary.  So that’s what I’m used 

to.”

Finally, Interviewee 37 commented on the fact that different dialects of Spanish 

can have different vocabulary words:

Um, as far as being familiar with the Tex-Mex version of it, and it turns out that 

there’s another word that I’m supposed to use in its place.  Like, uh, guajalote is 

turkey.  It’s supposed to be like pavo.  I didn’t know it was pavo.

Being Expected to Know Spanish

Three heritage students noted that it was unfair of people to expect them to know 

Spanish just because they are Hispanic.  One student had very strong feelings about this:

I’m tired of being looked down upon as a “DISGRACE” to the Mexican Culture 

by not being able to speak my native language.  Both non-heritage & heritage are 

suspects  to this.   Mostly all  of  my Spanish teachers have expressed the same 

feelings  towards me, when they call  out  for  attendance and see that  I  have a 

Hispanic last name.

Another  student  commented:   “Sometimes  I  wonder  if  ‘non-heritage’  students  ask 

themselves  why  a  ‘Hispanic’  student  is  taking  Spanish  classes,  that  maybe  I  should 

already know it and that perhaps a ‘heritage’ student has an advantage in this class.”  It’s 
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interesting here that students do not question the opposite of this, that is, why English-

speaking students take English classes in college.

Being expected to know the language came up several times during the telephone 

interviews with the heritage students.  When asked how she felt in general in her Spanish 

class, Interviewee 2 commented:

Um, I don’t—well, speaking of the questionnaire, it kinda wondered if we felt 

anxious.  I don’t really feel anxious because I’m in a Spanish class, but I feel 

more stupid that I don’t speak better Spanish because I should speak Spanish…. 

[B]ecause  my  parents  are  from  Mexico  and  they  didn’t  raise  me  speaking 

Spanish.  So, you know, I feel like I should be able to speak better.  Like, I feel 

like  I  should  understand  the  concepts  better.   If  a  non-native  understands 

something that I don’t or says something better than I do, I feel like I should be 

able to speak at that better.  Or gets better grades than me, I feel like I should have 

gotten better grades because I have somewhat of a foundation.

Interviewee 4 stated that he felt it was tough to learn Spanish in classes, especially if you 

are Hispanic.  When asked why, he replied:

Well, I’ve been to Mexico, and I’m sure you have before, but when you’re put in 

an environment where in order to survive you’d better learn this language, and 

that’s  what  you do.   And class  is  a  little  bit  different.   You walk out  of  the 

classroom and you’re in an English-speaking world.  And then if you’re Hispanic 

and you don’t know how to speak Spanish, it’s just embarrassing, you know.  I 

mean, I’ve been looked down upon for not being able to speak Spanish.  
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Therefore, it is not uncommon for these students to feel embarrassed, depressed, stupid, 

disgraced, etc. in their Spanish classes if they are Hispanic and do not already speak 

Spanish.  Obviously, this is a source of anxiety for this population of students. 

Separate Classes for Heritage Students

Two heritage students commented that there should be separate Spanish classes 

for  heritage  students.   One  noted:   “There  should  be  harder  Spanish  classes  for  the 

students that know Spanish really well.”  Another student wrote:  

I wish there were more advanced classes at this level for people like me.  Like I 

said before, I was born and raised in Mexico.  I went to school there.  Therefore I 

feel that this class, and another one that is required for my degree, are more for 

lower levels.

Separate classes for heritage students also came up during the interviews.  The 

following exchange took place with Interviewee 4:

INT:  What kind of class would you prefer to be in?  

#4:  I would like to be in a class maybe with other Hispanics, you know, who 

don’t speak Spanish.

INT:  And if you were in that kind of class, how would you want it to be taught? 

What would you want to focus on?

#4:  Speaking Spanish, you know.  I don’t know how the curriculum goes or, you 

know, if there’s a special way to do a certain thing or whatnot, but I’m learning 

the verbs and all this cultural stuff but I’m not putting them together well.  So I 

would want that, you know.
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INT:  So you think the current class is focused too much on grammar and you’d 

want to work more on your speaking skills?

#4:  Right.  Yeah.

It should be noted that UTSA has tried several times in the past to have Spanish classes 

specifically designated for heritage students.  However, every time these types of classes 

were offered they ended up being cancelled due to low enrollment numbers.  It seemed 

that the heritage students assumed the classes would be too hard or too challenging for 

them and thus they preferred to take the regular classes, which are designed for students 

who have never studied the language before.

‘Proper’ Spanish’

Six students felt the need to comment on the dialect that they speak in comparison 

to the standard dialect (i.e. Castilian) being taught in the class.  For example, one student 

wrote:  “My main concern with my Spanish is that the Spanish I have grown up speaking 

is not ‘proper’ Spanish and therefore as I take classes I am re-learning the ‘proper’ words 

& pronunciation of these words.”  Another student commented:  “I don’t like it when 

some[one] who speaks Spanish fluently pokes fun of someone who speaks ‘Tex-Mex’.” 

Many heritage students feel that the dialect of Spanish they speak is a ‘bad’ or inferior 

dialect of Spanish, as seen in the following comment:  “Not being able to express and 

explain something ‘correctly’ to others.”  According to Interviewee 6, “I’m 53 years old, 

so, and I’ve spoken Spanish all my life—not necessarily the correct Spanish…”  Some 

students, however, do realize that their dialects should be respected:  “I feel different 
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dialects  should not be looked down on just  b/c the Spanish which is  ‘stereotypically 

correct’ is perceived to be from Spain.”

Another student, Interviewee 25, resented the fact that her teacher did not seem to 

respect the student’s dialect of Spanish.  When asked if there was anything about the 

class that bothered her or made her feel uncomfortable, the student replied:

Um, like when the school, when they hire teachers to teach Spanish, I think they 

need to really make sure that they’re familiar with Spanish, because, like, I got in 

this class and, uh, actually the teacher sometimes doesn’t understand Spanish, like 

really the meaning of what she’s talking about, or some words.  And then when 

we, the ones that were raised in Mexico, we know, I mean, the real, you know, 

like the real world, how it goes in Spanish, and when we try to, you know, make 

things clear or to say, “No, we don’t say it in this—you know, in Mexico, or 

whatever, in Spanish, This is the way we say it.”  Then she’s like, “No, but I’m a 

linguistics [sic],  I  know that it’s not supposed to be used.”  And, I mean, it’s 

something  we  do  all  the  time  in  Mexico,  so  I  think  it’s  like  confusing,  it’s 

confusing for me that I was raised in a country, I mean, I was raised with Spanish 

and then come over here and somebody tell you, “No, you’ve been wrong.”  Or, 

“This is wrong.”  And it’s kind of depressing or it kinda makes you think that it’s 

not right.  In other words, the school needs to make sure that the teachers are 

really  fluent  and  they know a little  bit  more about  the culture  or,  you know, 

maybe not the culture, but how really is Spanish, the meaning of Spanish and 
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what does it  mean…So, and that way I  think the school needs—really,  really 

needs people more trained, more, really fluent.  So that’s my only concern.

When asked if she ever felt anxious in her Spanish class, the same student answered:

Yes, only when I was told I wasn’t speaking the right way and I know I was 

(laughter).  You know, sometimes it makes you feel like, please, I know you were

—you have a degree, but it doesn’t mean that I’m, you know, that you are right, 

or just because you are the teacher you are right all the time.  No, it doesn’t mean 

that.

Speaking in front of More Fluent Speakers

A final area of concern for heritage students when speaking out loud in class was 

speaking  in  front  of  more  fluent  speakers.   Several  students  commented  during  the 

telephone interviews that they were very nervous in that situation.  Interviewee 31 stated 

that he “always feel[s] kinda, kinda dumb when that happens, with people who are more 

fluent than me.”  Most students who felt this way seemed to think that the native speakers 

would be able to pick up on all their mistakes.  When asked how she felt when she had to 

speak Spanish in class in front of people who were more fluent than she was, Interviewee 

1 answered:  “That is a little bit more self-conscious because I feel like they’re going to 

pick up on any little mistake I make.”  Interviewee 19 answered the same question this 

way:  “It makes me feel uncomfortable…[b]ecause I know my Spanish is full of—it’s 

gonna be full of mistakes, or whatever.  And I think they’re gonna laugh at me.”  

Interviewee 20 agreed that she would be very nervous speaking Spanish in class 

in front of more fluent speakers because “I know I could be saying something wrong and 
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they’re probably thinking like I’m some kind of loser.”  According to Interviewee 11, “I 

get nervous because I don’t wanna mess up and make myself look like I don’t know what 

I’m talking about.”   Interviewee 28 stated that  he would be nervous in this  situation 

because “they know what they’re doing more than I do.  I just think I’ll, like, make a fool 

of myself.”  Interviewee 2 stated the following:

I had a guy in the class this semester who spoke Spanish and was just taking the 

class to get an “A,” to increase his GPA, and I hated it when he came to class 

because I  felt  intimidated and I  didn’t  want to speak Spanish in front  of him 

because he knew when I would mess up. … I think that’s why I don’t talk in 

Spanish around people who talk Spanish because they’re gonna know exactly 

where I’m gonna mess up.  So, that’s why I’m intimidated when I talk around 

them because I know I’m gonna sound stupid.

Not only do heritage students fear that the more native speakers will catch all their 

errors, they also feel that they will be judged by them.  According to Interviewee 29, she 

would be nervous speaking in front of more fluent speakers because “they know more 

Spanish than I do.  I just feel like, you know, they’re gonna be like judging, like, ‘Oh, 

she’s not saying [that] right.’  Just a little bit of insecurity.”  When asked how she felt 

when  speaking  Spanish  in  class  in  front  of  people  who  were  more  fluent  than  her, 

Interviewee 3 replied:

That just scares me altogether because I know that I’m not gonna say the right 

thing, and so other people who do know how to speak the language will start 

judging me because I said the wrong word or I’ve used the wrong form of a word.
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Interviewee 21 answered the same question by stating:

[I]t’s kinda nervous and kinda, like, [I] feel conscious about it, you know, what 

they’re  thinking.   You  know,  “Man,  this  guy  is  Hispanic  and,  you  know, 

everything, and he can’t speak Spanish that fluently.  You know, what’s up?”  So 

that’s why.

Another  student,  Interviewee 36,  mentioned that  she had even been  corrected 

before by a native Spanish speaker because she used a non-standard form of a word. 

Because of this incident, she feels like native speakers will be critical of her dialect of 

Spanish.  When asked why she was uncomfortable when speaking Spanish around more 

fluent speakers, she replied:

And because I’ve also had people correct me and stuff like that (laughter). … I 

was talking here in San Antonio.  It was a weird thing.  It was a Christmas house 

thing, event thing for the children that, uh, last year, and this lady asked me for 

directions to get to the restroom or something and then I told her, “Alla está” [It’s 

over there].  Or, I don’t—I think it was, what was that word?  “Pa allá.”  Like 

instead of saying “para allá [It’s over that way],” I said “pa allá” or “pa acá” or 

something like that.  And she corrected me:  “You mean, ‘Para allá.  O se dice,  

para  allá’  [We  say,  It’s  over  there].”   Or  like  that.   Well,  whatever  lady 

(laughter). … I’m like, “Well don’t ask if you don’t wanna know.”  Because, you 

know, it’s just that I know my people perfect.  I know it from my own personal 

experience and also because I’ve had people that are not unknown to do that do 
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me.  So  I  can  understand,  um, why most  of  the  Chicanos,  being,  you know, 

further down in generations, are even less, uh, more reluctant to speak Spanish.

Because of this fear of negative evaluation, three heritage students commented 

that  they will  think more  carefully  about  what  they  are going to  say in  class  before 

speaking.  According to Interviewee 32, “I’d be a little more cautious of, uh, with terms 

or how I use it.  Um, more grammatical errors like that, but I’d be a little more conscious 

about it.”  Interviewee 34 stated that when speaking in front of more fluent speakers “[I]t 

doesn’t intimidate me or discourage me by any means.  I just have to think a lot harder 

about what I’m getting ready to say.”  According to Interviewee 17:

Uh, when they’re a little more fluent than me, sometimes I won’t be shy, but I’ll 

go through my thoughts before I actually speak, and make sure I’m gonna answer 

with the correct information, with the correct Spanish.  I won’t throw any, you 

know, slang in there, or what we know here in San Antonio as Tex-Mex—I want 

it to be professional Spanish, the same Spanish they are familiar with.

It is interesting to note that this student refers to the Spanish of the more native speakers 

as “professional Spanish,” whereas the Spanish he is more comfortable with, and uses 

more often, is “Tex-Mex” or “slang.”  This is a common perception of many heritage 

students, as stated previously.

Several students commented on the fact that native speakers seem to get more 

attention from the teachers during class.  For example, one student wrote that he was 

most  uncomfortable in class “When professors focus on native speakers or  Mexico’s 

history is discussed.”  Another student wrote:
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It is intimidating being in Spanish classes with native speakers because professors 

tend to converse more with them.  I am capable because I have worked hard to 

learn and it bothers me when they get extra attention because it is natural.

Finally, Interviewee 10 stated the following:

But a lot of times, um, seeing as how, like, I’m not, like I didn’t grow up speaking 

Spanish,  sometimes  it’s  intimidating  in  my  classes  when  students  are  taking 

Spanish and they are native speakers so it’s a lot easier for them, and sometimes 

the  professors  tend  to  address  their  conversations  a  little  bit  more  with  them 

because it’s easier to have a conversation with them in Spanish, I guess, if that 

makes any sense.

Later on during the interview, when asked what is the one thing that bothers her the most 

about her Spanish class, Interviewee 10 returned to the topic of native speakers in the 

class and the attention they receive from the teachers:

Um, I  would just  say,  like,  kinda when professors tend to pay more attention 

automatically to those students who are, you know, from Mexico or from, like, 

Latin American countries, other than the students who are really there because 

they are genuinely interested in learning the language.  Like these students are in 

the class because it may be easy for them or, you know, it’s part of their major or 

their minor, and thus the focus is more on them than the students who are really 

genuinely interested in learning,  you know. …  I  just  think that they teach it 

differently, like they just cater to those students more.  It’s more like kinda side 

conversations with them and everyone else is kinda like, “Okay.”  You know?
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4. Reading Out Loud

Six students (=3.5%) reported that reading out loud in class caused them to be 

uncomfortable or nervous.  A primary concern here for some heritage students seemed to 

be their pronunciation.   One student wrote:  “I feel the most uncomfortable or nervous 

when I have to read aloud because I feel I should know how to pronounce everything & I 

cannot.”  Another student wrote:  “I feel most uncomfortable when I don’t know how to 

say a word and I’m reading out loud.”  Even students who are fairly confident with their 

reading skills may still worry about their pronunciation.  According to Interviewee 8, “I 

feel  pretty  comfortable  with  reading,  with  the  exception  of  hoping  that  I  don’t 

mispronounce the words.”

C.  Reading

The following broad categories were found to be sources of reading anxiety:  (1) 

Lack of vocabulary; (2) Takes longer to read in Spanish; and (3) Not much exposure.

1. Lack of Vocabulary

Four students commented that a lack of Spanish vocabulary caused them some 

anxiety in terms of reading in Spanish.  For example, one student wrote:

I think my only problem w/ reading is not having the biggest Spanish vocabulary 

in my head.  I can read but just don’t know all the words.  I know a lot but there 

just seems there’s always one or two words I don’t [know].

Another student commented:  “Sometimes the words are very big that it’s hard to sound 

them off when reading.  This slows me down, therefore [I] lose memory of what I read 

prior.”  
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2. Not Much Exposure

Several  students  noted  that  they  read  often  in  English  but  rarely,  if  ever,  in 

Spanish.   For  example,  one  student  wrote:   “I  am not  exposed to  it  which makes  it 

difficult to learn.”  When asked why she would take longer to read in Spanish than in 

English, Interviewee 35 replied:  “Because I don’t have that much practice reading in 

Spanish.”  Those students who did say that they read in Spanish mostly skim through 

magazines or newspapers written in Spanish.

3. Takes Longer to Read in Spanish

Several interviewees also noted that it takes them longer to read in Spanish than it 

does in English.  When asked about his reading skills, Interviewee 21 replied:

Uh, that one is a little bit more weaker for me.  Again, there are some words that I 

don’t understand.  Um, and it’s kinda weird because, like when you hear a word 

and you know what that means and you know how, you know, that sound right, 

but when you kinda look at it on paper and, you know, spelled out, it’s like, Ah, 

man, what’s that word I heard?  You know, it looks different.  So, uh, it’s slower 

for me to read Spanish and overall I feel like I’m a slow reader and I could use 

some help in that department.  Yeah.

Because they have not had much exposure to reading, apparently many Hispanic students 

try to sound out the words as they read, which allows them to ‘hear’ the words and figure 

them out.  It should also be pointed out that one student felt that reading was not really an 

important skill:  “Just that I feel strongly about focusing on just how to speak it before 

reading it (not important to me).”
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D.  Writing

Thirty  three  students  (=19.1%)  noted  that  writing  caused  them  to  be 

uncomfortable or nervous in the Spanish class.  The following broad categories were 

found to be sources of writing anxiety:  (1) Grammar; (2) Tests and quizzes; (3) Accents; 

and (4) No formal training.

1. Grammar

Twenty one students (=12.1%) reported that grammar was a problem for them in 

terms of  writing.   In  response  to  the  question,  “In what  situations  do you feel  most 

uncomfortable  or  nervous  when  you are  in  your  Spanish  class?”  one  student  wrote: 

“Grammar and composition.  I’m having a hard time in this class not sure if it’s the 

teacher’s teaching styles.  This is the first class that I’m nervous in.  Don’t understand.” 

Another student wrote:  “Writing essays or some sort of composition.  Spanish spelling 

and grammar makes me uncomfortable.”  One of the reasons writing may be difficult is 

due to a lack of vocabulary, as noted by the following comment:  “When I get stuck, 

during my writing, and I can’t figure out what word to write.”  

 According  to  one  student,  “Spanish  grammar  is  the  most  difficult  part  about 

learning Spanish.”  Interviewee 15 commented:

Writing, that’s the harder part, I think.  It’s not taught, like, very good.  Um, the 

grammar and the preterit and past tense and, you know, like when—like if you 

say it a different way, I understand.  But when we’re going through the book and 

she explains it, I’m like, “What does the preterit mean?  What is subjunctive?” 

You know, it’s getting confusing and, like, I went to her office and she—I told her 
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that and she said, “You know, you talk really good.”  And, something about the 

subjunctive and this and that, but, you know, I just really, I still didn’t get it, like 

an easy way to learn it.

It is not unusual for heritage students to speak Spanish fairly well but have no idea of the 

terms used in a Spanish class (e.g. preterit,  imperfect,  subjunctive).  This can lead to 

anxiety, as the students are often left wondering if they are actually doing what they are 

supposed to be doing on homework, quizzes, and exams.  For example, Interviewee 15 

stated:

Like, we did a recent thing about find an article and write about it.  And, like, 

again I just feel like, am I using, you know, when I write it, am I using what she 

wanted?  The subjunctive?  Am I using the right, you know, the right grammar or 

stuff.  That’s what I feel uncomfortable doing.

Several  heritage  students  commented  in  the  interviews  that  they  basically 

translated from English to Spanish whenever they were required to write in Spanish.  For 

example, when asked how she felt about writing, Interviewee 25 replied:

Um, very, very nervous.  Whenever I’ve attempted to write in Spanish, it takes me 

very, very long because I have to approach it as translation.  I need to write it in 

English and then translate it and then check everything.  And so I’m very, very 

nervous about doing that.

Three  students  commented  on  the  fact  that  other  aspects  of  Spanish  (besides 

accents) make it difficult for them to write in Spanish.  Examples included spelling, verb 

tenses, the idiomatic expressions, and a lack of vocabulary.  For example, one student 
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wrote:  “I’m afraid that when I write in Spanish it will seem juvenile due to my lack of 

advanced vocabulary.”  Another student commented:

Writing in Spanish is difficult b/c you cannot express yourself the way you can in 

English.  You cannot translate what you say in English to Spanish b/c the literal 

translation doesn’t make sense.  The idioms and expressions again are difficult to 

translate.

Another student noted how the teacher sometimes does not help:  “Hard to learn how to 

write it ‘correctly’.  Some profs don’t help at all just put your grade down.”  Interviewee 

24 noted how writing is permanent and can lead to criticism:

Uh, because it’s, when you, because it’s writing and people are gonna look over 

it.  When you’re talking, you can say something wrong but you’ve already moved 

along a sentence or two later, so they’ve pretty much forgotten about that.  In 

writing, if you say something wrong, it’s on there for people to make fun of, I 

guess.

2. Tests/Quizzes

Seventeen  students  (=9.8%) reported  that  writing  on tests  and  quizzes  caused 

them to feel uncomfortable or nervous in class.  One student wrote:  “During tests – I get 

so nervous that I often forget things I already know.”  A second student wrote that he is 

the most uncomfortable in class “When writing, especially on tests.”  Yet another student 

wrote:  “Getting test grades back.”  Still another student wrote:  “Taking test about the 

Spanish rules.”

When asked how she felt about writing in Spanish, Interviewee 3 replied:
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Oh, I can’t write in Spanish, so I feel like I have not learned anything.  Like on 

tests, for example, when they ask you to write sentences in Spanish, I often leave 

a blank because I really do not know how to do it, and so I just get real nervous. 

It’s hard.

It is fairly common for a few heritage students to not write the composition on quizzes 

and exams, especially in the beginning-level classes when the compositions do not count 

a large percentage of the grade.  For some heritage students who do write something, it is 

obvious by the way they are writing that they are trying to write down what they would 

say when speaking.   

3. Accents

Fourteen heritage students (=8.1%) reported that the Spanish accents caused them 

some discomfort.  A typical comment was the following:  “The thing that is hard for me 

when it comes to writing in Spanish is the accents.  Other than that I do alright.” Some 

students seem to have trouble remembering where the accents go, while other students 

note that they have never learned how to do accents in Spanish.

The issue of accents also came up many times during the interviews.  Once again, 

several  students  commented  that  they  were  never  taught  how  to  do  the  accents. 

According to Interviewee 33:

The accents are the—I always tell people accents are going to be the death of me. 

Accents are, for some reason, I have the hardest time with them probably because 

I never was really taught the proper way where they’re supposed to go.  Um, the 

grammar part I’m fine with; it’s just the accents that I have a real hard time with.
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Even students  who feel  fairly  confident  with  their  writing  skills  in  Spanish  can  still 

struggle with the accents.  According to Interviewee 17:

Writing, I’m pretty comfortable with it.  There’s not a problem.  My girlfriend’s 

in Mexico, so I email her in Spanish all the time.  A couple of words here and 

there that I’ll misspell, but other than that I’d say about—I’m fairly good, I’m 

fairly good at reading—at writing it, at writing Spanish.  Like I said, when I turn 

in term papers in Spanish, I gotta go over it completely for accents.  But that’s one 

thing in Spanish that will probably kick my butt, accents.

A comment from one heritage student, Interviewee 13, sums up fairly well how many 

heritage students feel about accents in Spanish:  

My vocabulary is not that bad and I do speak it pretty well.  But the writing I 

won’t remember how to, like, uh, the accents, I’m oblivious about. … I don’t like 

writing because I have always—every time I write like a one-page paper I will 

have like a good ten words that I’m sure if I wrote correctly, at least.

4. No Formal Training

Two students (=1.2%) commented that they have never received formal training 

in writing in Spanish.  One student wrote:  “I am a native Spanish speaker; however, I 

never went to school in Mexico & I write better  in English than Spanish.”  Another 

student wrote:  “Writing in Spanish is learning a whole different aspect of the language. 

It should be a totally separate course.”  Still another student wrote the following:  “It’s 

not so much a fear of writing in Spanish – but simply that that is one area I need to 

practice.”
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Not having any training in writing in Spanish also came up during the interviews. 

When asked why she felt she struggled when writing in Spanish, Interviewee 2 stated:

Because I know what I want to say and I just can’t write it down.  And the major 

thing is that I understand Spanish a whole lot  better  than I  can speak it.   So, 

someone could tell me something and I just can’t say it back to them.  So, even 

when  I’m  writing  it’s  the  same  thing.   Like,  I  kinda  know what  words  I’m 

supposed to say but I just can’t put my organization down.

Even heritage students who are native speakers of Spanish admit that writing is the most 

difficult skill for them.  According to Interviewee 15:

I was born and raised in Mexico until I was like ten, so it’s my native language. 

And so that’s why in my Spanish classes I feel they’re pretty—the written part, 

that’s the only thing that I struggle with.  Um, but the verbal part, I think I do very 

well, and the reading part I do very well.

According to Interviewee 13:

I came kinda young.  Like I remember I still did practice my speaking a lot when I 

came over here, but, uh, my writing I never really did because I went straight into 

elementary school over here and my brain kinda went into learn English mode 

(laughter).  So I didn’t get much practice in writing in Spanish…

Several students noted that because they had never been trained in how to write in 

Spanish, their process is to basically write in English first and then translate into Spanish. 

For example, Interviewee 2 stated that she knows what she wants to say but just cannot 

write it down.  When asked why, she replied:  
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I don’t know.  I guess I don’t know which way it’s supposed to be done.  I feel, I 

guess because I’m primarily English, or that you know that’s all I speak, that I 

wanna write it down in English and I—like when I’m writing in Spanish, I tend to 

write English and Spanish words because I’m thinking in English and trying to 

write in Spanish.  So I won’t put “en.”  I would put “in,” I-N, instead of E-N.  Or, 

um, just certain things.  I won’t put “el.”  I’ll put “the,” because I’m thinking in 

English and trying to write in Spanish.  It’s like your hand’s doing something 

different from what you—I don’t know, it’s really weird.

One student, Interviewee 16, even commented on how the placement exams and 

challenge exams are doing a disservice to the heritage students who have never received 

any formal training in Spanish:

Well,  you  see,  I  think  that  they  do  an  injustice  to  all  people  who are  native 

speakers of Spanish.  Because before I went to UTSA I used to go to SAC [San 

Antonio College].  And, uh, I wanted to be a psychology major and then in the 

middle I switched my majors from psychology to Spanish. … So I went and I 

asked, “How do I go about changing my majors?”  And I had somebody tell me, 

“Hey, why don’t you CLEP [take the Challenge Exam]?”  So I went and I took 

the CLEP test and the CLEP test gave me 18 credits.  Uh, so I skipped six classes 

of Spanish.  And on that test, the only thing they asked you to do is two parts: 

you had the part where you put on headphones and you listen to it, very simple; 

and  then  you have another  part  where you’re reading stuff  and  then you just 

answer what you read.  And by me skipping all those classes, when I went to class 
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for the first time at UTSA, they were actually speaking—you know, it’s a Spanish 

class, there are many students that had an edge on the writing part from what I 

did.  Because when I left Mexico, like I said, I was like ten, so about my grammar 

wasn’t that great, you know.  And, uh, they never went over the rules with me. 

Because after that test I skipped all that information.  So the people that know the 

rules better than I do are the Americans who learned it in the classroom.  Because 

they learned,  you know, like I  didn’t  know “él  [he],”  if  you’re referring to  a 

person, or if not a person it’s got an accent, you know.  Many different rules like 

that,  I  didn’t  know. … And it’s not something that you pick up where you’re 

reading—I mean, you read it and you understand what you’re saying, but when 

you’re writing it yourself, you don’t.  And so I skipped all those classes and now 

I’m having to go back and find out, you know, for myself, well, why is this like 

this or why is this like that.

E.  Listening

While a majority of heritage students are comfortable when listening to Spanish 

(see the next section), this is not the case for all of them.  According to Interviewee 3, “I 

really do not understand Spanish.  And so when I’m in there I feel like everyone else 

knows it but me.”  When asked if she ever felt anxious in her class, she replied:

I do.  I often—as soon as I walk into the room, I often want to turn around and 

walk out because I know I’m not gonna understand what is going on in class, even 

though I’ve read the book, even though I’m doing the homework, I still know 
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once I’m in the class everything I think I know goes blank.  I don’t remember 

what I’ve already learned.

The following broad categories were found to be sources of listening anxiety:  (1) 

Dialectal differences; and (2) Fast speech.

1. Dialectal Differences

Three students (=42.9%) commented that different Spanish dialects could be a 

cause  of  listening  anxiety.   For  example,  one  student  wrote:   “Sometimes  all  the 

dialectical differences can seem overwhelming.”  Another student noted:  “Dialects can 

mess  you  up,  esp[ecially]  Dominican,  Puerto  Rican  etc.  from Mexican.”   The  third 

student wrote:  “Listening is hard but it is because of the different dialects that exist.”  

Interviewee 18 stated the following:

Well, actually, I know there’s some words from other cultures, like say like South 

America, that don’t use the same words that we use for some things.  So, when 

the professor is—he’s from South America, from Chile, I think, um, he brings out 

some words that I’ve never heard before and I don’t know what they are, but he 

usually tells us what it is.

2. Fast Speech

One student (=14.3%) noted that when people speak too fast it does not give him 

enough time to  process the  information,  thus  causing some listening anxiety.   Rapid 

speech also was mentioned during two of the interviews.  According to Interviewee 9:

Well,  when it’s the videos it’s okay because,  uh, they speak kinda slow, like, 

obviously they’re geared toward learners, you know, beginners.  But my teacher, 
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she sometimes speaks Spanish really quickly.  And when, you know, they speak 

really fast I guess I get a little nervous because all the words just sound like they 

are one big one to me, and, you know, I don’t even know what they are saying. 

But when they speak slower then I can pick out like a word or two and kinda 

piece together  what  it  is  that they said.   So,  the slower the speech,  the more 

comfortable I feel.

Interviewee 37 stated that in general she felt fine when listening to Spanish, except for 

when the speech was too fast:  

As long as it’s not too fast that I don’t understand what they’re saying.  Like the 

professor  that  we  had,  he  was,  he’s  a  good  professor  and  everything,  but 

sometimes he would speak a little bit too fast and I wouldn’t understand it.  He 

would have to say it a couple of times even slower and half of the class would get 

it and half of the other class didn’t get it and stuff.

Categories of Not Feeling Anxious in the Classroom

The following categories emerged as not being sources of anxiety in the Spanish 

class:  (1) Listening; (2) Speaking; (3) Reading silently; (4) Group work; (5) Writing; (6) 

and Class discussions.  Table 41 lists the total number of students that mentioned each of 

the six main categories.  It should also be pointed out that 15 students (=8.9%) reported 

that they always felt comfortable in their Spanish classes.  Other  categories  that  were 

mentioned only a few times, and thus excluded from further discussion, included working 

in  the  textbook,  taking  notes,  being  prepared,  correcting  homework,  working  alone, 
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studying,  talking  about  Hispanic  culture,  translating,  watching  Spanish  movies,  and 

having a good teacher.

Table 41
Categories of Not Feeling Anxious in the Classroom

________________________________________________________________________

     Category     Number of Students
________________________________________________________________________

Listening      42

Speaking      39

Reading Silently      30

Group Work      17

Writing      12

Class Discussions      10

Always Comfortable      15

________________________________________________________________________

Listening

Forty  two  students  (=24.9%)  reported  feeling  comfortable  when  listening  to 

Spanish in class.  One student wrote that she is most comfortable in class “When she [the 

teacher] is just going over a lesson and I don’t have to talk.”  Another student wrote:  “I 

feel very comfortable listening & following directions in Spanish.”  Yet another student 

wrote:  “I am most comfortable when the teacher speaks in Spanish because most of the 

time I can understand what is going on.”  According to Interviewee 4, “I think I’m good 

at listening to Spanish.  I think a lot of Hispanics who don’t know how to speak Spanish 
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are good at listening to it.”  According to Interviewee 32, “I’m like a hundred percent 

confident also when I listen to it because I’ve been around it, so it’s like nothing.”

When  asked  how he  felt  in  his  Spanish  class,  Interviewee  21  replied:   “I’m 

Hispanic, I’m tan, I’m kinda dark-skinned, I was born in Puerto Rico, but, um, you know, 

I can’t, like, uh, speak it too fluently, or write it that fluently, but I can understand it 

superbly.”  According to Interviewee 5: 

I can understand it from like just being in Spanish class for like three years and 

like being around it, like in my family.  Like, I can’t really speak it, but like I 

understand what’s going on and everything.  So it’s all good. … Like if I went in 

there and I like didn’t know anything I would kinda be like, you know, nervous 

and stuff.  But I pretty much understand everything, so I feel pretty confident.

It  is  not  surprising  that  a  large  number  of  heritage  students  are  comfortable  when 

listening  to  Spanish  in  class,  as  many  of  them have  grown up  hearing  the  Spanish 

language used in their homes on a daily basis.

Speaking

Thirty nine students (=23.1%) reported that speaking in class did not make them 

feel  uncomfortable  or  nervous.   One student  wrote:   “When it  is  basic  interpersonal 

cognitive Spanish (eating, daily).”  In other words, speaking about familiar topics is not 

an unpleasant or difficult task for many heritage students.  As noted previously, many 

heritage students have excellent interpersonal skills.  Another student wrote:  “I don’t feel 

uncomfortable or nervous in any aspects in my Spanish class; on the contrary, I enjoy 
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going to  this  class.”   Yet  another  student  wrote:   “I  know a lot  of  Spanish.   I  love 

Mexican culture and I always talk in Spanish.”

It is not uncommon for some heritage students to feel completely at ease in a 

Spanish class.  When asked how he felt in class, Interviewee 17 answered:  

I feel great.  I mean, I basically go to class and sit down and get a grade.  I mean, 

because whatever  material  they’ve  presented to  me so far,  it’s  stuff  I  already 

know.  I mean, I go to class and I just sit there bored out of my mind and they 

give me a test and I take the test and that’s it.  I make “B’s” and “A’s.” … [T]he 

class I’m taking right now, the class I took a survey in, I mean, it’s the Spanish for 

Medical Field, but the way she’s teaching it, it’s just like it’s all, uh, instructor 

Spanish.  I just sit there and I’m like, “Okay.  Alright.”  “Here, I’ll show you the 

numbers, the letters.”  I’m like, “Alright.  Come on, let’s go.”  [It’s] stuff that I 

was born and raised with, so for me the Spanish courses are a breeze.

Finally, Interviewee 27 had this comment about speaking in class:  “I realize that a lot of 

those people in there didn’t know how to speak Spanish either, so we could all sound like 

idiots inside the classroom (laughter).”  This student was not anxious about speaking in 

class and took a good-humored approach to it.

Reading Silently

Thirty  students  (=17.8%)  reported  that  reading  silently  was  not  anxiety-

provoking.  For example, one student wrote that he was comfortable “When working on 

exercises in our books or reading things to ourselves.”  Another student wrote:  “Reading 
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Spanish  is  more  fun  than  reading  in  English.   Spanish  language  is  fuller  and  more 

descriptive.  You can point out details easily and in a more assertive way.”

Several students mentioned that reading was easy for them because they could 

work at their own pace.  For example, Interviewee 9 stated:

Reading in Spanish actually doesn’t make me feel uncomfortable at all, simply 

because, um, you know, you get to take your time and it’s a lot easier to piece it 

together because you see the words over and over.  So, like reading and writing in 

Spanish,  I  actually  feel  most  comfortable  with,  but—more  comfortable  then 

listening and speaking because it’s a slower process that I can sit and think about 

instead of having to, like, know right on the spot.

Interviewee 14 agreed, stating that reading Spanish was easier “because you can go at 

your own pace.”

In addition, several students noted that reading was easier for them because they 

could always use their dictionaries.  According to Interviewee 3, who was overall a very 

anxious student, “I can read in Spanish because I often have a dictionary or something 

with  me,  so I  can  easily  go  and look up  a  word  in  Spanish,  translate  it.   So  I  feel 

comfortable reading Spanish.”

Group Work

Seventeen students  (=10.1%) reported that  working in  groups made them feel 

comfortable.  One student wrote:  “Group assignments when others in my group are just 

as un-advanced as I am.”  Another student wrote:  “When I’m around others who don’t 

know Spanish.  We can help each other understand it.”  This finding is not surprising, 
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considering that when the students are working in groups they will not have to speak in 

front of the entire class or worry about being put on the spot by the teacher.

Writing

Twelve  students  (=7.1%)  reported  that  writing  was  not  anxiety-provoking  for 

them.  For example, Interviewee 9 stated that she was actually very comfortable with 

writing:

I feel like that’s the best—I’m best at writing in Spanish so far, you know.  Um, 

we have like a, we have to write like a paragraph on each of our quizzes, and I 

always feel like that’s the easiest part.  Um, I mean, I know I get it wrong because 

I put the words in the wrong order all the time, but it’s still like, um—I don’t 

know, like I said, I guess because it’s a—I can stop and think about it instead of 

having to just, like, be on the spot and speak, or listening, you know, when your 

brain has to compute a lot faster, um, I can—I feel more comfortable writing it.

Interviewee 10 stated that she feels writing is much easier than speaking, mainly because 

she is a perfectionist and thus does not want to have any mistakes:

I  just  think  it’s  easier  to  learn  the  grammar  and,  you know,  the  accents  and 

punctuation.  I’m a perfectionist anyway.  Like, if I’m gonna speak Spanish I 

wanna make sure I speak correctly.  And I just learned to make sure that I can 

conjugate  everything  correctly  and  punctuate  and  whatnot.   So,  I’m  very—I 

communicate better at like in writing than I do orally, I think.

Finally, Interviewee 33 stated that she was comfortable with writing as long as it was not 

too formal:
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I think for me Spanish, it’s a lot easier to express myself sometimes, like to try to, 

um, get across what I’m really feeling or really trying to say.  Uh, it seems like 

sometimes in English it kinda loses the feeling behind it.  Um, but I actually enjoy 

writing Spanish.  You know, I do it consistently.  I do it almost on a daily basis, 

uh, back and forth with my mom if I don’t talk to her, uh, on the phone, I’ll email 

her.  And I’ll keep up my Spanish that way when I’m not taking a Spanish class. 

So I’m pretty comfortable as far as the casual conversation will go.

Class Discussions

Ten  students  (=5.9%)  reported  that  participating  in  class  discussions  is  a 

comfortable  situation  for  them.   For  example,  one  student  wrote  that  he  is  not 

uncomfortable when “speaking on casual terms or giving a personal opinion.”  According 

to Interviewee 13:  “I like the open discussion classes where, you know, everybody gets 

to talk and like just contribute and it’s not one of those lecture classes where you just 

listen to the professor.”

Another reason heritage students may feel comfortable in a Spanish class is that 

they get  to use their  home language in class,  which they cannot  do in other  classes. 

Interviewee 18 stated:  

I like it because it’s my language and I get to talk about—like from this last class 

that I had, we could do presentations on whatever we want, so I talked a lot about 

my culture, and I like that.  I don’t get to do that in my other classes.
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Categories of Outside-Class Anxieties

While  most  studies  on  foreign  language  anxiety  have  focused  on  the  anxiety 

experienced by students while they are in the classroom, heritage students are unique in 

that many of them also use the Spanish language outside of the classroom.  Therefore, the 

researcher felt it would be interesting to see if heritage students experienced any type of 

anxiety while using Spanish when not in the classroom.

The  seventh  open-ended  question  asked  the  following:   “When  using  your 

Spanish outside of Spanish class, in what situations do you feel most uncomfortable or 

nervous?”   Of the 209 heritage  students  in  the  study,  161 (=77%) responded to  this 

question.  The following categories emerged as being sources of anxiety outside of the 

classroom:   (1)  Talking  to  native  or  very  fluent  speakers;  (2)  Talking  to  unfamiliar 

people; (3) Speaking; (4) Using Spanish at work; and (5) Using Spanish with family 

members.  Table 42 lists the total number of students that mentioned each of the five 

main categories.  It should also be pointed out that 26 students (=16.1%) reported that 

they always felt comfortable using Spanish outside of class.

Table 42
Categories of Outside-Class Anxieties
________________________________________________________________________
     Category          Number of Students
________________________________________________________________________

Talking to Native/Very Fluent Speakers        58
Talking to Unfamiliar People             19
Speaking        10
At Work                   9
Family Members                   7
Never (i.e. No Nervousness)             26
________________________________________________________________________
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Talking to Native/Very Fluent Speakers

Fifty eight students (=36%) reported that they were anxious about using Spanish 

outside of the classroom with native or very fluent speakers.  One student wrote that he 

was the most uncomfortable “When I am talking to a native speaker and there is no one 

around to  help me out.”   Once again,  the fear  of making a mistake can make some 

heritage students anxious in this situation, as evidenced by this comment:  “I feel most 

uncomfortable speaking Span[ish] in front of native Spanish speakers because I fear I’ll 

say something wrong.”  Another student wrote that she is uncomfortable “When speaking 

in Spanish to people who are from Mexico, Latin America, etc. because I feel like I am 

speaking it incorrectly.”  

Just like with the more fluent speakers in their classes, many heritage students are 

also anxious about speaking with these more fluent speakers outside of the classroom. 

According to Interviewee 29:

I get a little nervous and I get, like, tongue-tied and, like, my stuff comes out all 

wrong and then, like, when I’m done saying something I’m like, “Oh, I know I 

said that wrong.”  I get nervous because they know more than I do and they might

—like, I’ll get nervous and I’ll make a mistake. 

This may even be the case when the person is very familiar.  For example, Interviewee 2 

stated the following:

My boyfriend speaks Spanish and I won’t speak Spanish to him because I feel 

stupid and I feel—I don’t know.  He tells me that he’ll help me if I’ll try speaking, 

he’ll help me, but I don’t know, I don’t like it.
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Heritage  students  also  feel  like  they  are  being  judged  in  these  instances. 

Interviewee 10 stated that he was very uncomfortable talking to native speakers:

Because the people that I’m speaking it  to is,  uh,  is not necessarily family or 

anything, but that’s all they speak is Spanish and I’m just really nervous.  I’m 

nervous (laughter).  I feel like they’re judging me, you know, every time I make a 

mistake, they’re like, “Oh, listen to that.”  And at least in class, you know, not 

everybody, you know, is—I don’t  think they’re gonna judge me, but I’m still 

kinda, you know, being that we’re all in the same boat.

Interviewee  27  notes  how  the  conversation  can  come  to  a  quick  close  when  she’s 

speaking with native speakers:

I’m really uncomfortable with that because I don’t—I mean, I don’t wanna—I 

mean,  I  can ans—I can speak Spanish to  a  certain  point  where  I  can answer 

certain questions, but if they go on with, like, full length sentences, I get a little 

uncomfortable and I kinda just, you know, get cold feet, like that, because I don’t 

understand what they’re saying (laughter).  And I feel kinda bad because I never, 

because I don’t have anything else to say to them.

Finally, one heritage student, Interviewee 34, reported how she has actually been 

ridiculed when speaking to native speakers:

Actually it really upsets me because they laugh at, like they’ll laugh at people like 

me when, you know, a lot of my friends do try and speak Spanish as well, and 

when they’re trying to speak Spanish back to us, we don’t laugh at them.  At least 

they’re trying to speak English.  You know, the nationals are a lot more rude. 
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But, I mean, I know that because of my father and stuff.  But, it’s just something 

that’s irritating.

Talking to Unfamiliar People

Nineteen students (=11.8%) reported that they were anxious about using Spanish 

with people they did not  know very well.   For example,  one student  wrote:   “I  feel 

nervous around people I  am not  familiar  with if  they are native speakers.”   Another 

student wrote that she was nervous when “Having to speak with my peers who are native 

speakers if I don’t know them very well.”  A third student wrote that she was nervous 

“When I have to communicate with a total stranger, such as giving directions.  I’m afraid 

he/she might not understand what I’m saying.”

Speaking

Ten students (=6.2%) reported that they were uncomfortable speaking Spanish 

outside of class.  Interviewee 2 stated that she was more comfortable speaking Spanish in 

class “because I feel like that everybody who’s in there should not really know [it]…I 

feel like I’m on the same level as them.  Like we can all mess up and that’s okay”  She 

further stated that she liked being corrected in class, “whereas if I speak it outside of class 

I try to stay away from it because I feel stupid.  I say it wrong.  So I feel a little bit more 

comfortable [in class].”

Work

Nine students (=5.6%) reported that they were nervous about using Spanish at 

work.  One student commented that he was uncomfortable “When I am at my office 

answering phones & the person I am speaking to doesn’t speak any English & talks too 
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fast.”  Another student wrote that she was nervous “At work when a Spanish speaking 

customer asks me a question.”  Finally, a third student wrote that she was worried about 

“Talking to business people or clientele.  I don’t want to make silly mistakes.”

Family Members

Interestingly, seven heritage students (=4.3%) noted that they are anxious when 

they speak Spanish with family members.  One student wrote that he is nervous about 

using Spanish “In Mexico with my family because I say some things incorrectly & don’t 

know how to say some words.”  Another student wrote that he is uncomfortable “when 

my family decides to ‘quiz’ me on my Spanish speaking skills.”  Interviewee 2 stated that 

“even with my parents—they’ll speak to me in Spanish sometimes because they want me 

to practice with them, and I won’t speak back [in Spanish].”

Interviewee 14 commented that she was afraid of making mistakes in front of her 

family:  “Because they, like all my family that speaks Spanish are my grandparents and 

so I don’t wanna like say it incorrectly.  I just don’t wanna like mess up in front of them.” 

Interviewee 26 felt the same:  

I  do go over  to Mexico often and whenever I  speak to my cousins and stuff 

sometimes I’m like, ‘Wow, they do speak perfect Spanish.’  It does kinda make 

me feel a little bit down.  Well, not down, but, I mean, I don’t—It just makes me 

feel that I don’t know as much as they do.

Interviewee 36 also commented how her family in Mexico talks about  her dialect  of 

Spanish:
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Um, because I know that they’re going to criticize my Spanish, being that I grew

—my family, I’m first, uh, what do you call—second generation?  All my family, 

I’m married, been married 12 years.  Me and my husband are Chicano.  And my 

family is all from Mexico.  And just from my own personal experience within my 

own family,  we visit  our family in Mexico or my husband’s family and their 

family in Mexico, um, how they feel about Chicanos and Tejanos, or whatever we 

want to call ourselves, but I know that they see, uh, Chicanos as, uh, that we are 

ashamed and that we’re—they think that we’re pretending not to know how to 

speak Spanish.  And this is, you know, this is my own family that I here.  But they 

don’t consider me a Chicana because I speak just as much as they do.  But then 

they don’t  realize  that  there’s an even higher  level  Spanish they don’t  speak, 

which I’m learning now in college.  And, uh, if I were to speak that higher level 

academic Spanish, they would not understand it.  Um, but it’s all that experience 

that  makes  me  believe  that  most  like  Chicanos  are  critical  if  I  were  to  say 

something the wrong way.

Interviewee 9 mentioned that some members of her family would actually make 

fun of her because she did not speak Spanish as well as they did:

But, my family speaks Spanish a lot better than I do, so with some members of 

my family I  don’t  like to  speak Spanish with them…just  because,  you know, 

they’re like, ‘Ha ha, you don’t know how to speak Spanish.’ 
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Future Goals for Using Spanish

The eighth open-ended question asked the following:  “Do you have any future 

goals for using Spanish?  If so, please describe.”  Of the 209 heritage students in the 

study,  185  (=88.5%)  responded  to  this  question.   The  following  categories  were 

mentioned  as  being  future  goals  for  using  Spanish  for  these  heritage  students:   (1) 

Teaching – 58 students (=31.4%); (2) Use in the job – 56 students (=30.3%); (3) Become 

more fluent – 23 students (=12.4%) ; (4) Talk to family members – 21 students (=11.4%); 

(5)  Traveling  –  10  students  (=5.4%);  (6)  Teach  their  children  Spanish  –  9  students 

(=4.9%); and (7) Improve what is already known – 7 students (=3.8%).  In addition, four 

students  (=2.2%)  reported  that  they  have  no  future  goals  for  using  Spanish.   Other 

categories  that  were  mentioned  included  becoming  a  better  writer,  reading  Spanish 

literature, and living abroad.

A third of these heritage students want to be teachers in the future, especially 

bilingual education teachers.  One student wrote:  “I want to be a Bilingual Teacher.  I 

want to make sure I am so fluent that I understand all dialects.”  Another student wrote: 

“I  will  give  young  students  who[se]  first  language  is  not English,  an  equal  &  fair 

education – because they imitate my mom, uncles & aunts when they were punished at 

school for there [sic] language.”  It is heartening to know that these future teachers will 

make an attempt to avoid having uncomfortable situations for their students that they 

themselves might have experienced when they were students.

Several  students  also  mentioned  that  a  goal  of  theirs  was  to  talk  to  family 

members in Spanish.  One student wrote:  “I want to be fluent, mostly to communicate 
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better with my family & hold up that part of my culture.”  Another student wrote:  “I 

hope to better my skills in all 4 aspects discussed in this survey.  Especially in speaking 

so I can better communicate with my grandparents.”  A third student wrote:  “I want to be 

able to have an intellectual conversation w/ my dad in Spanish.  He would be so proud.” 

One student, Interviewee 25, wants to do her part to maintain the Spanish language:

Oh, it makes me feel like, uh, we need to keep Spanish, I mean, more, like, it 

makes me feel like we need to speak Spanish to our kids at home, like, to keep 

Spanish  alive,  because  what  I  can  see  is  that  people  like  their  parents  spoke 

Spanish but they don’t speak Spanish as fluent and I feel it’s because maybe they 

are not speaking to the kids enough and they’re letting, like, them pick up more 

English or, I mean, it’s like we need to keep Spanish more, how can I say, like, 

more strong, I mean, to keep the culture.

Conclusion

This chapter has presented the results from the quantitative data (demographic 

information, self-assessed language proficiency and anxiety, anxiety scores) and from the 

qualitative  data  (open-ended  questions  on  the  questionnaire  and  the  telephone 

interviews).  After presenting the basic descriptive statistics of the data set, the results for 

each research question were reported.  These results are summarized and then discussed 

in more detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5:  Discussion and Conclusions

Introduction

This chapter first  summarizes the findings of the study and then discusses the 

results.  This is followed by a list of the limitations of the study, implications of the study, 

recommendations for future research, and conclusions.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  investigate  if  heritage  students  of  Spanish 

experience foreign language anxiety and, if so, what levels of anxiety and what types of 

anxiety they experience.  Furthermore, the study attempted to examine how this anxiety 

is  correlated  with  the  anxiety  found  in  other  language  students  as  well  as  with  the 

heritage students’ own self-assessed proficiency in Spanish.  The study was intended to 

expand upon previous research on foreign language anxiety by focusing on a new group 

of students, that is, heritage students of Spanish.  

The data were collected through both quantitative and qualitative methods.  The 

quantitative data came from demographic information and several anxiety scales, while 

the qualitative data came from open-ended questions on the questionnaire and telephone 

interviews with some of the heritage students.

A total of 413 students participated in this study, completing the questionnaires 

during the fall 2005 semester at The University of Texas at San Antonio.  Of this total, 

209  students  identified  themselves  as  heritage  students  and  204  students  identified 

themselves as non-heritage students.   The anxiety levels of the students were measured 

by the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986), 
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the Reading Anxiety Scale (Saito, Horwitz and Garza, 1999), the Writing Anxiety Scale 

(Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert, 1999), and the Listening Anxiety Scale (Kim, 2000).  For 

the qualitative data, students answered open-ended questions on the questionnaire and 37 

heritage  students  also  participated  in  a  brief  telephone  interview several  weeks  after 

completing the questionnaire.

The major findings of this study are summarized below with respect to the six 

Research Questions.

Research  Questions  One  and  Two:   The  Anxiety  Levels  of  Heritage  and  Non-
Heritage Students of Spanish

Research Questions One and Two focused on measuring the anxiety levels  of 

heritage  and  non-heritage  students  of  Spanish  in  terms  of  general  foreign  language 

anxiety, reading anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety.  The mean anxiety scores 

for the heritage students were as follows:  general foreign language anxiety = 78.78; 

heritage items = 17.55;  total  anxiety score = 96.35; reading anxiety = 43.87; writing 

anxiety = 54.44; and listening anxiety = 42.75.  The mean anxiety scores for the 204 non-

heritage students were as follows:  general foreign language anxiety = 94.66; reading 

anxiety = 50.27; writing anxiety = 60.89; and listening anxiety = 60.98.  Thus, overall the 

anxiety scores for the heritage students were lower than the anxiety scores for the non-

heritage students on all four anxiety scales.

Research Question Three:  Comparison of Anxiety Levels Found in the Literature

Research  Question  Three  sought  to  compare  the  anxiety  levels  of  heritage 

students of Spanish to the anxiety levels of other populations of students reported in the 

literature.  The mean FLCAS score (78.78) indicated that this population had a relatively 
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low  degree  of  anxiety.   This  level  of  anxiety  was  lower  than  other  college-level 

populations whose anxiety levels had also been measured by the FLCAS.

Research  Question  Four:   Correlations  of  Anxiety  Levels  with  Self-Assessed 
Proficiency

Research Question Four sought to correlate the anxiety scores of the students with 

their  self-assessed language proficiency in each of  the  four  language skills.   In  most 

cases,  there  was  a  strong,  negative  correlation  between  the  students’  self-assessed 

proficiency and their levels of anxiety.  That is, as the students’ self-assessed proficiency 

increased their levels of anxiety decreased.  This strong, negative correlation held for all 

four language skills.

Research Question Five:  Correlations of the Anxiety Scales

Research Question Five sought to examine how the various anxieties relate to 

each other.  Results showed a strong, positive correlation between all four anxiety scales, 

with the highest correlation (.77) found between reading anxiety and listening anxiety, 

and the lowest  correlation (.64)  found between listening anxiety and writing anxiety. 

These  strong  correlations  indicate  that  the  anxiety  scales  are  related  in  terms  of 

measuring  anxiety  related  to  the  language  learning  process,  but  that  they  do  in  fact 

measure different types of language-specific anxieties.

Research Question Six:  Heritage Students’ Feelings about Learning Spanish

Research Question Six sought  to investigate  how heritage students of Spanish 

described  their  feelings  of  anxiety  about  learning  Spanish  in  the  foreign  language 

classroom.  Analysis of the open-ended questions on the questionnaire and the telephone 
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interviews revealed several sources of anxiety inside the classroom as well as outside the 

classroom.

Sources of inside-class anxieties for these heritage students were due to teacher 

characteristics  (e.g.  qualifications  of  the  teacher,  what  dialect  of  Spanish  the  teacher 

should speak in class, attitudes of the teacher) or curriculum issues (e.g. emphasis on 

grammar learning, focus on Mexican culture), speaking in the classroom (e.g. lack of 

preparation when speaking, nervousness about doing presentations, speaking out loud, 

reading out loud), reading in the classroom (e.g. lack of vocabulary, not much exposure 

to reading in Spanish, taking longer to read in Spanish), writing in the classroom (e.g. 

grammar issues, writing on tests and quizzes, accents in Spanish, no formal training in 

writing in Spanish), and listening (e.g. dialectal differences, fast speech).  The heritage 

students  also  mentioned areas  where they did  not feel  anxious  inside the  classroom, 

including listening, speaking about familiar topics, reading silently, doing group work, 

writing,  participating  in  class  discussions,  doing  presentations,  reading  out  loud,  and 

taking tests.

Sources  of  outside-class  anxieties  included  talking  to  native  or  very  fluent 

speakers, talking to unfamiliar people, using Spanish at work, and speaking Spanish with 

family members.  The heritage students also listed several goals for using Spanish in the 

future,  including  teaching,  using  Spanish  at  their  jobs,  becoming  more  fluent  in  the 

language,  talking to family members in Spanish,  teaching their children Spanish, and 

improving what language skills they already have.
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DISCUSSION

This study is  one of the first  to combine the research in the fields of foreign 

language anxiety and heritage language education.   Over the past 10-15 years,  much 

research has been conducted on heritage students, especially because their enrollments in 

language courses continue to grow.  However, most of the research to date has focused 

on curriculum issues; for example, what should we teach these students? How should we 

teach them?  This study is  one of the first  to  examine the affective side of heritage 

students and, in particular, if they experience anxiety in the foreign language classroom.

This study used four different anxiety scales (FLCAS, RAS, WAS, and LAS) to 

measure the language anxiety levels of heritage students of Spanish.  These students had 

a fairly low level of language anxiety, especially as compared to the anxiety levels found 

in  the non-heritage  students.   The heritage students  had lower  speaking anxiety than 

students in any other studies in the literature.  Their reading anxiety and their listening 

anxiety were also low, especially the listening anxiety.  Not surprisingly, the heritage 

students scored the highest on the writing anxiety scale. 

There are several possible explanations for these levels of anxiety.  First, it is not 

surprising  that  heritage  students,  many  of  whom have  grown  up  listening  to  and/or 

speaking the Spanish language on a  daily  basis  in  their  homes and with friends  and 

family members outside the home,  would experience low levels  of  speaking anxiety, 

reading anxiety, and listening anxiety. 

In terms of general foreign language anxiety, several studies have suggested that 

the FLCAS is  generally associated with the speaking skill;  for example,  Aida (1994) 

claims that the FLCAS is a measure of anxiety “primarily” related to speaking situations. 
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Since a majority of heritage students self-rated their speaking proficiency in Spanish as 

fairly  high or  very high or  easily  done,  and also self-rated their  speaking anxiety in 

Spanish as very low or fairly low, it would make sense that, in general, many of them do 

not experience speaking anxiety in the classroom.  

However, it was interesting to note that the heritage students did have fairly high 

FLCAS scores in the second semester and third semester courses.  This was most likely 

caused by the grammar intensive nature of these courses.  In the first semester, the focus 

is typically on working on listening comprehension skills and learning a lot of vocabulary 

words.  Most heritage students are very comfortable with this and usually cruise through 

the first semester.  However, in the second semester course as well as the Intermediate I 

course, the focus shifts to an emphasis on grammar.  In Elementary II the students learn 

how to do the past tense in Spanish (i.e. the Preterit and the Imperfect), which is one of 

the most difficult topics to learn in Spanish.  Even though many heritage students can 

already use the past tense well when speaking, they typically struggle with the terms, the 

verb endings, and other grammatical issues associated with learning the past tense.  In 

Intermediate  I  the  students  learn  other  difficult  grammar  topics,  including  the 

subjunctive, which is another very difficult area in Spanish.  Once again, even though a 

majority  of  the  heritage  students  can  typically  use  the  subjunctive,  discussing  it 

grammatically can prove to be difficult for them.  In other words, even though many of 

these students can use the preterit and the imperfect and the subjunctive when speaking 

Spanish, they cannot pass a quiz or test  on these topics.  Consequently, their anxiety 

levels are higher in these courses.
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The Phonetics & Pronunciation class was interesting in that this was the only 

class in which the anxiety scores for the heritage students were higher than the anxiety 

scores for the non-heritage students on all four anxiety scales.  The differences in the 

anxiety scores were fairly high for speaking anxiety, reading anxiety, and writing anxiety, 

while  the  differences  in  the  anxiety  scores  for  listening  anxiety  were  fairly  low. 

Something about the linguistic content of this class caused the heritage students to be 

anxious.   It  may be  that  this  class  was truly  like  a  “foreign  language class” for  the 

heritage students.  That is, in all of their other Spanish classes they were probably at least 

somewhat familiar with much of the vocabulary and could understand a lot of what they 

heard.   In  a  linguistics  class,  however,  many  heritage  students  are  faced  with  a 

completely new set of vocabulary words and terminology that they must learn and be able 

to apply.  In other words, the material in this class is completely new to the heritage 

students, a situation they most likely have not encountered in any of their other Spanish 

classes.  The non-heritage students, on the other hand, had lower anxiety in the Phonetics 

&  Pronunciation  class  because  (1)  they  were  continuing  to  learn  new  vocabulary 

(although it  was now vocabulary related to linguistics,  it  was still  new vocabulary to 

them), something they have been doing since they started taking Spanish classes, and (2) 

the course was mostly taught lecture-style and thus the students were not required to 

speak much in class, which is considered the most anxiety-provoking situation for most 

language students (Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1990).

The anxiety levels for reading for heritage students were overall fairly low.  In 

general, most students would rate reading as probably the easiest of the four language 
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skills,  in that it  is a receptive skill (although it should be mentioned that true reading 

involves interaction – i.e. a dialogue of sort – between the reader and the author) and the 

reader can usually take as much time as necessary to figure out the text.  In addition, 

researchers  in  bilingual  education  generally  agree  that  there  is  a  high  degree  of 

transferability of reading skills from the first language to the second language (see, for 

example, the Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis of Cummins, 1979).  Furthermore, 

students  can  typically  use  a  dictionary  to  help  them figure  out  the  meaning  of  any 

unknown words.   A majority  of  heritage students,  in  fact,  self-assessed their  reading 

proficiency in Spanish as fairly high or very high or easily done.  And, a majority of 

heritage students self-assessed their reading anxiety in Spanish as very low or fairly low.

Interestingly, the reading anxiety scores for the heritage students were actually 

higher than the reading anxiety scores for the non-heritage students in several of the 

advanced  language  courses.   This  is  most  likely  due  to  the  fact  that  reading  is  not 

emphasized in the first two years of instruction but is done a lot in the advanced courses. 

In addition, in the first two years of instruction the students are using textbooks that are 

teaching the  Spanish language (in  all  four  language skills),  whereas  in  the  advanced 

courses  the  students  are  reading  textbooks  and  literature  books  written  entirely  in 

Spanish.   In other words,  the reading in these third- and fourth-year courses is more 

advanced and, consequently, can cause some anxiety for the heritage students.  As Webb 

and  Miller  (2000)  point  out,  heritage  students  are  typically  proficient  in  the  home 

language but have gaps that prevent them from doing certain tasks.  One such task is 

reading, especially when it comes to complex information or advanced literature.
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The heritage students scored their lowest anxiety scores of all on the Listening 

Anxiety Scale.  Again, this is hardly surprising due to the heritage students’ background 

with the Spanish language.  Even those heritage students who did not actually speak the 

Spanish language growing up were most likely exposed to listening to it (e.g., the parents 

speaking to each other in Spanish, or the parents and grandparents and aunts and uncles 

all  speaking  to  each  other  in  Spanish).   Several  heritage  students  mentioned  in  the 

interviews that their parents would frequently speak to them in Spanish but that they 

would  respond  back  in  English.   Therefore,  many  heritage  students  have  excellent 

listening skills.  This is further evidenced by the fact that 87% of the heritage students 

self-assessed their listening proficiency as either fairly high or very high, and 68% noted 

that they can understand spoken Spanish easily.  In addition, 87% of the heritage students 

self-assessed their listening anxiety as either very low or fairly low.

One interesting point is that the heritage students experienced their highest levels 

of listening anxiety in the first three semesters.  Several reasons can be posited for this. 

First,  many of these heritage students  may have lower  proficiency levels  in  Spanish, 

which is why they are in the lower-level classes.  These heritage students may be closer 

to the non-heritage students in terms of their lack of knowledge of Spanish and, therefore, 

experience  listening  anxiety  just  like  the  non-heritage  students  do.   Secondly,  it  is 

possible that for many of these heritage students it is their first time to be in a college-

level Spanish course.  They may be unaccustomed to the workload, the pace of the class, 

or  the  different  dialects  spoken  by  their  teachers  (who  may  be  from Spain,  Central 

America, South America, or the Caribbean).  They may be anxious because they lack a 
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large vocabulary and feel that if they do not understand every single word they hear they 

are in the wrong class.  Moreover, it is likely that the more motivated and/or more fluent 

heritage  students  are  the  ones  who  continue  into  the  advanced  courses.   These  are 

typically the students who are pursuing a major in Spanish and, therefore, they are highly 

motivated and probably have excellent language skills.  Even if they did come up through 

the beginning levels, that experience would perhaps lower their anxiety as they are now 

accustomed to how the Spanish classes work.

Finally, the heritage students in this study recorded their highest anxiety scores on 

the Writing Anxiety Scale.  In fact, in the advanced courses the writing anxiety scores for 

heritage  students  are  actually  higher  than  the  writing  anxiety scores  for  non-heritage 

students.  It is not unexpected that heritage students of Spanish would experience high 

levels  of writing anxiety,  as  many of them have never been formally exposed to the 

Spanish language.  A written comment from one of the heritage students to one of the 

open-ended questions on the questionnaire pretty much sums up their experience with 

Spanish:  “Heard, but never taught.”  Therefore, it is not surprising that they experience 

high levels of writing anxiety, especially in the advanced courses where they have essay 

exams in Spanish and are required to write terms papers in Spanish.  As expected, and as 

confirmed in the interviews, many heritage students struggle greatly with the accents in 

Spanish.   In addition,  because many of them lack the grammatical  terminology, they 

often wonder if they are even doing what the assignments require.

As stated previously, there was a significant difference between heritage students 

and non-heritage students on all four anxiety scales.  However, when the three instruction 
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levels  (i.e.  Beginning,  Intermediate,  and  Advanced)  were  included  in  the  statistical 

analysis, the results were more complicated.  That is, two interactions between the three 

levels and heritage status were found to be significantly different:  reading anxiety and 

writing anxiety.  The first interaction looked at the effects of heritage status on the three 

levels.  In terms of reading anxiety, the scores for the heritage students declined from the 

beginning level (M = 45.59) to the intermediate level (M = 43.20) to the advanced level 

(M = 39.66).  However, there was only a significant difference between the beginning 

level and the advanced level.  The reading anxiety is the highest at the beginning level for 

the heritage students because for many of them this is their first time to actually read in 

Spanish.  As they get more practice with this skill over the next several Spanish courses, 

their reading anxiety declines.  It is the lowest in the advanced levels, where the students 

have more experience with reading and are probably the more fluent students.

The reading anxiety scores for the non-heritage students declined slightly from 

the beginning level (M = 51.41) to the intermediate level (M = 50.82) and then had a 

huge decrease (of almost 17 points) from the intermediate level to the advanced level (M 

= 33.50).  There are two possible explanations for this.  First, they are more advanced 

students now, many of them Spanish majors or minors, and are thus motivated to learn 

the language.  Second, they are probably more comfortable reading in class rather than 

having to speak in class.  Notice that their FLCAS scores were still fairly high in the 

advanced courses (M = 89.90).  This may explain why the non-heritage students had a 

lower reading anxiety score than the heritage students at the advanced level.  That is, the 

heritage students would rather be listening and/or speaking in class (because these are the 
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two skills with which they have the most experience) rather than reading (which is an 

area  where  they  do  not  have  as  much  experience).   Most  heritage  students  in  the 

interviews noted that they do not read in Spanish outside the classroom for fun, and the 

ones  who  did  say  they  read  outside  of  class  mainly  skim  through  magazines  or 

newspapers written in Spanish.

In terms of writing anxiety, the scores for the heritage students declined slightly 

from the  beginning  level  (M = 58.07)  to  the  intermediate  level  (M = 54.39)  to  the 

advanced level (M =50.75), with the only significant difference (of almost 7 points) being 

found between the beginning level  and the advanced level.   The scores for  the non-

heritage students actually increased slightly from the beginning level (M = 61.72) to the 

intermediate level (M = 62.88).  This is most likely due to the fact that writing is more 

frequent in the intermediate courses, where a composition is due every 2-3 weeks.  In the 

first semester course students do most of their writing in the workbook and an essay on 

each written exam.  However, in the intermediate courses they are required to write more 

formal compositions and to do so more frequently.  From the intermediate level to the 

advanced level (M =33.5) the anxiety scores for the heritage students dropped by almost 

25 points.  After two years of training, these students can now usually write fairly well. 

Also,  at  the advanced levels  much of  the writing  is  done outside  of  class  (e.g.  term 

papers), where the students can take their time and use their dictionaries.

Once again, the non-heritage advanced students (M = 38.10) had lower writing 

anxiety scores than the heritage advanced students (M = 50.75), by 12 points.  So while 

the writing anxiety for the non-heritage students declined greatly from the intermediate 
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level to the advanced level, it only declined slightly for the heritage students between 

these two levels.  The heritage students at the advanced level continued to be anxious 

about writing in Spanish.  It is very likely that some of these heritage students may have 

skipped  earlier  courses  and  thus  missed  the  grammar  learning.   Interviewee  16 

specifically commented on this fact when he stated that “they do an injustice to all people 

who  are  native  speakers  of  Spanish”  with  the  placement  exams  that  only  focus  on 

listening skills and reading skills.   Thus,  heritage students who place out  of the first 

several Spanish courses miss out on all the grammar rules they will need to know in the 

advanced courses.  These same students also struggle with the accents as well  as the 

terminology used in the advanced courses.

The  second  interaction  looked  at  the  effects  of  the  three  levels  on  heritage 

students and non-heritage students.  In terms of reading anxiety, there were significant 

differences between heritage students and non-heritage students for the beginning level 

(cf. 45.59 and 51.41) and the intermediate level (cf. 43.20 and 50.82), but not for the 

advanced level.  Even though the reading anxiety scores at the advanced level were six 

points  apart,  this  difference  did  not  reach  statistical  significance.   However,  what  is 

interesting at this level is that the non-heritage students experience less reading anxiety 

than the heritage students (cf. 33.50 and 39.66).  Once again, it can be postulated that the 

non-heritage students would rather read, which they can do at their own pace and use a 

dictionary, rather than listen and speak in class.  During the interviews several heritage 

students commented on the fact that they worry about their  lack of vocabulary when 

reading, that they usually take longer to read in Spanish than in English, and that they do 
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not  have much exposure with reading in Spanish.   Therefore,  this  causes them to be 

anxious about reading in Spanish, especially at the advanced level when they are reading 

a lot more and are reading more advanced books.

In terms of writing anxiety, there were significant differences between heritage 

students and non-heritage students at the intermediate level and the advanced level.  In 

the  first  semester  course  both  heritage and non-heritage  students  were  fairly  anxious 

about writing.  For many of these students, this was their first time to write in Spanish in 

a college-level course (some may have written in Spanish in high school courses, since a 

majority  of  the  students  in  this  study  had  taken  Spanish  in  high  school).   At  the 

intermediate level the writing anxiety decreased slightly for the heritage students,  but 

slightly increased for the non-heritage students.  Thus, both groups of students seemed to 

be anxious when writing in the intermediate  courses,  but  it  affected the non-heritage 

students  more.   The  non-heritage  students  were  probably  struggling  with  the  more 

advanced topics and the increase in the number of compositions they were required to 

write in these courses (as well as the increase in the number of words required for each 

composition).   The heritage students were also still  fairly anxious in the intermediate 

courses, but they could still get by with their vocabulary.  However, at the advanced level 

the writing anxiety scores for the non-heritage students dropped by almost 25 points, but 

only dropped by just less than 4 points for the heritage students.  The difference between 

the anxiety scores for heritage students and non-heritage students at the advanced level 

was almost 13 points.  It is at this level that the non-heritage students are finally more 

comfortable with the writing while  the heritage students  are  still  very anxious.   The 
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students  have  to  write  more  and about  more  complex  topics.   Many of  the  heritage 

students are now out of their familiarity zone; that is, they are no longer writing about 

everyday  life  but  rather  are  now  dealing  with  narratives,  expository  writing,  and 

persuasion.  The students are no longer dealing with the interpersonal mode but now are 

having to use the interpretive mode – a mode with which they do not have much practice.

The only  main effect  found for  levels  was for  listening anxiety.   There were 

significant differences between the beginning level and the advanced level, and between 

the intermediate level and the advanced level.  Overall, students in the beginning level 

and the intermediate levels had high listening anxiety, while students at  the advanced 

level had lower listening anxiety levels.  This is not surprising for two reasons.  First, it is 

at the advanced level that a majority of students were heritage students (recall that only 

6% of the non-heritage students in this study were enrolled in advanced courses), and 

with their experience of hearing Spanish while growing up it would not be unusual for 

them to not experience much listening anxiety.  Second, even the non-heritage students at 

this level experienced less listening anxiety (cf. 61.19 for the beginning level to 62.75 for 

the intermediate level to 46.70 for the advanced level) because they had two years of 

college-level Spanish previous to the advanced courses and many of them are Spanish 

majors or minors and, thus, are serious about learning the language.

Two  main  effects  were  found  for  heritage  status.   There  were  significant 

differences between heritage students and non-heritage students for speaking anxiety and 

listening anxiety.  In terms of the FLCAS, the heritage students had a much lower level of 

anxiety  than  the  non-heritage  students  (cf.  78.62  and  93.86).   Since  the  FLCAS  is 
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generally associated with speaking anxiety and listening anxiety, it is not surprising that 

the heritage students would experience less of this than the non-heritage students, simply 

because of their background knowledge of the language.  In terms of listening anxiety, 

once again the heritage students had a much lower level of anxiety than the non-heritage 

students (cf. 42.59 and 56.88).  With their background of growing up hearing the Spanish 

language, it is not unexpected that the heritage students would experience less listening 

anxiety than the non-heritage students, who did not have that previous exposure to the 

Spanish language.

Finally, it  was interesting to note the mean scores on the statements added for 

heritage students to the FLCAS.  Overall, the lowest means were found for #25 (“I am 

comfortable when speaking Spanish with family members who speak Spanish fluently.”) 

and #19 (“I feel bad that I have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak 

Spanish.”).  It is not surprising that many heritage students would feel comfortable when 

speaking Spanish with family members, as they are familiar people in their lives and they 

would not expect their family members to negatively evaluate them.  In addition, the 

students are not being graded (like on an oral exam) when they are talking with family 

members.  The low anxiety score for #19 is a bit surprising, but may in fact be due in 

large part to the low anxiety for this number for the advanced students (see discussion 

below).

The highest mean scores on the added statements were found for #30 (“I feel like 

the Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish.”), #40 (“I feel anxious 

when I  talk with someone who speaks better Spanish than I  do or who speaks ‘real’ 
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Spanish.”), and #3 (“Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me.”).  None of 

these results is surprising.  Many of the interviewees commented on the fact that they 

speak “bad” Spanish,  or  that  the Spanish they speak is  “slang,” “Tex-Mex,”  or  “not 

proper Spanish.”  This would also account for the anxiety they experience when speaking 

with people who they feel speak a better dialect or more proper Spanish.  Many heritage 

students also noted how they struggle with the grammar in their Spanish classes, often 

wondering if they are even doing the assignments correctly (e.g. using the correct verb 

tense).

The responses to the additional statements on the FLCAS were then examined 

based on the different levels, that is, from the beginning level to the intermediate level to 

the advanced level.  For #19 (“I feel bad that I have a Hispanic last name but do not 

understand or  speak Spanish.”),  #24 (“I  feel  bad  that  I  don’t  speak Spanish because 

people expect me to know it anyway.”), #25 (“I am comfortable when speaking Spanish 

with family members who speak Spanish fluently.”), and #30 (“I feel like the Spanish I 

speak is  not  as good as other dialects  of Spanish.”),  there was a  general decrease in 

anxiety from the beginning level to the intermediate level to the advanced level.  In other 

words, for these items it was the beginning level and intermediate level students who 

were fairly anxious, while the advanced students were less anxious.  

At the advanced level the students are more fluent in the Spanish language and, 

therefore, #19 and #24 would not apply so much to them (because they do understand and 

speak Spanish).  In addition, because they have higher proficiency levels they would feel 

more  comfortable  speaking  Spanish  with  family  members.   Finally,  the  advanced 
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students have probably been exposed to several dialects of Spanish by this point (e.g. 

from having teachers from different parts of the Spanish-speaking world), and because 

one or two linguistics courses are required of all Spanish majors, they have most likely 

studied about dialectal  differences.   Thus,  they would be less likely to feel that their 

dialect of Spanish is not as good as other dialects of Spanish.  It is the beginning and 

intermediate students, who have lower proficiency levels in the language, who feel bad 

that they have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish, who feel that 

people  expect  them to  know  Spanish  already,  who  are  not  as  comfortable  speaking 

Spanish with family members, and who feel like the Spanish they speak is not as good as 

other dialects of Spanish.

For #3 (“Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me.”), the anxiety 

level is lowest for the beginning students.  It increases a lot for the intermediate students 

and  only  decreases  slightly  for  the  advanced students.   As  mentioned before,  in  the 

beginning level courses the emphasis is on learning vocabulary and working on listening 

comprehension skills.  Therefore, most heritage students feel very comfortable in such a 

course.  However, once they get into the intermediate and advanced courses, where there 

is a heavy emphasis on grammar learning, their anxiety levels increase.

Statement  #40 (“I  feel  anxious  when I  talk  with  someone  who speaks  better 

Spanish than I do or who speaks ‘real’ Spanish.”) is similar to #30, discussed above, in 

that the anxiety level is highest for intermediate students and lowest for the advanced 

students,  who  are  more  fluent  in  the  language  and  have  probably  covered  dialectal 

differences in their linguistics courses.
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Interestingly, for #22 (“I speak Spanish fairly well but still struggle in my Spanish 

classes.”) there was a general increase in the anxiety scores for each progressive level. 

The  beginning  students  had  the  lowest  anxiety  levels  for  this  statement  while  the 

advanced students had the highest anxiety levels.  Once again, many heritage students 

can do reasonably well in the first semester.  However, once the focus shifts to grammar, 

beginning in the second semester and in the intermediate courses, their anxiety increases. 

At the advanced levels, even though they are more proficient in the language, they are 

required to do more demanding work, such as class presentations, writing terms papers, 

and taking essay exams – all in Spanish, and all in an academic-level form of Spanish.

The anxiety scales used in this study were meant to inform us if heritage students 

of Spanish experience different forms of language anxiety.  The purpose of the open-

ended questions on the questionnaire and the telephone interviews was to inform us of the 

reasons why they might experience anxiety.  That is, the responses to the open-ended 

questions on the questionnaire as well as the telephone interviews provided a potential 

explanation regarding the sources of anxiety for these heritage students.

Analysis  of  the  qualitative  data  revealed  several  sources  of  anxiety  for  the 

heritage students in this study that were similar to sources of anxiety experienced by 

“traditional”  foreign  language  students  in  previous  studies.   Examples  included 

disrespectful/sarcastic remarks from the teacher (cf. Palacios, 1998; Price, 1991; Samimy, 

1994;  Aida,  1994);  lack  of  preparation  when  speaking  (i.e.  having  to  speak  without 

having a chance to prepare their answers) (cf. Price, 1991; Palacios, 1998; Young, 1999); 

nervousness  about  doing  oral  presentations  in  class  (cf.  Young,  1990;  Price,  1991; 
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Palacios,  1998);  speaking  out  loud  in  class,  which  could  lead  to  a  fear  of  making 

mistakes,  concerns  about  pronunciation,  and  worrying  about  having  the  appropriate 

vocabulary to speak – this was especially prevalent when having to speak in class in front 

of more fluent speakers (cf. Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986; Young, 1990; Price, 1991; 

Aida, 1994); reading out loud in class, which, again, was associated with pronunciation 

mistakes; a lack of vocabulary when reading in Spanish (cf. Saito, Horwitz and Garza, 

1999); difficulty with the grammar when writing, including spelling, verb tenses, and the 

idiomatic expressions (cf. VanPatten and Glass, 1999); and nervousness about tests and 

quizzes (cf. Daly, 1991; Young, 1991). 

Interestingly,  there  were  several  sources  of  anxiety  that  were  unique  to  the 

heritage students in this study.  First  of all,  several heritage students were concerned 

about the dialect of Spanish spoken by the teacher.  Should the teacher speak in Castilian 

Spanish?  Or is it okay for the teacher, who may also be a heritage speaker of Spanish, to 

use Chicano Spanish?  Ando (1999) found that students in a foreign language class could 

be anxious because their teacher was a native speaker (due to the rapid speech of the 

teacher and/or the fact that the teacher may have lacked the sensitivity of the language 

learning process).  Having a teacher who is a native speaker could also cause anxiety for 

heritage  students  due  to  dialectal  differences  between  the  teacher  and  the  heritage 

students, especially if the teacher is critical of the students’ non-standard dialect.

Second, many heritage students were anxious about the fact that some of their 

teachers expected them to already know Spanish just because they were Hispanic.  This 

could be especially stressful  and thus a  source of  great  anxiety,  as  evidenced by the 
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heritage  student  who  commented:   “I’m  tired  of  being  looked  down  upon  as  a 

‘DISGRACE’ to the Mexican Culture by not being able to speak my native language.”

Third, some heritage students were anxious because they felt that the Spanish they 

speak is not ‘proper’ Spanish.  Therefore, many felt that in Spanish class they needed to 

learn the ‘correct’ way to speak Spanish.  It should be pointed out that the fact that these 

students think that they do not speak ‘proper’ Spanish may be a reason that they enrolled 

in a Spanish class in the first place.    As noted by Anzaldúa (1987) and Ferdman (1991), 

when a person feels that his or her native language is not valued, this can harbor feelings 

that the person is not valued as well (As stated by Anzaldúa, “If you really want to hurt 

me, talk badly about my language.”).  Thus, teachers, as well as other students, may not 

respect heritage students who speak a non-standard variety of Spanish.  In addition, many 

heritage students lack “cultural capital” (cf. Bourdieu) and, as noted by Gonzalez (1990), 

are perceived as the ‘foreigners,’ even in a Spanish class – one reason being that they do 

not speak the standard (Castilian) dialect of Spanish.  Previous research has demonstrated 

that these students may in fact be treated differently from the more mainstream students 

(cf.  Oakes,  1995).   Furthermore,  Valenzuela  (1999)  notes  that  schools  can  actually 

minimize the culture and language of Hispanic students (by ‘subtracting resources’ from 

these  students),  which  can cause  some of  these  students  to  feel  caught  between two 

different cultures.  Cummins (1996) argues that this devaluation of their identity can lead 

to the students mentally withdrawing from participating in the life of the school.  It most 

likely can lead to increased anxiety in the Spanish classroom as well.
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Other concerns for these heritage students included a high level of anxiety about 

the accents when writing in Spanish as well as the fact that many of them have never had 

any formal training in writing in Spanish before.  Finally, several students mentioned the 

fact  that  hearing different  dialects  when listening to  Spanish could  cause them some 

concern.

It  should also be pointed out that there were several areas where many of the 

heritage students were  not anxious in the classroom.  Examples here included listening 

(cf. Kim, 2000), speaking (cf. Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope, 1986), reading silently (cf. 

Saito, Horwitz and Garza, 1999), working in groups (cf. Bailey, 1983), participating in 

class discussions  (cf.  Horwitz,  Horwitz  and  Cope,  1986),  and even writing for  some 

students (cf.  Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert,  1999).  This confirms Koch and Terrell’s 

(1991) finding that there is great variability in students’ reactions to classroom activities. 

For some heritage students of Spanish, speaking in class is stressful, while for others it is 

a very comfortable situation.  The same holds for reading, writing, and listening in class.

The fourth research question aimed to correlate the anxiety scores of the students 

with their self-assessed language proficiency.  In most cases, for all four language skills, 

significant  negative  correlations  were  observed  between  the  anxiety  scores  and  the 

students’ self-rated proficiency.  Thus, students with higher levels of anxiety were likely 

to report lower levels of language proficiency and vice versa, regardless of the language 

skill.  These results are in line with the results from other studies that have examined the 

correlations between language proficiency (whether self-assessed or assessed by a third 

party) and language anxiety.  For example, MacIntyre, Noels and Clément (1997) found a 
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negative  relationship  between  anxiety  and  students’  self-ratings  of  their  language 

proficiency.  Similar results were reported by Perales and Cenoz (2002).  Although a 

causal  relationship  cannot  be  assumed  between  anxiety  and  proficiency,  the  results 

suggest the possibility that anxiety can actually interfere with language proficiency, even 

for students who already have some background with the target language.

The goal of the fifth research question was to examine how the various anxieties 

relate to each other.  The correlations, ranging from .64 to .77, showed a strong, positive 

relationship between speaking anxiety,  reading anxiety,  writing anxiety,  and listening 

anxiety.  The strong correlations indicate that all four anxiety scales are related to each 

other and, consequently, do in fact measure anxiety in the language learning classroom. 

However,  the  shared  variance,  ranging  from  41%  to  59%,  indicates  that  there  is 

remaining  variance  that  cannot  be  accounted  for  with  these  scales.   So,  while  the 

constructs of foreign language anxiety, reading anxiety, writing anxiety,  and listening 

anxiety are all  related,  they are also independent of each other.   That is,  the FLCAS 

measures  general  anxiety  in  the  foreign  language  classroom,  with  a  strong  speaking 

component,  while  the  Reading  Anxiety  Scale,  the  Writing  Anxiety  Scale,  and  the 

Listening Anxiety Scale each appear to measure more language-skill-specific anxieties 

(i.e. reading anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety, respectively), as suggested in 

the studies by Saito, Horwitz and Garza (1999), Cheng, Horwitz and Schallert (1999), 

and Kim (2000).
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LIMITATIONS

The results of this study should be interpreted cautiously for several reasons.  First 

of all,  the results of the study should be viewed within the context of the population 

studied:   heritage  students of  Spanish living in  San Antonio,  Texas,  and studying  at 

UTSA.  Different results might have been obtained from other populations with different 

backgrounds,  including  students  of  other  languages,  students  enrolled  at  other 

universities, and heritage students of other languages or in different situations.

Second,  the  students  in  this  study  were  asked  to  self-identify  themselves  as 

heritage  students  of  Spanish  or  non-heritage  students.   This  was  based  on  a  single 

definition provided on the questionnaire.  However, it is assumed that, if anything, more 

heritage students would self-identify themselves as non-heritage students rather than vice 

versa (i.e. few, if any, non-heritage students would self-identify themselves as heritage 

students).   Still,  the  definition,  and  thus  the  measurement,  of  a  “heritage  language 

student” remains a complicated issue, one that will continue to be researched and debated 

in the years to come.

Third, the quantitative results of this study are based on self-report measures of 

language-learning experiences by the students; consequently, the results depend on the 

participants accurately and honestly responding to the items on the questionnaire.  It is 

difficult to measure affective variables in a precise manner because the participants may 

not be entirely truthful in their responses or may try to answer in ways they think the 

researcher would want.  It is also possible that the participants are unable to accurately 

report on their own emotional states.  However, because anxiety is a construct which 
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cannot directly be observed, self-reports are necessary for this type of research.  Daly 

(1991)  states  that  of  the  three  major  ways  to  measure  communication  apprehension 

(behavioral observation or ratings, physiological assessments, and self reports), the most 

common  method  used  to  measure  communication  apprehension  is  self  reports. 

According to Daly, “Both observational techniques and physiological assessments tend to 

be poor measures of the dispositional apprehension since any number of reasons, aside 

from apprehension, may exist for a particular behavior or physiological reaction” (p. 4). 

In addition, the FLCAS has been around for 20 years now and is generally considered the 

best measurement of general foreign language anxiety.

Another limitation of the study was the length of the questionnaire.  Although it 

only took approximately fifteen minutes to complete, it  is possible that some students 

tired after the second or third anxiety scales and just  started circling numbers for the 

remainder of the questionnaire.  However, it should be pointed out that a majority of the 

students completed the four open-ended questions at the end of the questionnaire, so it is 

likely that they were honest in their reporting throughout the entire questionnaire.

A  fifth  limitation  of  the  study  concerns  the  qualitative  data,  which  was  not 

triangulated.  Future research should take this into account and, for example, conduct 

observations of heritage students in the classroom.  In addition, telephone interviews may 

not be the best way to discuss classroom experiences with language students.  Face-to-

face  interviews  may  be  more  appropriate,  as  they  may  allow  for  a  more  in-depth 

discussion and more probing.  Another alternative is to consider using focus groups in 

which students are together with students of similar anxiety levels (e.g., highly anxious 
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students in one focus group, mildly anxious students in another focus group, and non-

anxious students in a third group). 

Having the students self-assess their language proficiency may be considered a 

limitation.   However,  Kim (2000)  states  that  “learners’  self-perception of proficiency 

appears to be a better predictor of the levels of both general foreign language anxiety and 

language-skill-specific anxiety than is their actual proficiency” (p. 146).  In her study, 

Kim  found  that  the  students’  self-rated  proficiency  levels  in  English  listening  were 

correlated more highly with their listening anxiety scores than their actual scores on the 

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) listening test.  She further noted that 

other researchers (e.g. Truitt, 1995; Cheng, 1998) found similar results.  Therefore, self-

assessed ratings of language proficiency do appear to be valid for this type of research.

Finally,  the  anxiety  scales  used  in  this  study  were  designed  to  be  used  with 

foreign language students.   As noted  previously,  heritage  students  are  different  from 

traditional foreign language students.   Therefore,  these anxiety scales may not be the 

most appropriate for this population of students.

IMPLICATIONS

The results of this study provide several implications for teaching.  First of all, 

this study shows that even students who have some background with the language being 

studied can be anxious during class.  Furthermore, this anxiety can manifest itself in the 

different language skills.   Some students may be anxious about speaking while other 

students may be anxious about writing.  Therefore, teachers need to first be aware of the 

existence of foreign language anxiety and the more language-specific types of anxiety 
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(i.e. reading anxiety, writing anxiety, and listening anxiety).  Teachers should realize that 

language classes can be intimidating for some students, including heritage students who 

may  already  have  some  knowledge  of  the  language.   Then,  as  first  pointed  out  by 

Horwitz, Horwitz and Cope (1986), teachers need to help students learn to cope with 

foreign language anxiety by having a discussion about language learning.  Campbell and 

Ortiz  (1991) provide an excellent  “Foreign Language Anxiety Workshop” that  would 

most likely prove to be very successful with heritage students of Spanish, as it would 

provide them an opportunity to share and discuss their language-learning experiences.

In addition, teachers also need to try to make the learning context less stressful. 

For example, teachers should be aware of the fact that the way they correct students in 

class can cause anxiety for some students.  Teachers should never be condescending or 

sarcastic  in  any  way;  instead,  teachers  should  provide  positive  feedback as  much as 

possible.  As many students, including heritage students, are concerned about making 

mistakes in front of their peers, teachers should make it clear at the beginning of the 

semester that errors are a normal and expected part of the language learning process.

This study also points to the importance of special training for those teachers who 

will have heritage students in their classes.  As the number of heritage students in Spanish 

classes continues to grow across the country, this training will become even more crucial. 

Most Spanish teachers, especially in the Southwest U.S. (but probably in many other 

places in the country as well), will be working with heritage learners and, consequently, 

all Spanish teachers need to be aware of and think about these issues.  For example, 

teachers should not expect students to already know the Spanish language just because 
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they are Hispanic.  Because many beginning heritage students feel bad because they have 

a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish, teachers should make the 

students  aware  of  the  fact  that  as  beginning  level  students  they  are  not  expected  to 

already be fluent in Spanish (or, in fact, know any Spanish at all) and that their language 

skills will improve as they continue studying the language.  For those heritage students 

who already do know some Spanish, teachers should invoke pride in those students for 

the skills they already possess.  Furthermore, the teacher should inform the students that 

the goal of the class is not to eradicate the home variety of the students, but rather to 

expand their bilingual range by building on their existing strengths.  The knowledge and 

previous  experiences  that  the  students  bring  with  them to  the  class  should  never  be 

dismissed, but rather valued and seen as an asset.  

It would be helpful for the Spanish teachers, especially in the intermediate and 

advanced courses, to briefly discuss dialectal differences.  This can be helpful to both the 

teachers and the students, as they would learn to appreciate and accept other dialects. 

This would hopefully decrease the anxiety some heritage students experience when they 

hear  different  dialects  from  their  Spanish  teachers.   In  addition,  teachers  should 

incorporate  into  the  Spanish  classes  authentic  materials  that  will  help  the  heritage 

students develop a sense of pride in their heritage by studying their language and culture 

(e.g., reading Mexican-American authors like Sandra Cisneros).

As  suggested  by  some  of  the  heritage  students  in  the  interviews,  it  may  be 

necessary to develop special classes designated exclusively for these students, which has 

been done at some universities across the country.  The universities need to do a better 
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job of publicizing these classes and also a better job of encouraging heritage students to 

enroll in such courses.  Or, if having heritage classes is not possible, teachers could use 

heritage students as resources (“language experts”) in the classroom.  That is, teachers 

can use heritage students as tutors who can serve as mediators to the new language and 

the new culture for the non-heritage students.  The heritage students can help the non-

heritage students gain apprenticeship into the new Discourse community (cf. Gee, 1996) 

by  “creating  opportunities  for  authentic  and  meaningful  interaction  both  within  and 

outside the classroom, and providing students the tools for their own social, cultural, and 

linguistic exploration” (Warschauer and Meskill, 2000, p. 308).

Because many of the heritage students in this study did experience higher levels 

of writing anxiety, teachers should work on this aspect with the students.  For example, 

teachers can show the heritage students how to transfer their writing skills from English 

to Spanish.   In addition, because accents are important in Spanish and because many 

heritage students do not  know how to use them and have never received any formal 

training  with  the  accents,  the  curriculum  should  place  an  emphasis  on  teaching  the 

accents.

Finally, as argued by Villa (1996), teachers should value all dialects of Spanish 

and never criticize the students’ home language.  Rather, the goal should be to build on 

the existing proficiency that the students already possess and expand their bilingual range 

(cf. Valdés, 1997; Roca, 2000).  Teachers should be aware of the fact that when they 

speak badly about a student’s home language, they are also speaking badly about the 
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student’s  identity  as  well,  which  in  turn  can  affect  the  student’s  motivation  and 

participation in the class.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This study has provided several  areas for  future research.   First,  a  replication 

study that can employ class observations and more interviews and/or focus groups to 

understand more fully the heritage students’ experiences in the language classroom is 

warranted.  A future study is also needed to examine the effects of anxiety on heritage 

students.  For instance, do anxious heritage students get lower grades, speak less in class, 

and/or  avoid  class  more  often?   This  information  has  been  studied  for  “traditional” 

foreign language students but not yet for heritage students.  Furthermore, future studies 

need to  take into account  the effect of “mixed classes,” that  is,  having both heritage 

students and non-heritage students in the same class, on the anxiety levels of both groups 

of  students.   Also,  this  study should  be  replicated  with  heritage  learners  from other 

language groups (e.g., Chinese, Korean, Arabic), as language teachers will also encounter 

these students in their classes.  In addition,  most of the research on foreign language 

anxiety has been conducted with college students.  It would be interesting, and beneficial, 

to conduct similar studies with younger students, perhaps in elementary or middle school. 

It is at this level that we may begin to first combat the anxiety that many of the students 

are experiencing in their language classes.  

In addition,  as the use of computer-mediated communication (CMC) has been 

heralded  as  providing  several  potential  benefits  to  the  foreign  language  classroom, 

including a reduction of foreign language anxiety, it would be interesting to examine this 
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technology with heritage students.  In a pilot study, Tallon (2003b) found that the level of 

anxiety after an asynchronous treatment (e.g., bulletin board discussion) was higher for 

heritage students (cf. 50.25) than for non-heritage students (cf. 44.40).  This was the only 

instance in this study when the heritage students experienced a higher level of anxiety 

than the non-heritage students.  The sample size in this study was fairly small, however, 

and therefore future research in this area is necessary.  

A further area for future research is the development of anxiety scales designed 

specifically  for  heritage  students.   That  is,  the Foreign  Language Classroom Anxiety 

Scale, as well as the other language-specific anxiety scales, may not be the best scales to 

measure language anxiety  in  heritage students.   For  this  study,  seven items designed 

specifically for heritage students were added to the FLCAS.  Similar items, perhaps based 

on more interviews with heritage students (to learn more about their language-learning 

experiences),  should  be  developed to  come  up  with  language  anxiety  scales  for  this 

particular population of students.  It would also be helpful to reconsider other self-report 

individual difference scales, such as motivation or learning strategies scales, when they 

are used with heritage students.  Finally, future research on heritage students will also 

need to address the issues of defining and measuring the term “heritage student” as well 

as the notion of thinking of these students as a homogeneous group.  As with any group 

of students, heritage students have different abilities in their language skills and this fact 

should be considered in future studies.
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CONCLUSIONS

This study found that the mean anxiety scores for the heritage students were lower 

than the mean anxiety scores for the non-heritage students on all anxiety scales, although 

there were a few instances when the heritage students actually had higher anxiety scores. 

In addition, the heritage students in this study reported lower levels of anxiety than other 

college-level  students  whose  anxiety  levels  had  also  been  measured  by  the  Foreign 

Language Classroom Anxiety Scale.

In most cases, there was a strong, negative correlation between the students’ self-

assessed language proficiency and their reported levels of anxiety, indicating that as the 

students’  self-assessed  proficiency  increased  their  levels  of  anxiety  decreased.   In 

addition, results showed a strong, positive correlation between all four anxiety scales, 

indicating that the anxiety scales are related in terms of measuring anxiety related to the 

language learning process, but that they do in fact measure different types of language-

specific anxieties.

Analysis  of  the  qualitative data  revealed several  sources  of  anxiety inside  the 

classroom as well as outside the classroom.  The heritage students also mentioned areas 

where they did not feel anxious inside the classroom, and they listed several goals for 

using Spanish in the future.
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Appendix A

Cover Letter

Language Attitudes in Spanish Students

Dear Student:

My name is Michael Tallon.  I am an Instructor of Spanish at The University of 

the  Incarnate  Word in  San Antonio  and a  graduate  student  in  the  Foreign  Language 

Education program at The University of Texas at Austin.  For my doctoral dissertation I 

am conducting  a  study  on  students’  attitudes  about  learning  a  foreign  language.   In 

particular, I am interested in knowing if there are differences in the attitudes of heritage 

students of Spanish (i.e.,  people who have grown up in  the Hispanic culture hearing 

and/or speaking Spanish, even if they no longer speak the language, or never did speak it) 

and non-heritage students (i.e., people who did not grow up hearing and/or speaking the 

Spanish language). 

I would like to invite you to participate in this study.  Your responses are essential 

to the success of the study.  The results of this study may have implications for improving 

our Spanish curriculum and your learning.  Therefore, your input is very important.  If 

you decide to participate, your participation will consist of completing a questionnaire 

(which  should  take  approximately  15-20  minutes).   Your  participation  is  completely 

voluntary and all answers are confidential and anonymous.  You are free to withdraw 

from the  study at  any  time,  even if  you have  already started.   If  you decide  not  to 

participate, it will in no way affect your grade or status in your class.  Responding to the 
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questionnaire  indicates  your  willingness  to  participate.   In  addition,  I  would  like  to 

interview some students by phone in order to explore their questionnaire responses in 

more detail; each interview should last approximately 10-15 minutes.  If you would like 

to  participate  in  a  brief  telephone  interview,  please  complete  the  last  page  of  the 

questionnaire.

If  you  have  any  questions,  please  feel  free  to  contact  me  or  my  supervising 

professor, Dr.  Elaine K. Horwitz, at  the addresses listed below.  Thank you for your 

participation!

Michael Tallon Dr. Elaine K. Horwitz
The University of the Incarnate Word The University of Texas at Austin
Foreign Languages Department Foreign Language Education
San Antonio TX  78209 Austin TX  78712
(210) 805-5891 (512) 232-4108
E-mail:  tallon@uiwtx.edu E-mail:  horwitz@mail.utexas.edu
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Appendix B

Background Information

Language Attitudes in Spanish Students

SECTION I:
Please provide some demographic information about yourself.

1.  Gender:  _____ Male     _____ Female

2.  Age:  ________

3.  Major: 
______________________________________________________________________

4.  What Spanish course are you currently taking? 
______________________________________________________________________

5.  What are your primary reasons for taking this course?  Please check all that apply.

_____  a) to fulfill a language requirement
_____ b) to better communicate with my family
_____ c) to improve my bilingual skills for my current or future job(s)
_____ d) to improve my grade point average
_____ e) to talk to my friends
_____ f) to listen to and watch Spanish language TV programs, films, music, and radio
_____ g) to read Spanish language newspapers, magazines, and books
_____  h) to feel closer to my culture
_____  i) other (please specify): 
______________________________________________________________________

6.  What prior exposure have you had with Spanish (e.g., use of Spanish in the home, 
travel, etc.)?
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

7.  How long have you studied Spanish?  (e.g., two years of high school Spanish, one 
semester of college Spanish).
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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8.  How would you describe your current proficiency in the Spanish language in each of 
the following areas?  Please check only one for each area.
    
     a) Speaking       _____  Very high b) Listening     _____  Very high

       _____  Fairly high     _____  Fairly high
       _____  Fairly low     _____  Fairly low
       _____  Very low     _____  Very low

     c) Reading        _____  Very high d) Writing     _____  Very high
       _____  Fairly high     _____  Fairly high
       _____  Fairly low     _____  Fairly low
       _____  Very low     _____  Very low

9.  Please indicate where the strengths are in your Spanish language skills.  For each skill 
category below, check the description which best describes you.  Please check only one 
description for each skill.

a) Reading
_____ I read Spanish easily.
_____ I read stories and short, informal things in Spanish easily, but newspapers, 
           magazines, or textbooks are sometimes difficult for me to read.
_____ I have trouble reading Spanish.

b) Writing
_____ I am confident and comfortable writing in Spanish.
_____ I am confident and comfortable writing notes and personal letters in Spanish, but 
           writing essays, compositions, or reports is sometimes difficult for me.
_____ I have trouble writing in Spanish.

c) Listening
_____ I understand spoken Spanish easily.
_____ I understand most spoken Spanish easily, but understanding Spanish radio, TV, 
           or documentaries is sometimes difficult.
_____ I have trouble understanding spoken Spanish.

d) Speaking
_____ I can always express myself easily when I am speaking in Spanish.
_____ I can usually express myself easily in Spanish, but sometimes it can be difficult 
           for me.
_____ I have trouble speaking in Spanish.
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10.  Do you consider yourself a heritage student of Spanish or a non-heritage student (see 
definitions below)?

NOTE:  For this study, a heritage student is defined as someone who grew up in a home 
where the Spanish language was spoken by family members; you may not even speak 
Spanish, but you might understand it.  

A non-heritage student is defined as someone who did not grow up in a home where the 
Spanish language was spoken by family members; you may have studied Spanish before 
in school, but you were not around the language while growing up.

       _____ Heritage Student        _____ Non-Heritage Student

       _____  If Spanish is your native/first language, please check here.

11.  Please check all that apply below.

_____  a) I do not speak Spanish or understand Spanish, but my ethnic heritage is
                Hispanic.
_____  b) I do not consider myself a heritage student although my last name is Hispanic.
_____  c) Most of my family speaks English, but I do have one or two grandparents who
                speak Spanish.
_____  d) I speak Spanish but no longer live in a home where Spanish is spoken.
_____  e) My parents speak to me mostly in Spanish, but I speak to them mostly in 
                English.
_____  f) Other (please explain): 

______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C

Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS)

Directions:  In the following four sections you will read a list of statements that refer to 
how you feel about different aspects of Spanish (learning Spanish in general,  reading 
Spanish, writing in Spanish, and listening to Spanish).  Be sure to read each statement 
carefully and check the response that best describes your attitudes and feelings.  For each 
statement, indicate whether you (1) strongly agree - SA, (2) agree - A, (3) neither agree 
nor  disagree  -  N,  (4)  disagree  -  D,  or  (5)  strongly  disagree  –  SD,  by  circling the 
appropriate number on the line following each statement.  Please give your first reaction 
to each statement and mark an answer for every statement.  Answer with “Neither” if you 
have no opinion or if a statement does not apply to your situation.

SECTION II:  Learning Spanish

SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5

______________________________________________________________________

1.  I don’t worry about making mistakes in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

 2.  I keep thinking that the other students are better at Spanish than I am.

1 2 3 4 5

 3.  Learning grammar in my Spanish class is easy for me.

1 2 3 4 5

 4.  I feel more tense and nervous in my Spanish class than in my other classes.

1 2 3 4 5

 5.  I get nervous when I don’t understand every word the Spanish teacher says.

1 2 3 4 5

 6.  I start to panic when I have to speak without preparation in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

 7.  During Spanish class, I find myself thinking about things that have nothing to do with 
the course.

1 2 3 4 5
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 8.  I am afraid that the other students will laugh at me when I speak Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 9.  I would not be nervous speaking Spanish with native speakers.

1 2 3 4 5

10.  It embarrasses me to volunteer answers in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

11.  I often feel like not going to my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

12.  I don’t understand why some people get so upset over Spanish classes.

1 2 3 4 5

13.  In my Spanish class, I can get so nervous I forget things I know.

1 2 3 4 5

14.  When I’m on my way to my Spanish class, I feel very sure and relaxed.

1 2 3 4 5

15.  I feel very self-conscious about speaking Spanish in front of other students.

1 2 3 4 5

16.  Even if I am well prepared for my Spanish class, I feel anxious about it.

1 2 3 4 5

17.  My Spanish class moves so quickly I worry about getting left behind.

1 2 3 4 5

18.  I never feel quite sure about myself when I am speaking in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

19.  I feel bad that I have a Hispanic last name but do not understand or speak Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

20.  I don’t feel pressure to prepare very well for my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

21.  I always feel that the other students speak Spanish better than I do.

1 2 3 4 5
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22.  I speak Spanish fairly well but still struggle in my Spanish classes.

1 2 3 4 5

23.  I can feel my heart pounding when I’m going to be called on in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

24.  I feel bad that I don’t speak Spanish because people expect me to know it anyway.

1 2 3 4 5

25.  I am comfortable when speaking Spanish with family members who speak Spanish 
fluently.

1 2 3 4 5

26.  I feel overwhelmed by the number of rules you have to learn to speak another 
language.

1 2 3 4 5

27.  It frightens me when I don’t understand what the teacher is saying in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

28.  I feel confident when I speak in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

29.  I am usually at ease during tests in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

30.  I feel like the Spanish I speak is not as good as other dialects of Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

31.  It wouldn’t bother me at all to take more Spanish classes.

1 2 3 4 5

32.  I get nervous when the Spanish teacher asks questions which I haven’t prepared in 

advance.

1 2 3 4 5

33.  I get upset when I don’t understand what the teacher is correcting.

1 2 3 4 5

34.  I tremble when I know that I’m going to be called on in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5
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35.  I worry about the consequences of failing my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

36.  I am afraid that my Spanish teacher is ready to correct every mistake I make.

1 2 3 4 5

37.  The more I study for a Spanish test, the more confused I get.

1 2 3 4 5

38.  I get nervous and confused when I am speaking in my Spanish class.

1 2 3 4 5

39.  I would probably feel comfortable around native speakers of Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

40.  I feel anxious when I talk with someone who speaks better Spanish than I do or who 
speaks “real” Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix D

Permission Letter for FLCAS

From: Elaine K. Horwitz 
To: Michael Tallon 
Subject: Re: Request to use FLCAS

Dear Michael,

Thank  you  for  the  formal  letter  requesting  permission  to  use  the  Foreign  Language 
Classroom Anxiety Scale.  I am pleased to grant you permission to use the FLCAS in 
your  research.  I  also appreciate  your  agreeing to  acknowledge the authorship of  the 
FLCAS in any oral or written reports of your research and to inform me of your findings.

Warm regards,
Elaine Horwitz
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Dr. Horwitz:

For  my  doctoral  dissertation  I  am  investigating  whether  heritage  students  of
Spanish  experience  any  type  of  foreign  language  anxiety  in  their  Spanish
classes.

I  am  writing  to  ask  for  your  permission  to  use  your  "Foreign  Language
Classroom  Anxiety  Scale"  (FLCAS)  from  your  1986  article  (Horwitz,  Horwitz  &
Cope  1986)  in  my  study.  I  would,  of  course,  identify  the  origin  of  this
scale  in  my  dissertation  (and  any  future  conference  presentations  and/or
publications  that  may  result  from  this  study)  as  well  as  provide  you  with
the results of my study.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Tallon
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Appendix E

Reading Anxiety Scale (RAS)

SECTION III:  Reading Spanish

SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5

_______________________________________________________________________

1. It bothers me to encounter words I can’t pronounce while reading Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 2.  I am satisfied with the level of reading ability in Spanish that I have achieved so far.

1 2 3 4 5

 3.  I would be happy just to learn to speak Spanish rather than having to learn to read as 
well.

1 2 3 4 5

 4.  I usually end up translating word by word when I’m reading Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 5.  I get upset whenever I encounter unknown grammar when reading Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 6.  The hardest part of learning Spanish is learning to read.

1 2 3 4 5

 7.  I enjoy reading Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 8.  Hispanic cultures and ideas seem very foreign to me.

1 2 3 4 5

 9.  When reading Spanish, I often understand the words but still can’t quite understand 
what the author is saying.

1 2 3 4 5
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10. When reading Spanish, I get nervous and confused when I don’t understand every 
word.

1 2 3 4 5

11. I am nervous when I am reading a passage in Spanish when I am not familiar with the 
topic.

1 2 3 4 5

12. You have to know so much about Spanish history and culture in order to read 
Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

13. I feel confident when I am reading in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

14. I don’t mind reading to myself, but I feel very uncomfortable when I have to read 
Spanish aloud.

1 2 3 4 5

15. When I’m reading Spanish, I get so confused I can’t remember what I’m reading.

1 2 3 4 5

16. Once you get used to it, reading Spanish is not so difficult.

1 2 3 4 5

17. I am worried about all the new symbols you have to learn in order to read Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

18. By the time you get past the funny letters and symbols in Spanish, it’s hard to 
remember what you’re reading about.

1 2 3 4 5

19. I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of Spanish in front of me.

1 2 3 4 5

20. I get upset when I’m not sure whether I understand what I am reading in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix F

Permission Letter for RAS

From: "Yoshiko Saito-Abbott" <ysa@csumb.edu>
To: "Michael Tallon" <tallon@satx.rr.com>
Subject: Re: Request to use Reading Anxiety Scale

Dear Michael,

Your chosen topic is very timely and very important work.  Yes, you can use the reading 
anxiety scale.  Good luck and let me know your outcomes.

Yoshiko

Yoshiko Saito-Abbott, Ph.D.
Professor, School of World Languages and Cultures
California State University, Monterey Bay
Director,  Monterey Bay Foreign Language Project
100 Campus Center, Seaside CA. 93955
office (831) 582-3795 fax (831) 582-3885
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Dear Dr. Saito-Abbott:

I am a doctoral candidate in the Foreign Language Education program at The
University of Texas at Austin.  For my doctoral dissertation, which is under
the guidance of Dr. Elaine K. Horwitz, I am investigating whether heritage
students of Spanish experience any type of foreign language anxiety in their
Spanish classes.  Specifically, I want to examine if they experience a
general type of foreign language anxiety, any writing anxiety, any listening
comprehension anxiety, and any reading anxiety.

I am writing to ask for your permission to use your "Reading Anxiety Scale"
(from your "Foreign Language Reading Anxiety" article co-written with Dr.
Horwitz and Dr. Garza and published in _The Modern Language Journal_ in
1999) in my study.  I would, of course, identify the origin of this scale in
my dissertation (and any future conference presentations and/or publications
that may result from this study) as well as provide you with the results of
my study, if you are interested.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Tallon
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Appendix G

Writing Anxiety Scale (WAS)

SECTION IV:  Writing in Spanish
 

SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5

_______________________________________________________________________

 1.  I feel confident in my ability to clearly express my ideas when writing in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 2.  When writing in Spanish, I often worry about making grammatical mistakes.

1 2 3 4 5

 3.  I don’t think I write in Spanish as well as most other people.

1 2 3 4 5

 4.  I am nervous about writing in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 5.  My mind seems to go blank when I start to work on a Spanish composition.

1 2 3 4 5

 6.  It’s easy for me to write good Spanish compositions.

1 2 3 4 5

 7.  I never seem to be able to clearly write down my ideas in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 8.  When writing in Spanish, I feel anxious if I cannot come up with anything to write 
about.

1 2 3 4 5

9.  I have no fear of my Spanish writing being evaluated by the teacher.

1 2 3 4 5

10. Expressing ideas through writing in Spanish seems to be a waste of time.

1 2 3 4 5
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11. Taking a Spanish composition course is a very frightening thought.

1 2 3 4 5

12. When writing in Spanish, I am confident with my spelling and accents.

1 2 3 4 5

13. I expect to do poorly in Spanish composition classes even before I enter them.

1 2 3 4 5

14. I’m not good at writing in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

15. I have no fear of my Spanish writing being evaluated by people other than the 
teacher.

1 2 3 4 5

16. When I hand in a Spanish composition, I know I’m going to do poorly.

1 2 3 4 5

17. I enjoy writing in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

18. People seem to enjoy what I write in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

19. I am afraid of writing essays in Spanish when I know they will be evaluated.

1 2 3 4 5

20. I avoid writing in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix H

Permission Letter for WAS

From: Yuh-show 
To: 'Michael Tallon' 
Subject: RE: Request to use Writing Anxiety Scale

Dear Michael,
Surely you can use them. I'll  appreciate if you could inform me of your results after 
completion of your dissertation.
For your reference, I've recently developed a new L2 writing anxiety scale and a paper 
that reports on that new scale has been published in Volume 13, Number 4 of Journal of 
Second Language Writing (2004). I’m not sure if that scale can serve your purpose better 
than the one used in my dissertation. Maybe you can read that paper and see whether you 
need the new one.

Sincerely,
Yuh-show
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: Michael Tallon [mailto:tallon@satx.rr.com]
To: t22035@cc.ntnu.edu.tw
Subject: Request to use Writing Anxiety Scale

Dear Dr. Cheng:

I am a doctoral candidate in the Foreign Language Education program at The University 
of Texas at Austin.  For my doctoral dissertation, which is under  the guidance of Dr. 
Elaine K. Horwitz, I am investigating whether heritage students of Spanish experience 
any type of foreign language anxiety in their Spanish classes.  Specifically, I want to 
examine  if  they  experience  a  general  type  of  foreign  language  anxiety,  any  writing 
anxiety, any listening comprehension anxiety, and any reading anxiety.

I am writing to ask for your permission to use your "Writing Anxiety Scale" from your 
dissertation  (Cheng 1998)  and  also  your  published  article  with  Dr.  Horwitz  and  Dr. 
Schallert (Cheng, Horwitz & Schallert 1999).  I would, of course, identify the origin of 
this scale in my dissertation (and any future conference presentations and/or publications 
that may result from this study) as well as provide you with the results of my study, if 
you are interested.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Tallon
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Appendix I

Listening Anxiety Scale

SECTION V:  Listening to Spanish 

SA A N D SD
1 2 3 4 5

_______________________________________________________________________

 1.  I have difficulty understanding oral instruction given to me in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 2.  I get annoyed when I come across words that I don’t understand while listening to 
Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 3.  I am uncomfortable when I hear other varieties of Spanish that are not the same as the 
variety that I speak.

1 2 3 4 5

 4.  It is hard to concentrate on what Spanish speakers are saying unless I know them 
well.

1 2 3 4 5

 5.  When listening to Spanish, it is difficult to differentiate the words from one another.

1 2 3 4 5

 6.  I keep thinking that everyone else except me understands very well what a Spanish 
speaker is saying.

1 2 3 4 5

 7.  I get worried when I have little time to think about what I hear in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

 8.  Spanish stress and intonation seem familiar to me.

1 2 3 4 5
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 9.  When someone pronounces words differently from the way I pronounce them, I find 
it difficult to understand.

1 2 3 4 5

10. I feel uncomfortable in class when listening to Spanish without the written text.

1 2 3 4 5

11. During Spanish listening tests, I get nervous and confused when I don’t understand 
every word.

1 2 3 4 5

12. When listening to Spanish, I often understand the words but still can’t quite 
understand what the speaker means.

1 2 3 4 5

13. When listening to Spanish, I usually end up translating word by word without 
understanding the content.

1 2 3 4 5

14. It’s difficult for me to listen to Spanish when there is even a little bit of background 
noise.

1 2 3 4 5

15. When a person speaks Spanish very fast, I worry that I might not understand all of it.

1 2 3 4 5

16. I would rather not have to listen to people speak Spanish at all.

1 2 3 4 5

17. I fear I have inadequate background knowledge of some topics when listening in 
Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

18. I feel confident when I am listening in Spanish.

1 2 3 4 5

19. I am nervous when I am listening to Spanish if I am not familiar with the topic.

1 2 3 4 5

20. When listening to Spanish, I tend to get stuck on one or two unknown words.

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix J

Permission Letter for LAS

From: telecosm@hanmail.net 
To: Michael Tallon 
Subject: [RE] Request to use Listening Anxiety Scale

Hello,

 Joohae said that she replied to your previous mail.

 This following is her response for this time. 

 Youngwoo

 ==

 Dear Mr. Tallon,

Hello. 
I am Joohae Kim at Korea Digital University.

I got your email from Youngwoo Kim, and I am glad to hear that you want to use my scale.
I hope you can get good results with my scale.

Please give my regards to Dr. Horwitz.
Good luck!

Sincerely,
Joohae Kim

==
From: "Michael Tallon" 
To:   jhkim@kdu.edu
Subject: Request to use Listening Anxiety Scale 

Dear Dr. Kim: 

I am a doctoral candidate in the Foreign Language Education program at The University of Texas at 
Austin. For my doctoral dissertation, which is under the guidance of Dr. Elaine K. Horwitz, I am 
investigating whether heritage students of Spanish experience any type of foreign language anxiety in 
their Spanish classes. Specifically, I want to examine if they experience a general type of foreign language 
anxiety, any writing anxiety, any listening comprehension anxiety, and any reading anxiety. 

I am writing to ask for your permission to use your "Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale" from your 
dissertation (Kim 2000) in my study.  I would, of course, identify the origin of this scale in my dissertation 
(and any future conference presentations and/or publications that may result from this study) as well as 
provide you with the results of my study, if you are interested. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Tallon 
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Appendix K

Self-Assessed Anxiety

SECTION VI:

5.  How would you describe the level of anxiety you feel in your Spanish class in terms 
of the following areas?  Please check only one for each area.

     a) Speaking        _____  Very high b) Listening     _____  Very high
        _____  Fairly high     _____  Fairly high
        _____  Fairly low     _____  Fairly low
        _____  Very low     _____  Very low

     c) Reading         _____  Very high d) Writing     _____  Very high
        _____  Fairly high     _____  Fairly high
        _____  Fairly low     _____  Fairly low
        _____  Very low     _____  Very low
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Appendix L

Open-Ended Questions on the Questionnaire

SECTION II:  Learning Spanish

Do you have any other feelings about learning Spanish which are not included above?  If 
so, please write down your feelings.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

SECTION III:  Reading Spanish

Do you have any other feelings about reading Spanish which are not included above?  If 
so, please write down your feelings.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

SECTION IV:  Writing in Spanish

Do you have any other feelings about writing in Spanish which are not included above? 
If so, please write down your feelings.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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SECTION V:  Listening to Spanish 

Do you have any other feelings about listening in Spanish which are not included above? 
If so, please write down your feelings.
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

SECTION VI:
Please answer the following questions.

1.  In what situations do you feel most uncomfortable or nervous when you are in your 
Spanish class?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2.  In what situations do you not feel uncomfortable or nervous in your Spanish class?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3.  When using your Spanish outside of Spanish class, in what situations do you feel most 
uncomfortable or nervous?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4.  Do you have any future goals for using Spanish?  If so, please describe. 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix M

Request for Telephone Interview

Telephone Interview

I would like to contact some participants in this study by phone in order to explore their 
responses in more detail.  The phone interviews, which will take place 2-3 weeks after 
you have completed this questionnaire, will be recorded and should last approximately 
10-15 minutes.  To ensure confidentiality, I am the only person who will have access to 
your name and phone number.  In addition, you will not be identified personally in any 
way in the results of the study.  I will be the only person who has access to the audiotapes 
of the telephone interviews and the audiotapes will be stored in a locked cabinet during 
and after the study.

If you are willing to let me contact you by phone for a brief interview, please write your 
name, telephone number, and the best day(s) and time(s) to call in the spaces below.

Thank you.

Name: ______________________________________________________________

Phone number:  _______________________________________________________

Best day(s) and time(s) to call:  __________________________________________

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!
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Appendix N

Interview Guide

Participant #:  _____ Name:  __________________________

1.  Please tell me about how you feel in general in your Spanish class(es)?

2.  How do you feel when you speak Spanish (both in class and outside of class)?
- Does speaking Spanish in class in front of people who are more fluent make you feel 
nervous?  Can you tell me (explain) how/why?

3.  Does speaking Spanish with native speakers make you feel nervous?  If so, can you 
explain how?

4.  How do you feel when you listen to Spanish in class (by your teacher and the other 
students)?

5.  How do you feel when you read in Spanish in class?
- Do you ever read Spanish at home, just for fun?

6.  How do you feel when you write in Spanish in class?
- Do you ever write in Spanish outside of class, for example, for e-mails or letters?

7.  What bothers you the most about your Spanish class(es)?

8.  Do you ever feel anxious or nervous or stressed out during classes?  
- If so, what do you think causes that anxiety?
- If not, why do you think that is? 
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Appendix O

UT IRB Approval Letter
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OFFICE OF RESEARCH SUPPORT & COMPLIANCE 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

P.O. Box 7426, Austin , Texas 78713 
(512)  471-8871  -  FAX  (512  471-
8873) North Office Building A , Suite  
5.200 (Mail code A3200) 

FWA # 00002030 

Date: 10/17/05

PI(s): Michael Tallon Department & Mail Code: 
          Elaine K Horwitz FOREIGN LANG EDUC      D6500

Dear:  Michael Tallon 
IRB APPROVAL - IRB Protocol # 2005-07-0004

Title: Foreign Language Anxiety in Heritage Students of Spanish:
          To Be (Anxious) or Not To Be (Anxious)?  That is the Question

In accordance with Federal Regulations for review of research 
protocols, the Institutional Review Board has reviewed the above 
referenced protocol and found that it met approval under an Expedited 
category for the following period of time:   10/14/2005  -  10/13/2006

Expedited category of approval: 
___(1) Clinical studies of drugs and medical devices only when condition 
(a) or (b) is met. (a) Research on drugs for which an investigational new 
drug application (21 CFR Part 312) is not required. (Note: Research on 
marketed drugs that significantly increases the risks or decreases the 
acceptability of the risks associated with the use of the product is not 
eligible for expedited review). (b) Research on medical devices for which 
(i) an investigational device exemption application (21 CFR Part 812) is 
not required; or (ii) the medical device is cleared/approved for marketing 
and the medical device is being used in accordance with its 
cleared/approved labeling. 

___(2) Collection of blood samples by finger stick, heel stick, ear stick, or 
venipuncture as follows: (a) from healthy, non-pregnant adults who weigh 
at least 110 pounds. For these subjects, the amounts drawn may not 
exceed 550 ml in an 8 week period and collection may not occur more 
frequently than 2 times per week; or (b) from other adults and children2, 
considering the age, weight, and health of the subjects, the collection 
procedure, the amount of blood to be collected, and the frequency with 
which it will be collected. For these subjects, the amount drawn may not 
exceed the lesser of 50 ml or 3 ml per kg in an 8 week period and 
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collection may not occur more frequently than 2 times per week. 

___(3)  Prospective  collection  of  biological  specimens  for 
research purposes by Non-invasive means. Examples: 

(a) hair and nail clippings in a non-disfiguring manner; 
(b) deciduous teeth at time of exfoliation or if routine 
patient care indicates a need for extraction; (c) permanent 
teeth if routine patient care indicates a need for extraction; 
(d) excreta and external secretions (including sweat); 
(e) uncannulated  saliva  collected  either  in  an  un-stimulated 
fashion or stimulated by chewing gumbase or wax or by applying 
a dilute citric solution to the tongue; 
(f) placenta removed at delivery; 
(g) amniotic fluid obtained at the time of rupture of the 
membrane prior to or during labor; (h) supra- and subgingival 
dental plaque and calculus, provided the collection procedure is 
not more invasive than routine prophylactic scaling of the teeth 
and the Process is accomplished in accordance with accepted 
prophylactic techniques; 
(i) mucosal and skin cells collected by buccal scraping or 
swab, skin swab, or mouth washings; (j) sputum collected 
after saline mist nebulization. 

___(4) Collection of data through noninvasive procedures (not involving 
general anesthesia or sedation) routinely employed in clinical practice, 
excluding procedures involving x-rays or microwaves. Where medical 
devices are employed, they must be cleared/approved for marketing. 
(Studies intended to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the medical 
device are not generally eligible for expedited review, including studies of 
cleared medical devices for new indications). Examples: 

(a) physical sensors that are applied either to the surface of 
the  body  or  at  a  distance  and  do  not  involve  input  of 
significant amounts of energy into the subject or an invasion 
of the subject's privacy; 
(b) weighing or testing sensory acuity; 
(c) magnetic resonance imaging; 
(d) electrocardiography, electroencephalography, thermography, 
detection of naturally occurring radioactivity, electroretinography, 
ultrasound, diagnostic infrared imaging, doppler blood flow, and 
echocardiography; 
(e) moderate  exercise,  muscular  strength  testing,  body 
composition assessment, and flexibility testing where appropriate 
given the age, weight, and health of the individual. 

___(5)  Research  involving  materials  (data,  documents,  records,  or 
specimens) that have been collected, or will be collected solely for non-
research  purposes  (such  as  medical  treatment  or  diagnosis).  (NOTE: 
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Some research in this category may be exempt from the HHS regulations 
for the protection of human subjects. 45 CFR 
46.101 (b)(4). This listing refers only to research that is not exempt). 

_X_(6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for 
research purposes. 

_X_(7) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior 
(including, but not limited to, research on perception, cognition, 
motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural beliefs or 
practices, and social behavior) or research employing survey, interview, 
oral history, focus group, program evaluation, human factors evaluation, 
or quality assurance methodologies. (NOTE: Some research in this 
category may be exempt from the HHS regulations for the protection of 
human subjects. 45 CFR 46.101(b)(2) and (b)(3). This listing refers only 
to research that is not exempt). 

____ Please use the attached approved informed consent 

_X   You have been granted Waiver of Documentation of Consent 
According to 45 CFR 46.117, an IRB may waive the requirement for 
the  investigator  to  obtain  a  signed  consent  form  for  some  or  all 
subjects if it finds either: 
_X_ The research presents no more than minimal risk 

AND 
_X_  The  research  involves  procedures  that  do  not  require 
written consent when performed outside of a research setting 

<OR> 
___ The principal risks are those associated with a breach of confidentiality concerning 
the subject's participation in the research AND 
___ The consent document is the only record linking the subject with the research 

AND 
___This study is not FDA regulated (45 CFR 46.117) 

AND 
___Each participant will be asked whether the participant wishes 
documentation linking the participant with the research, and the 
participants wishes will govern. 

____ You have been granted Waiver of Informed Consent 
According to 45 CFR 46.116(d), an IRB may waive or alter some or all 
of the requirements for Informed consent if: 
___ The research presents no more than minimal risk to 
subjects; 
___ The waiver will not adversely affect the rights and 
welfare of subjects; 
___ The research could not practicably be carried out 
without the waiver; and 
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___ Whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided 
with additional pertinent information they have 
participated in the study. 
___ This study is not FDA regulated (45 CFR 46.117) 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR FOR ONGOING 
PROTOCOLS: 

(1) Report immediately to the IRB any unanticipated problems. 

(2) Proposed changes in approved research during the period for which 
IRB approval cannot be initiated without IRB review and approval, 
except when necessary to eliminate apparent immediate hazards to the 
participant. Changes in approved research initiated without IRB review 
and approval initiated to eliminate apparent immediate hazards to the 
participant must be promptly reported to the IRB, and reviewed under 
the unanticipated problems policy to determine whether the change was 
consistent with ensuring the participants continued welfare. 

(3) Report any significant findings that become known in the course 
of  the  research  that  might  affect  the  willingness  of  subjects  to 
continue to take part. 

(4) Insure that only persons formally approved by the IRB enroll subjects. 

(5) Use only a currently approved consent form (remember approval periods are for 12 
months or less). 

(6)  Protect  the  confidentiality  of  all  persons  and  personally 
identifiable data, and train your staff and collaborators on policies 
and  procedures  for  ensuring  the  privacy  and  confidentiality  of 
participants and information. 

(7) Submit for review and approval by the IRB all modifications to the 
protocol or consent form(s) prior to the implementation of the change. 

(8) Submit a Continuing Review Report for continuing review by the 
IRB. Federal regulations require IRB review of on-going projects no less 
than once a year (a Continuing Review Report form and a reminder letter 
will be sent to you 2 months before your expiration date). Please note 
however, that if you do not receive a reminder from this office about your 
upcoming continuing review, it is the primary responsibility of the PI not to 
exceed the expiration date in collection of any information. Finally, it is the 
responsibility of the PI to submit the Continuing Review Report before the 
expiration period. 
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(9) Notify the IRB when the study has been completed and complete the Final Report 
Form. 

(10) Please help us help you by including the above protocol number on 
all future correspondence relating to this protocol. 

Thank you for your help in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Leiden, Ph.D., Chair 
Institutional Review Board 

Protocol # Approval dates: - 2005-07-0004        10/14/2005          10/13/2006 
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